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Abstract
This study focuses on the sensemaking of education equity and equity policy
of 9-12 grade high school vice principals in Oregon as they implement leadership
practices. This case study of vice principal education equity discourse seeks to
understand how beliefs, values, and attitudes become enacted in schools’ everyday
situations through critical discourse analysis triangulating education equity definitions,
district and state equity policies, and vice principal interviews. This study seeks to
understand how ideological beliefs influence student outcomes. To further critical
understanding of the effects of accountability measures in education policy and shift
the focus from a discourse of student meritocracy to one of transformative equity
practices, this study questions whether performance measures, such as four-year
cohort graduation rates, are influenced by the beliefs, values, attitudes, and education
systems more than individual student characteristics, thereby contributing to the
maintenance of the achievement gap over time. Three findings came from the study;
(a) there was strong ideological unity of equity concepts between state, district, and
personal definitions; (b) equity policy does not appear to drive individual leadership
practices of vice-principals in the sample; and (c) integrating beliefs of education
equity into leadership practices by vice principals appears to be impacted by school
and district environments. These findings suggest a mismatch between equity goals
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and equity practices in many districts and schools; a mismatch maintained by
whiteness, ideology, and misunderstanding intent versus impact.
Keywords: sensemaking, education equity, critical discourse analysis,
achievement gap, vice principals, equity policy, school-wide reform
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Over the past 75 years, public education has been under attack, declared to be
in crisis after crisis, where education policy reform is a politician’s answer to an array
of social, political, and economic problems of the larger society (Watkins, 2012).
From Brown v. Board of Education (1954) to the launching of Sputnik (1957), to the
Coleman Report (1966), to A Nation at Risk (1983), to Savage Inequalities (1991), to
No Child Left Behind (2001), a common theme of these decisions, events, national
reports, and legislation is that student underachievement is a national problem, and
fixing public education is vital to the health and future of our country. Mehta (2013)
called declaring education a national crisis from the 1980s through 2001 the A Nation
at Risk paradigm. During these two decades and the first two decades of the twentyfirst century, education policy efforts were declared by some to hold public education
accountable for minimum performance standards for all students (Baker, Myers, &
Vasquez, 2014). Standardized testing and accountability frameworks in state and
federal policy directs schools to be responsible for academic outcomes rather than
social forces, and externally verifiable tests measure student academic success (Mehta,
2013, p. 286). The achievement gap becomes an example of public education’s failure
because it demonstrates that inequity still exists. Typically, we speak of the
achievement gap between white students and Black, Hispanic, and low-income
students. It also typically refers to standardized test performance as the primary
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indicator. Education researchers from critical paradigms (Au, 2013; DarlingHammond, 2007; Gillborn, 2008; Ladson-Billings, 2006; Leonardo, 2007) have
challenged this view: questioning the premise of inequality starting in schools;
questioning the reasons for the persistence of the achievement gap, and questioning
the narrow definition of achievement tied to standardized test performance.
Oregon’s Equity Lens is the policy document adopted by the Oregon
Education Investment Board (OEIB) in 2013 and the Higher Education Coordinating
Commission in 2014 as the State’s approach to education policy and budgeting. The
Equity Lens defines the achievement gap as “the observed and persistent disparity on a
number of educational measures between the performance of groups of students,
especially groups defined by gender, race/ethnicity, and socioeconomic status”
(Higher Education Coordinating Commission, 2017a, p. 6). While not limiting itself
to one measure, this definition points to the disparity in educational outcomes between
different student groups yet remains a colorblind definition. This disparity emphasizes
accountability for outcomes without acknowledging resources, environmental factors,
or social, cultural, and economic differences amongst student populations. The policy
language frames accountability for fixing inequality within the public education
system.
Darling-Hammond’s (2000; 2004; 2007) concept of the opportunity gap
framed the problem beyond the public education system itself with discussion around
the achievement gap expanding to fundamental questions regarding lack of social and
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educational opportunity that many social groups face in the quest for educational
attainment (Da Silva, Huguley, Kakli, & Rao, 2007).
Walker (2017) presented an expectation gap discussing adequate student
preparedness, not innate differences. This gap focuses more on whether supports
articulated as necessary to enact policy ends are effectively delivered and executed in
advancing policy goals (Hilliard, 2003; Steele & Aronson, 1995).
Ladson-Billings’ (2006) concept of the education debt emphasized the
accumulation of achievement deficits over time due to under-resourcing public
education to non-white students. These deficits, year in and year out, have created a
historical, social, and moral debt owed to non-white students. When the emphasis is
on equitable outcomes and inputs, one begins to recognize that the long-standing lack
of educational investment in underserved social groups has produced and maintained
inequitable outcomes over time.
Together, this critical theory research demonstrates a broader view of the
social and economic inequality that has persisted in our society and does not envision
public education as the sole public institution responsible for fixing inequality. These
views contest the accountability frame of education policy based on achievement gaps.
Therefore, public education policy, in general, is fundamentally tied to competing
visions about the purpose of public schooling in a democratic society (Labaree, 1997;
Postman, 1995; Tyack & Tobin, 1994). Public education equity policy, in particular,
becomes centered on inputs (resources), processes (teaching and learning), and
outcomes (results).
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Oregon as a state illustrates how the achievement gap and state education
policy intersect. In 2011, Senate Bill 909 created the Oregon Education Investment
Board (OEIB) to coordinate public education delivery from early education through
high school and college. The OEIB Equity Lens addresses two opportunity gaps
threatening Oregon’s economic competitiveness and innovation capacity (OEIB,
2013): the persistent achievement gap between student subgroups across the State and
the growing disparity between Oregon and the rest of the United States in achieving
state benchmarks for reading, writing, math, and science. The framing of this policy
purpose is that of a crisis, a threat to our State’s economic prosperity. Reference to
state benchmarks defines achievement as a standardized test measurement. Oregon
frames its education policy in terms of standards and accountability, and public
education is responsible for solving Oregon’s inequality.
Standardized tests serve accountability comparisons well but narrowly define
learning to what can be easily measured on a test (Jordan, Brown, & Gutiérrez, 2010).
Statistical comparisons make it easier to demonstrate success and failure rates across
populations, grades, subject areas, schools, districts, cities, states, and the nation on
standardized tests. Graduation rates, however, measure a composite picture of
achievement that is more comprehensive than a single test. As a cultural marker and
social and economic gatekeeper to future opportunities, high school graduation serves
as the achievement measure par excellence in the common-sense vernacular of public
discourse. High school graduation symbolizes achievement in the public
consciousness. Four-year cohort graduation rates account for students who do and do
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not graduate within the expected four-year window. Graduation rates are a better
measure of how the school system does or does not succeed in preparing students for
life beyond high school, despite differences in state graduation requirements that make
it hard to compare rates across states.
Turning attention to Oregon and using four-year cohort graduation rates as our
measure of achievement, do we still find the achievement gap? The short answer is
yes. The Oregon four-year cohort graduation rate has climbed from 68.4% in the
2010-2011 school year to 83% in the 2019-2020 school year. As a state, 17% of
students still do not graduate on time (ODE, 2019). As shown in Figure 1. a visual
representation of Oregon 4-year cohort graduation rates by race, considering the 14%
gain for white students, Black and Hispanic students did close the gap by 8%. On
average though, this is less than one percent per year over the decade, and the
trendline persists.
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Oregon 4-Year Cohort Graduation Rates
by Race
95%
90%
85%
80%
75%
70%
65%
60%
55%
50%
2010-11

2013-14
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American Indian/Alaskan Native
Black/African American
Hispanic/Latino
White

Figure 1. Oregon 4-Year Cohort Graduation Rates by Race.
While the trendlines are positive for each student racial category, the gap between
white students and American Indian and Alaska Native students actually increased by
one percent over the decade.
When we look at all students compared with student groups, as seen in Figure
2, we see a similar pattern. The four-year cohort graduation rate increased by 15% for
all students over the decade. While the four-year cohort graduation rate for students
with disabilities increased by 24% over the decade, the gain on closing the
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achievement gap was 9%, or less than one percent per year. The four-year cohort
graduation rate for economically disadvantaged students shrunk by just 2% over the
decade, despite a number of school districts being lauded in the press during the 201718 school year for supporting this student group (Hammond, 2019). In the 2013-14
school year, data on high school English Language Learners split into two categories:
ever English learners and English learners, and migrant students became a category.
Four-year cohort graduation rates for ever English learners and migrant students
outpaced average increases of other groups in a shorter timeframe. Understanding
these data collection changes is beyond this study’s scope and four-year cohort
graduation rate trendlines generally hold true.
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Oregon 4-Year Cohort Graduation Rates
by Student Groups
90%
85%
80%
75%
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Figure 2. Oregon 4-Year Cohort Graduation Rates by Student Groups.
In years where statewide increases in overall cohort graduation rates from the
previous year occur, such as the 2% increase in 2017-2018, the Department of
Education Director attributed these increases to be the result of the state’s equity work
(ODE, 2018). In prior years, the impact of equity policy on increases or decreases in
graduation rates is absent from public Oregon Department of Education (ODE)
proclamations. ODE’s press releases of 2018-19 graduation rates did not mention
equity, and emphasis was on the total percentage overcoming the 80% threshold,
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rather than the less than 2% gain from the previous year (ODE, 2020). The emphasis
of equity and the state’s equity work as an explanation for positive or negative growth
in graduation rates could be seen simply as political spin or as the State protecting its
core function and image from deeper scrutiny into actual outcomes for student subgroups. by shaping public education discourse in a positive light. By simultaneously
highlighting achievement for all students and hiding differences in achievement in
plain sight, the state shapes educational discourse, protects the profession and
institution from the scrutiny of its core functions, and legitimizes the outcomes across
the state (Anderson, 1990).
The height of the 2019-2020 COVID-19 pandemic saw school closures, while
the 3% increase in graduation rates was more significant than the single-year increases
of 2018 and 2019 (Campuzano & Hammond, 2021). Oregon Deputy Superintendent
of Public Instruction suggests that these gains are in line with the past six-year
averages, reflect seniors who were already on track to graduate during the first three
quarters of the school year, and reflect schools’ improvement in supporting students
(Campuzano & Hammond, 2021). While this interpretation may be accurate, it does
not account for the decades-long trendline of the achievement gap or improvement in
student outcomes. The achievement gap is maintained, as can be seen in Figures 1 and
2.
To continue statewide four-year graduation rates for all students beyond the
2018-19 80% threshold and to improve the 1% per year average, decreasing the
achievement gap, this study proposes Oregon school districts better serve historically
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disenfranchised students. Specifically, schools must address the learning needs of
students who lag in achievement compared with their age and grade white peers:
students of color, English Language Learners (ELLs), special education students, and
low socioeconomic status (SES), and not simply the broader focus of “all students.”
Graduation rates and data disaggregation depict sub-groups to highlight
differences and disparities and hopefully inform decision-making and instruction for
improvements, not just accountability purposes. Education officials and policymakers
depict the public school system in an unwarranted, ideological positive light by
universally depicting students neutrally and objectively. When one speaks of all
students, white, middle-class students hide in plain sight, yet receive the majority of
education resources (Lenhoff & Ulmer, 2016; Segeren & Kutsyuruba, 2012). When
we emphasize sub-groups in terms of outcomes, resources, intervention efforts, and
teacher training can be repurposed as inputs and processes to improve school
outcomes. However, I argue this challenges the status quo at best and could a viewed
as a direct threat to the dominant group’s access to these same school resources at
worst.
Despite positive rhetoric regarding incremental progress gained by four-year
cohort graduation outcomes, when yearly graduation rates are publicly announced, the
achievement gap is a persistent and perennial problem that has not been galvanized
within Oregon’s public consciousness as a social crisis. Low graduation rates for nonwhite students and other underserved social groups have become an ongoing nonevent (Anderson, 1990) and represent the “soft bigotry of low expectations” (Bush,
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2000). The emphasis on some students and not all students counters the dominant
ideology, the grammar of schooling (Tyack & Tobin, 1994), and is labeled a partisanand identity-based problem, rather than a real perceived crisis for all, meaning white
dominant culture students. Emphasizing all students and equity for all means enacting
ideologies that reproduce inequities under the guise of neutrality and objectivity
(Lenhoff & Ulmer, 2016). Non-achieving student groups are continually students of
non-white races, low SES, English language learners, and special education students.
The achievement gap is not seen as a crisis or talked about as such in public education
discourse. However, when it comes to defining education policy purposes, the
achievement gap is front and center. How does this contradiction in purpose replicate
in public school systems year in and year out, maintaining public education’s status
quo?
Just What is Equity All About Anyway?
While educators may easily declare equity as a goal, equity is a complex,
contested concept that carries socio-cultural and political-economic ideologies along
with it (Bulkley, 2013; Kornhaber, Griffith, & Tyler, 2014). K-12 district equity
policies articulate concepts of education equity that may or may not align with high
school leaders’ conceptions of equity, or their personal experiences. If education
equity policy intends to impact student outcomes, then it becomes important to
understand how school leaders make sense of their conceptions of equity, how
concepts of equity are articulated in district equity policies, and how any negotiations
between these competing conceptions of equity are resolved and integrated into
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leadership practice. Oregon’s Equity Lens (OEIB, 2013) defines equity in education
as, “the notion that each and every learner will receive the necessary resources they
need individually to thrive in Oregon’s schools no matter what their national origin,
race, gender, sexual orientation, differently abled, first language, or other
distinguishing characteristic” (p. 6). This definition is based on providing resources or
inputs into the educational process to meet the individual needs of students with
unique sub-group characteristics, within the broader category of all Oregon students.
Because non-white students, low socioeconomic status students, English language
learners, and students in special education are historically underserved and not
thriving within the public education system, the goal to create education equity is to
provide the needed resources to these student groups in particular. Resources are not
specifically defined. Resources may include a qualified teacher, small class size,
working facilities, current textbooks, differentiated instruction, or culturally relevant
pedagogy. While the language of each and every gets away from an idealized policy
discourse of “for all” students (Lenhoff & Ulmer, 2016), it is not specifically
articulated what “receive the necessary resources they need individually to thrive”
actually means in practice (OEIB, 2013, p.6). When one gets down to the practical
level of resourcing schools, educators make decisions that do or do not enact the
policy’s intent in effective ways. Vague policy language furthers this possibility.
Researchers construct conceptual models to explain variations in equity
concepts. Berne & Stiefel (1984) introduced the notions of horizontal and vertical
equity, Guiton & Oakes (1995) spoke of libertarian, liberal, and democratic liberal
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views of equity, Cochran-Smith et al. (2017) described “thin equity” and “thick
equity”, Allbright et al. (2019) added a transformative view of equity to Guiton &
Oakes’s framework, and Kornhaber, Griffith, and Tyler (2014) connected this
determination of resource allocation to administrator’s equal or equalizing concepts of
equity. Will administrators redistribute financial resources to programs and services
for students who have disparate outcomes to those students specifically, or will they
enact more universal programming and services for all students? This distinction is
the basis for variances in the conceptual views of education equity and their politicaleconomic foundations that support different policy solutions. This enactment of
support through resource allocation varies in schools from location to location.
Therefore, a better understanding of how and why school leaders make these
decisions, and how their sense of education equity impacts their decision-making will
help inform the policy making process.
How education equity is defined personally, organizationally, and in
educational policy helps us understand how educators enact these beliefs in their
leadership practices. Giving each and every learner what they need does not mean
giving them the same thing. Historically, public schools have been structured by a
concept of equality, providing all the same service to the extent possible. The
continued existence of the achievement gap calls into question how well this universal
approach has provided equitable outcomes for students across all sub-groups. The U.
S. cultural belief in meritocracy locates accountability for outcomes in the student and
individual characteristics, rather than a systemic and or social framing of the problem
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(Au, 2013; Leonardo, 2007). Defining the problem of the achievement gap as a
deficiency in the student; innate, cultural, or otherwise, frames the responsibility for
the achievement gap on the learner, not the schools, educators, or social forces. More
critical framings of the achievement gap have been offered by educational researchers
(Darling-Hammond, 2004; Ladson-Billings, 2006; Walker, 2017). How do these
competing definitions of education equity interact in the everyday experiences of
administrators in schools?
As evidenced by the gaps and debts articulated above, getting to a common
understanding of equity across society, or even across the education profession, is
challenging because that understanding is intertwined with social values and
ideologies. Equity is a contested concept (Bulkley, 2013; Kornhaber, Griffith, &
Tyler, 2014). Equity is about competing visions of the purpose of schooling and
making a moral choice to address past injustices by rectifying the present in pursuit of
a socially just future (Shields, 2018). School leaders enact their visions of leadership
in daily practices, and social justice leadership is to make “issues of race, class,
gender, disability, sexual orientation, and other historically and currently
marginalizing conditions in the United States central to their advocacy, leadership
practice, and vision” (Theoharis, 2007, p. 223). How can we understand the
sensemaking of school leaders around issues of education equity? Addressing the
achievement gap, opportunity gap, and expectation gap is a question of moral
leadership (Fullan, 2004), and an opportunity for educators to fulfill the promise of
public education as the great equalizer in our society, rather than a hollow myth
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maintaining our majoritarian ideological narratives (Solózano & Yosso, 2002).
Understanding how school leaders implement equity-based leadership is where the
opportunity to restructure Ladson-Billings’ (2006) education debt becomes sound
education equity policy.
How Do We Make Sense of Educational Policy Implementation?
The standards movement became the dominant reform ideology in education
during the 1980s and 1990s (Spillane, 2004). School reform writ large has greatly
influenced how schools do business, how accountability gets defined, and replicates
the ideologies of individualism, meritocracy, and colorblindness (Au, 2013; Gillborn,
2008; Leonardo, 2007; Segeren & Kutsyuruba, 2012). Research on education policy
has shown that it is fraught with implementation challenges, preventing a policy’s goal
from having its intended impact (Hargreaves & Goodson, 2006; Spillane, Reiser, &
Reimer, 2002). Still, policy directives remain a key strategy for school reform, as
organizational practice is seen as a mechanism for changing educator behavior and
obtaining improved student outcomes. Education equity policy implementation has
similar challenges to all types of education policy implementation (Feldman &
Winchester, 2015; Trujillo, 2013). School reform continues to replicate current policy
implementation strategies with detrimental effects to innovation, professional morale,
and the social status of educators (Hinnant-Crawford, 2014). Some researchers have
come to see this view of policy implementation as inadequate to describe the complex
factors at play as people try to put policy into practice (Feldman & Winchester, 2015;
Hinnant-Crawford, 2014; Mattheis, 2017; Trujillo, 2013).
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Implementation of education equity policy may be a means to address the
educational debt (Ladson-Billings, 2006) accumulating yearly in Oregon’s four-year
cohort graduation rates. However, the ideological framing of standards-based reform
in general can run counter to the ideological framing of equity reform in particular.
When school improvements are based on narrowly defined conceptions of
achievement, the emphasis on standardized testing can limit the scope of instruction,
often times reducing it to test preparation. Even attempts to provide students not
meeting performance standards differentiated supports can be a deficit-based practice
when narrowly defining achievement as a test score, rather than learning for equity
(Au, 2013; Jordan, Brown, & Gutiérrez, 2010).
Understanding education equity policy implementation from the inside out is a
unique way to extend educational research from the perspective of a role identity not
typically studied as a leadership position in schools. How do everyday administrators
who implement policy, but who don’t make policy, like vice principals, make sense of
education equity in their daily work in schools? In a study of the equity and inclusion
policy history for Ontario, Canada, Segeren and Kutsyuruba (2012) found that equity
policy should be more inclusive of stakeholders within the school system. Lenhoff &
Ulmer (2016) pointed out that policy language often idealizes and generalizes students
and schools, and could be very different than what teachers and administrators
experience within their local context, thereby making policy guidance hard to
interpret. Mansfield and Thachik (2016) provided a counter narrative to Texas’
Closing the Gaps 2015, a P-16 policy initiative passed by the Texas Higher Education
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Coordinating Board, and investigated how ideological framing of the policy appears to
be neutral, but in fact impacts student groups the policy is intended to serve in harmful
ways. Some studies that look at national or state equity policy through case study
examples that investigate the local application of policies in districts and schools
(Molla & Gale, 2019; Trujillo, 2013), or through administrators’ beliefs of difference
(Evans, 2007; Pollack & Briscoe, 2019) during times of demographic change. Ares
and Buendía (2007) investigated how school discourse is shaped at the district policy
level as part of a five-year study of a whole-district reform effort. The authors
confronted the use of colorblind language to articulate definitions within the policy
guidance because of the impact this has on teachers’ and administrators’ interpretation
of the guidance, allowing for deficit thinking to resurface, as it has historically.
Understanding the challenges of equity-based school reform from the
perspective of high school vice principals could prove valuable to understanding how
education equity policy is framed by the policy language itself, the district systems,
the school, and the individual leader. High school vice principals are administrators
who serve in a supporting role to the building principal. This entry-level
administrative position in schools marks a transition from faculty in teaching and
counseling to supervisory management (Armstrong, 2009; 2012) and is fraught with
many conflicting demands and increasing work intensification (Lim, 2019). The “vice
principal role consists of administrating to various school operations and instructional
leadership duties as assigned by the principal” (Lim, 2019, p. 64), including “many
varied and significant leadership and management roles in areas related to personnel
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supervision and evaluation, curriculum, student discipline, and supporting students,
families, and communities” (Armstrong, 2015, p. 110). Incorporated within these
many leadership duties is enacting state and district reform initiatives, as well as
individual principal expectations for how these initiatives are to be implemented.
While facing many challenges in their ill-defined middle management role
(Armstrong, 2010; 2015), high school vice principals interact in significant ways with
students, families, and staff. Serving in the intersection between many groups within
the school system, such as between faculty and district personnel, between students
and faculty, between families and faculty, and between the community and faculty,
vice principals are the “unsung heroes of school leadership,” existing in a social milieu
that is often hard to describe (Hamm, 2017). Positioned in the nexus, and often
assigned chief responsibility for enacting policy directives, the leadership practices of
vice principals become a crucial conduit for enacting education equity and creating
culturally relevant schools (Feldman & Winchester, 2015; Mayfield & GarrisonWade, 2015).
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this case study was to understand the education equity
discourse of Oregon high school vice principals in their sensemaking of education
equity and equity policy. Based on how education equity was articulated by vice
principals personally and how it was articulated in Oregon school district and state
equity policies, this research asked the following questions:
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1. How do Oregon high school vice principals make sense of education equity in
their leadership practices?
2. How do Oregon high school vice principals integrate their personal
sensemaking of education equity with district and state equity policies?
To answer these questions, a single-case instrumental case study was conducted
triangulating survey responses defining education equity, district and state equity
policies, and vice principal interviews.
Theoretical Framework
Sensemaking is a means to understand the policy implementation process and
illuminate the complexities involved. Evans (2007) defined sensemaking as, “the
cognitive act of taking in information, framing it, and using it to determine actions and
behaviors in a way that manages meaning for individuals” (p. 161). Evans drew on
Weick’s (1995) seminal study of Sensemaking in Organizations as he investigated
school leaders’ perceptions of race demographic change in their schools. The key to
understanding Weick’s seven properties of sensemaking is that this process takes place
in individuals and within groups in specific organizational contexts. Therefore, for
this study, sensemaking takes place within the nested contexts of schools, districts, and
the state of Oregon. “Sensemaking is grounded in both individual and social activity,
and whether the two are even separable will be a recurrent issue in this book, because
it has been a durable tension in the human condition” (Weick, 1995, p. 6). Focusing
on education situates the sensemaking process within the context of schools and
districts, and making sense of the achievement gap and equity policy presents
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educators with poignant questions about their identity and efficacy. This could
challenge educators’ beliefs about the purpose of schooling (Labaree, 1997; Postman,
1995), the grammar of schooling (Tyack & Tobin, 1994), and educators’ cognitive
frameworks of the good student, the good teacher, and the good school (Ball,
Maguire, & Braun, 2012). Separating sensemaking from interpretation, and pointing
out that the object of interpretation is not evident in complex processes, Weick (1995)
said:
sensemaking begins with the basic question, is it still possible to take things for
granted? And if the answer is no, if it has become impossible to continue with
automatic information processing, then the question becomes, why is this so?
And, what next? (p. 14).
Is it possible to take the persistence of the achievement gap for granted? If not, what
keeps it in place, and how does this relate to our collective definitions of education
equity? If education equity policy is to signify how to reach more equitable outcomes,
then how do leaders implement equity-based reforms in everyday actions in schools?
Teun van Dijk’s sociocognitive approach to critical discourse studies was a
means to further investigate the sensemaking of high school vice principals by
providing a framework for understanding complex ideological concepts like racism
and equity. This approach is characterized by van Dijk’s discourse-cognition-society
triangle (van Dijk, 2016) and the ideological square (van Dijk, 1998). The concept of
education equity is an ideologically laden term whose meaning is negotiated by
educators as they seek to enact the goals of equity policy. Illuminating this complex
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process from the perspective of those on the front lines of implementation could
improve our understanding of equity-based school-wide reform and lead to the
creation of more equitable student outcomes.
Sensemaking and van Dijk’s sociocognitive approach highlight the importance
of context in the meaning-making processes of individuals and groups. The
organizational context shapes discourse in general, and state policy, school districts,
and schools shape the administrative context of the vice principal role in high schools.
This becomes an important factor for understanding high school vice principals’
sensemaking of equity and equity policy. Van Dijk (2009) viewed context as
subjective and, “a context is what is defined to be relevant in the social situation by the
participants themselves” (p. 5). Understanding how vice principals describe their
contexts of education equity becomes significant for understanding how schools and
districts enact practices to address student outcome inequities. This discourse is
situated within the organizational context of meso-level social institutions, where
public education is a means of replicating capitalist relations and dominant ideologies
(Althusser, 2014; Apple, 2004; Bowles & Gintis, 2011). Does an educator’s politicaleconomic ideology influence how he or she makes sense of education equity and
education equity policy?
Significance of This Study
Researchers approach Critical Discourse Studies (CDS) from a wide variety of
critical paradigms, through multiple disciplines, and across many discourses. Rogers
et al. (2016) conducted a literature review of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) in
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Education from 2004-2012 and sought to address questions about the nature of CDA,
characteristics of studies, findings from, and contributions to the larger field of CDA.
As a discipline, educational policy had one of the highest concentrations of low
reflexivity rates, defined as positioning the researcher as “unexamined insiders or
outsiders to the study” (p. 1209). Educational policy and literacy “comprised half of
all studies deemed low in social action” (p. 1212), and there was a decrease from 31%
to only 10% of the studies being set in the high school and middle school contexts
from their earlier 5-year review (p. 1214). This study seeks to address these gaps and
to build on Rogers et al’s (2016) recommendation for CDA not to focus, as
educational policy research has, on either verbal or written modes, but to, “attend to
the dynamic intersections between meaning-making resources” (p. 1215).
Investigating education equity discourse dynamically through a sociocognitive
approach (van Dijk, 2008; 2009; 2016) will lead to an understanding of the
sensemaking process of vice principals, and hopefully, turn Oregon’s educational debt
into a surplus of opportunity. This study seeks to fill the aforementioned research
gaps in critical discourse studies by studying both text and speech in tandem, and by
advocating for institutional change based on the research findings.
Summary and Organization of This Study
Public education has repeatedly been declared as being in crisis and is used by
politicians and legislators to account for inequality and other social problems in our
society. The onset of the standards movement and market-based reforms in the 1980s
and 1990s signaled the use of standardized performance measures as a means of
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accountability, and the achievement gap helps demonstrate the need for system
reform. Education policy has sought to address the achievement gap thereby fixing
society’s problems and producing more equitable outcomes. Critical education
researchers have questioned this accountability framework that holds students
responsible for outcomes when they see systemic barriers that perpetuate the varied
achievement rates between white students and students of color, English learners,
students with disabilities, and students with low socioeconomic status. These
opposing views mirror competing visions for schooling in a multicultural democratic
society.
Education equity is a contested concept at the heart of equity-based reforms.
Views of the achievement gap and education equity carry ideological beliefs, values,
and attitudes from our larger society. Education researchers have developed
conceptual frameworks for understanding how these constructs influence the
dissemination of inputs, processes, and outcomes in education. To better understand
the complex relationship between education equity beliefs and policy implementation,
we can look at Oregon and four-year cohort graduation rates as an example of how the
achievement gap connects to education equity. When four-year cohort graduation
rates are discussed in public discourse, data is typically presented by education
officials in ways that serve to promote the integrity of the educational institution and
legitimize the outcomes to the public. To get a sense of how equity-based reforms are
enacted in schools, learning how vice principals make sense of education equity and
equity policy is a means to gain this understanding. Researchers have looked at
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sensemaking as a means to understanding policy implementation and, while they have
approached education equity policy implementation in similar ways, they have not
typically done so from the perspective of vice principals. This study extends our
understanding of equity policy implementation from the view of this role
responsibility within high schools.
This case study will address how high school vice principals make sense of
education equity and district and state education equity policy. A sketch of vice
principal education equity discourse will be composed of a triangulation of personal
education equity definitions, district and state equity policies, and vice principal
interviews. Understanding this discourse better will provide insights into how
ideological views influence administrator sensemaking and leadership practices.
The remainder of this study is organized into four chapters, a bibliography, and
appendixes. Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature addressing the problem of
educational policy implementation from a critical perspective, sensemaking as an
organizational theory moving toward a more dynamic understanding of this
phenomena, equity as a contested ideological concept, and equity policy
implementation as a complex and dynamic ideological negotiation. Chapter 3
delineates the case study methodology and theoretical framework. Chapter 4 reports
the findings related to the two research questions as a result of the data triangulation.
Chapter 5 includes a summary of the study, a discussion of the results including
implications and limitations, and concludes with suggestions for further research and
closing remarks.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The purpose of this critical discourse study is to investigate Oregon high
school vice principals’ sensemaking of equity in their leadership praxis. Based on
how equity is articulated personally and in Oregon equity policy, this research seeks to
ask the following questions: a) How do Oregon high school vice principals integrate
their sensemaking of education equity into their leadership practices? and b) How do
Oregon high school vice principals integrate their personal sensemaking of education
equity with district and state equity policies?
A literature review was conducted in the areas of sensemaking, equity
discourse, critical discourse studies in education, educational policy implementation
and equity policy. This eclectic research tapestry weaves together the key research
areas brought together in this study.
Sensemaking in Organizations
Sensemaking is the process by which people make sense of their experiences.
In his seminal work on the dynamics of sensemaking in organizations, Weick (1995)
laid out the research base of this organizational theory and delineated the field of study
through an introduction to the leading theories and theorists, explicating his own views
in relation to this paradigm. Simply stated, people are sensemaking all the time as
they take in stimuli and arrange it with their existing cognitive schemas or mental
frameworks to construct meaning for what they have brought in. Becoming self-aware
of this processing for individuals and groups proves a valuable tool for understanding
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organizational dynamics, policy implementation, and the change process. Weick
outlined seven distinguishing characteristics of the process that separated sensemaking
from other explanatory theories of organizational development. The process was
outlined as being; grounded in identity construction, retrospective, enactive of sensible
environments, social, ongoing, focused on and by extracted cues, and driven by
plausibility rather than accuracy. How this dynamic process for individuals, groups,
and the organization as a whole, reinforced collective meaning making and actions
within the organization is of significance for the purposes of this study. It was this
grounding in both individual and social activity, and the interplay in-between, that
allowed for a dominant narrative to develop without being prescriptive or
deterministic. What made sense to explain how things worked became a taken-forgranted discourse of the way things were over time, reinforcing how people came to
see the organization, how it worked, and what results came from operations. This had
powerful implications for and applications to understanding how schools and
educators made meaning of the schooling process, student outcomes, and their
efficacy within the system.
The seven properties of sensemaking. To understand the application of
sensemaking to schools and educators, the researcher explored Weick’s (1995) seven
properties of sensemaking contextualized within education as a profession. Then, the
key points of organizational sensemaking as they applied to education as a social
institution will be highlighted. Explicating the conceptual framework of sensemaking
demonstrated how a professional educator discourse developed from the grammar of
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schooling (Tyack & Tobin, 1994), school reform technologies, and dominant social
ideologies.
Grounded in identity construction. The seven properties of sensemaking were
derived from common elements of definitions found in the literature. Grounded in
identity construction came from the fact that sensemaking begins with a sensemaker,
someone doing the making sense. This person has many identities, including their
sense of self, familial roles like being a parent or sibling, religious affiliations, and
social identities based on race, class, gender, or group beliefs. Professions also create
identities. Educators have a sense of self and, like all selves, create a positive selfimage. Educators have not created this self-image alone; it developed in the context of
schools, the education system, and public education’s social function. Part of this
identity came from the organization’s identity and, in the case of education, the school
district and local community. Individual educators “take the cue for their identity
from the conduct of others, but they make an active effort to influence this conduct to
begin with. There was a complex mixture of proaction and reaction, and this
complexity was commonplace in sensemaking” (p. 23). The emphasis on the act of
teaching as the professional role placed the primacy of the educator’s identity on
delivering instruction. When educators made sense of the learning outcomes students
demonstrated, the inclination was to orient these outcomes as the student’s
responsibility. While educators tended to be willing to improve their craft, try new
techniques, or use new materials and technologies, the emphasis was on their identity
as teachers and performing their craft. Making sense of student outcomes had the
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potential to challenges educators’ positive sense of self as individuals, and as
educators. The manner in which student outcomes were discussed, presented in
professional development, integrated into practice, and defined by individuals and
groups within the schools was tied to educators’ positive self-image of teaching within
society.
Retrospective. Retrospective was a distinguishing characteristic of
sensemaking. People are making sense of a lived experience, an experience that has
already occurred, it is looking into the past. This suggested four points; sensemaking
as an intentional process, whatever is occurring at the time will influence “the glance
backward,” time elapse will affect remembering the memory, and the stimulusresponse sequence can be misleading. Stimulus-response sequence referred to our
knowledge of the situation being that we know the outcome and created antecedents,
rather than knowing that the antecedents led to the outcome as it occurred. Teachers,
like all people in organizations, have many projects going on and are doing something
new as they make sense of what has happened. In most cases when evaluating student
outcomes, achievement tests, and course grades, educators were looking back at the
results of previous processes while moving forward with new units and various new
projects. The instruction had been completed and the sensemaking occurred in
hindsight, without agency to immediately change pedagogy, alter inputs, or affect
outcome. Curriculum could be adjusted for the next group or the next time it was
presented, but for the group that had culminated, the teacher’s influence was over. If
one was to maintain one’s positive self-image for the work one had done and one’s
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efforts, onemade sense of the variance in outcomes. Since one had provided
instruction to multiple students and the variance was within the students’ performance,
one was inclined to create antecedents for how the outcomes came to be because of the
students. This led to the responsibility being with students, instead of the teacher.
Enactive of sensible environments. Enactive of sensible environments
referred more directly to what was alluded to in the first two properties; the
sensemaker was part of and a creator in the environment, having a role in the process
of enactment. If we think of newcomers to an organization or those who are resistant
to a change, in both scenarios the sensemaker is learning from themselves and others
how to make sense of the new situation in which they are part. They are not separate
from nor determined by the environment as a thing outside of themselves. By going
through routines, differences are coagulated and experiences are integrated. Schooling
is a traditional and cyclical process with regular routines. As educators make sense of
schooling themselves, they are also creating and reinforcing the environment of a
school for students. In creating mental models of a good school, a good teacher, and a
good student, educators act upon these beliefs as they go through their daily lives,
enacting an environment that reinforces these beliefs. This process creates a common
logic for the profession and the daily life of a school; the environment has been made,
is being made, and repeatedly made every day. This gives the illusion that the school
environment is fixed, while it is really made to be sensible by the adults enacting their
beliefs.
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Social. Sensemaking is social. While it is easy to misinterpret this to mean
society prescribes meaning, considering the first three properties Weick (1995) made
it clear that this provided definition to the fact that individuals do not make sense in a
vacuum, but within the groups in which they interact. Sensemakers take cues from
other sensemakers on how the group or profession makes sense. Of significance here
is that educators were processing how to make sense of student outcomes and learn
from other educators, especially more experienced educators, how to make sense of
their experiences. This communal aspect of sensemaking suggested that as school,
district, and professional cultures developed over time the belief systems that
educators brought into these spaces influenced one another.
Ongoing. The ongoing property of sensemaking is not centered on time being
continuous, but on the interruption of new projects as we look back, how we break up
events in our minds, and the emotion we attach to the segments we create to organize
meaning. Because we are always in the process of doing something else and the
nature of having intense relationships within an organization, even if they are short
lived, the interrupted space of sensemaking is emotional and displaces us from the
flow of daily events. The connection between the emotional and cognitive stimulus
triggers us to pay attention because our well-being might be at risk. This fight or
flight auto response mechanism is hardwired into us, and sensemaking occurs within
this interruption from our continual flow of new projects, impacting how we adjust,
interpret, and enact new behaviors into the flow of our daily lives. The expectation
that all students should have learned from the teacher’s instruction or that all students
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will follow school rules is interrupted when outcomes don’t reach this expectation.
Making sense of this disruption puts professional well-being and sense of self at risk,
potentially questioning how we continue to enact the same process again and whether
or not we should or can do something different. Depending on whether or not we
attach positive or negative emotions to our mental processing, we will be reinforcing
previously built schemas or challenging the growth of new frameworks for
understanding.
Focused on and by extracted cues. Sensemaking tends to be a swift process
and people tend to see what sense has already been made, rather than by making their
own from scratch. This was referred to as focused on and by extracted cues. The
sensemaker extracts cues from other people and the environment, incorporating them
into their sense. Cues are seeds. This metaphor suggested the plant has not yet grown
or become. The concept has yet to be defined, but is an outgrowth of the cue. There
were several caveats to this property, including the propensity for self-fulfilling
prophecies. Important for application in this study is that the extracted cue was never
finalized, verified, or proven, yet became the basis from where sensemaking
developed. When applied to educational organizations, cues were given through
messages from the superintendent and principals, professional development, unions,
fellow staff, parents and community members, facilities and the physical layout of
buildings, resource allocation, and policies. Individual educators took in these cues
and integrated them into their cognitive frames, experiences, and belief systems. This
study suggested these cues were “at play” and educators negotiated cues that were
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often competing with one another or contradictory. Having multiple reform agendas,
new curriculum adoptions, and statewide initiatives added to the complex milieu that
educators had to address as they gauged student outcomes against their personal
instruction, beliefs around best practices, and school performance.
Plausibility rather than accuracy. The seventh property was driven by
plausibility, rather than accuracy. While it might appear from the term sensemaking
that something out there is made sense of leading to a final determination, nothing
could be farther than the truth. Accuracy takes a back seat to plausibility because
people filter and distort information from in their glance backwards, embellish single
or limited cues, and reduce accuracy due to time sensitivity. Accuracy is stable for
short periods of time in specific contexts. Stimuli countering a motivated response are
filtered out, and it is never known if a perception will prove accurate or not as it is
happening. Applied to educators and student outcomes then, proof for one’s
sensemaking is never over. Despite positivist determinations to explain things, there
is never a final answer, and always another lesson, unit, class, and year of students.
Data-driven decision making and summative assessments might provide rich
information with which to look at performance, but these outcomes must be connected
to someone, typically either the educator or the student. In short, “what is necessary in
sensemaking is a good story” (Weick, 1995, p. 61). As long as elements of the story
hold together, a narrative is created that explains what has been experienced from the
point of view of the educator/sensemaker.
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Individual and collective sensemaking. These seven properties were not a
prescription or a recipe, nor did all elements need to be present for sensemaking to
occur. What the seven properties showed was coherence, reasonableness, credibility,
and socially acceptable accounts. Individual sensemaking and organizational
sensemaking are not the same thing. Applying the seven properties to educators and
schools established that organizational sensemaking happened collectively, just as
individual educators were sensemaking, and that these processes were dialectically
reinforcing one another. Weick (1995) presented the history of sensemaking in
organizations and demonstrated common threads of organizational theory that ran
through sensemaking accounts. One poignant example, detailed from Porac et al.
(1989) who studied 17 cashmere sweater manufacturers in Scotland, developed the
concept of a cognitive oligopoly wherein common benchmarks identifying who we
are, who they are, and what market forces are doing delineated common explanations
for how their perspectives were shaped around similar contours. Educators form
similar common cognitive frameworks as a profession and schools reinforce these
frameworks as sensemaking organizations.
Schools as sensemaking organizations. Weick presented several leading
definitions of organizations in the context of sensemaking. According to Scott’s
(1987) definitions of organizational types, schools are rational systems pursuing
relatively specific goals in highly formalized social structures, as opposed to natural
systems, and open systems. Outside influence comes from national and state policy,
community stakeholders, and professional associations, yet education is relatively
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closed off from outside influences in terms of performing its social role. The purpose
of public education might be contested (Labaree, 1997; Postman, 1996) and pressure
for better outcomes might be called for by politicians, yet the function of school and
the grammar of schooling (Tyack & Tobin, 1994) are generally not threatened.
Schools are relatively closed systems where routines and habits take shape and
educators reinforce, reconstruct, and reaffirm common intersubjective beliefs that
become a generic intersubjectivity. As Weick pointed out, “When the same people
show up day after day at the same time and place, their activities are likely to become
more mutually defined, more mutually dependent, more predictable, and more subject
to common understanding encoded into common language” (p. 74).
Extending the lessons from the Porac et al.’s (1989) Harwick example to
educators, extracted cues were significant in how educators made sense of student
outcomes, reform initiatives, and policy directives. The taken-for-grantedness of daily
life in schools was interrupted by these “add-ons” to daily lessons, extra-duties, and
planning for tomorrow and next week. The cues educators do and don’t adhere to
could provide insight for understanding their sensemaking of education equity and
equity policy. The district system provided structure, enacting compliance to state
regulations and shaping school environments. Educators were taking their cues from
their local school context, their districts, and state policies, and procedures. As the
sensemaking unfolded, individuals and organizations were enacting their social
beliefs, as well as their personal and professional beliefs.
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Sensemaking and ideologies. Weick (1995) reminded us of the importance to
look at what was being made sense of and how, meaning that words were used to
communicate beliefs and sensemaking was done through language. Organizations
developed vocabularies and these vocabularies were shared understandings of
experiences. “…the substance of sensemaking starts with three elements; a frame, a
cue, and a connection” (p. 110). The frame was a summary of past experience, the cue
a label for a present experience, and the connection was how people related the two.
Common among organizational vocabularies are ideology, third-order controls,
paradigms, theories of action, traditions, and stories. Applied to educators, ideology
combines beliefs about the cause and effect relationship between student performance
and student behavior; third-order controls assume variance in student performance and
behavior along the bell curve; paradigms of teaching and learning are coherent
regardless of levels of consensus; the teacher/student and teaching/learning dichotomy
easily glides into a theory of action where the responsibility for learning is on the
student; school traditions have long histories and interconnected relationships beyond
core academic function, as well as in stratifying academic achievement and
celebrating excellence; and school stories are a narrative glue that binds the local
community, the school culture, and personalizes the roles of staff within the daily lives
of students.
Sensemaking ties beliefs and actions together. Just as individual and
organizational sensemakers take a frame, a cue, and a connection to create meaning
within the context of schools, schools are nested within communities, states, and
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countries with a wide range of social beliefs. Sensemakers therefore, take frames,
cues, and make connections based on their social beliefs as well as their professional
beliefs. Oregon educators are members of their local communities, their state regions,
and of the United States. Oregon educators connect actions and beliefs within their
schools, they tie together professionally acceptable responses to district and state
policies, standardized testing, textbook adoptions, reform initiatives, and a host of
other cues. Along with these, Oregon educators bring with them social belief systems,
and, to varying degrees, the dominant ideologies of whiteness, neo-liberalism, and
Americanism. Of importance for this study are two points brought up within Weick’s
discussion of sensemaking as arguing and sensemaking as expecting. These two
points are that majority and minority perspectives think about different things, and that
self-fulfilling prophecies are part of sensemaking. Synthesizing Nemeth’s (1987)
work, Weick (1995) suggested people with majority and minority views think
differently about issues. “Majorities tend to focus attention on the position they
propose, whereas minorities stimulate a greater consideration of other alternatives,
many of which were not even proposed” (p. 141). This is significant in that it
accounts for divergent thinking in schools, multiple opinion groups within the faculty,
and the maintenance of a dominant schooling discourse. Secondly, educators, like all
sensemakers, are taking in stimuli and connecting it to their existing frameworks and
are prone to make sense by accepting ideas that already match these frameworks.
When we are socialized and professionalized into communities, we are shaping these
frameworks and become prone to see what we expect to see. Therefore, the
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dominance of the bell curve for stratifying performance variance and the
pervasiveness of the achievement gap within the education community leads to a selffulfilling prophecy of students’ outcomes being understood as an acceptable result.
This is reinforced by the social ideologies of individualism, meritocracy, and white
supremacy. Oregon educator’s sensemaking is comprised of these social beliefs, as
well as local attitudes and values from many distinct regional communities. As a
state, Oregon has an urban and rural divide with distinct religious, cultural, and
political beliefs; making a seemingly homogeneous state, a complex and contested
arena of competing ideologies.
Weick’s (1995) analysis of sensemaking in organizations in general is helpful
to show the landscape within which sensemaking in schools takes place. The daily life
in schools is sensible, traditional, and replicable; educators, students, and communities
have a “common sense” understanding of the structure, roles, and operations of the
school. Schools as organizations are stable. This environment is re-created by a
school ecology that is dynamic and dialectically synthesizing individual,
organizational, and social sensemaking on a daily basis.
Sensemaking and Cognition
Recognizing sensemaking as a tool for understanding the implementation
process moves from principal-agent and rational choice theories to one that explores
the meaning-making processes of human beings. Moving from choice as a central
tenet of human behavior to sensemaking leads away from framing implementation as a
problem of resistance, sabotage, or inability to one of meaning making and
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understanding. In so doing, cognitive science becomes an important discipline from
which to draw insights. Spillane, Reiser & Reimer (2002) developed a cognitive
framework for sensemaking as they explored standards-based reform initiatives,
primarily in math and science curriculum and instruction. Simply stated, “agents must
first notice, then frame, interpret, and construct meaning for policy messages” (p.
392). Expanding from a purely individual model, the authors referenced social
cognition research and incorporated context into their model. The model outlines the
individual implementing agent, the situation in which sensemaking occurs, and the
policy signals as its three core elements. Building off cognitive science research and
the concept of schemas “as knowledge structures that link together related concepts
used to make sense of the world and to make predictions” (p. 394), a priori knowledge
and experiences become important in how educators interpret reforms. People create
schemas from their experience, with and without formal instruction. This common
sense, street-level, or everyday knowledge about teaching and learning impacts how
educators interpret reform. Taken together, it becomes evident that policy
interpretation is dependent upon a wide array of educator variables and prior
knowledge. The authors suggest that, because our “approach to processing new
knowledge is a conserving process, preserving existing frames rather than radically
transforming them” (p. 398), the result of piecemeal changes in existing practice is due
to new ideas being seen as familiar ones without attention to aspects that diverge from
prior knowledge or are integrated into existing frameworks “without restructuring of
existing knowledge and beliefs.”
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In addition to prior knowledge, values and emotions are part of the
sensemaking process and “one’s motivations, goals and affect come into play in
making sense of and reasoning about reforms” (p. 402). Many reforms are valueladen and affect a sense of self-image tied to an educator’s professionalism; whether
about the purpose of schooling, standards, pedagogical practices, or equity,
“Reasoning and judgements about changes in one’s core practices are likely to engage
affective responses and trigger a motivation to affirm one’s own value” (p. 402).
Maintaining a sense of self-esteem becomes a modifying factor in incorporating
changes suggested in reform initiatives.
For educators, the situation in which sensemaking occurs is the nested context
of schools, school districts, state departments of education, and federal legislation, as
well as local communities, states, and the United States. Over three decades of
research on schools from the institutional perspective points to how the core function
of teaching and learning has been decoupled from the formal structure of
administrative and management functions, and policy’s role has been to protect the
core technology of school from outside scrutiny and undue policy influence
(DiMaggio & Powell, 1991; Scott & Meyer, 1991). Educators have insulated
themselves in this decoupling and created their own institutional discourse around
their core technology. “‘Social agents’ thinking and action are situated in institutional
sectors that provide norms, rules, and definitions of the environment” (Spillane, Reiser
& Reimer, 2002, p. 405). These norms, rules, and definitions become a discourse
through which educator sensemaking occurs.
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While claiming that institutional sector theories can be overly deterministic,
the authors reference (Coburn, 2001) and studies investigating the influence of social
interaction on policy implementation, the authors pointed to the possibility of different
formal and informal groups within a school impacting how teachers’ sensemaking of
policy differed in terms of reading instruction. Spillane, Reiser & Reimer
incorporated the concept of “enactment zones,” defined as “the spaces where the
world of policy meets the world of practice” affecting how receiving the same policy
message can be augmented by the social context and whether or not productive group
sensemaking occurred (Spillane & Zeuli, 1999). Based on whether or not “the zones
were social rather than individualistic, the extent to which rich deliberations with other
teachers and reform experts about instruction, and the extent to which they included
material resources or artifacts that supported those deliberations” (p. 407), group
sensemaking led to more substantial engagement with policy according to the level of
collaborative practices in the school.
Similar to findings in institutional sector research, both formal and informal
groupings affected sensemaking in schools. Professional specializations, school and
district committees, and length of tenure influence sensemaking just as physical
location, daily schedule, and collegial friendships do. The authors acknowledged that
historical context at both the individual and institutional level affected group
sensemaking, and pointed to values and emotions as also being incorporated into
social sensemaking processes. Discussing the range of implementation research
between traditional social psychology and situated and distributed cognition, the
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authors incorporated conceptual tools from situated and distributed cognition theory in
what they coined the situativity perspective. This concept emphasizes the action of
sensemaking within the practice of implementation as it unfolds in the daily work of
schools, and focuses attention on teaching at the individual level and within the group
context of the school. A shared base of beliefs and knowledge shapes how individuals
and schools interpret policy and engage in policy implementation at the classroom
level.
In turning to the third aspect of their model, policy signals, the authors
emphasize that, while individuals interpret messages and policies cannot construct
understanding, they can influence sensemaking through the message and design of the
policy. Understanding the nature of the changes sought in policy reform are
important, “because some changes involve more complex cognitive transformations
for implementing agents than others” (p. 415). Marris (1975) identified three levels of
social change: 1) incremental change requiring little or no alteration in the extant
purposes or expectations of the people undertaking the change, 2) requiring growth on
the part of those undertaking change, but extant purposes and expectations can remain
intact, and 3) representing loss for the implementing agent in that it necessitates the
discrediting of existing schemas and frameworks. Equity policies represent this third,
and most challenging level of change.
Spillane, Reiser & Reimer pointed to the challenges in crafting policy texts that
communicate the underlying principles of reform while moving between abstract ideas
and concrete examples. Their framework briefly pointed to several tensions between
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these two poles. Primarily, policies are selective in how they interpret external
representations which only partially depict social reality and reflect choices about
what problems to address, and what has been included and excluded (Bannon, 1995;
Becker, 1986; Latour, 1990). One sentence statements cast as goals or objectives are
the dominant mode for representing reform ideas in state and national policy. Essays
and vignettes are used less frequently. Articulating the rationale behind a policy
reform initiative is crucial and fraught with challenges. How policy shapes and
necessitates the motivation and import of reform initiatives shapes the sensemaking
environment.
And finally, the authors suggested communities of practice as a collective
means to address how individuals interpret policy and the implications for their own
behavior. Dissonance must be sufficient for educators to see issues with their practice
and not too negative for them to reject the new ideas. Educators need time, resources,
and collaborative opportunities for deep reflection to address these challenges and to
work through this sensemaking with their peers.
Sketching their cognitive framework for implementation contributes to policy
implementation studies by outlining how implementing agents construct ideas about
state and national standards. They added some dynamism to unpacking how and why
policy evolves as it does, and provided categories for understanding the patterns
uncovered in this process. The extent to which reforms push for reorganizing the
implementing agents’ existing schemas challenges successful implementation.
Standards-based education is seen as a reform requiring these tremendous changes,
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and equity-based reform initiatives do as well, if not to an even greater extent. The
cognitive framework’s contribution to sensemaking and policy implementation is the
understanding that changing behavior is a function of the interaction between the
policy signal, the implementing agents’ knowledge, beliefs, and experiences, and the
circumstances in which the local actor attempts to make sense of policy.
Sensemaking and Difference
In School Leaders and their Sensemaking about Race and Demographic
Change, Evans (2007) centralized the role of sensemaking and race through an
investigation of the words and actions of three principals to determine how they
defined and made sense of demographic changes in their schools from 1990-2000. By
applying a critical race theory lens to sensemaking, Evans aimed to add to research
demonstrating the manner in which race and racism manifests itself in schools by
normalizing certain actions, beliefs, and behaviors; accepting students who comply
with these values and standards, and rejecting those who don’t; connecting the status
quo to property interests and whiteness; and dispelling the myths of colorblindness,
neutrality and meritocracy. In general, he found that school leaders’ sensemaking
seemed related to the local context and organizational ideology, as well as their
personal race and role identities.
School building leaders are middle managers that navigate a complex decisionmaking environment where they not only respond to internal and external factors, but
are a conduit of policy messages from the district to building staff and must
simultaneously negotiate their own sensemaking of race and demographic shifts, while
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defining and communicating their framing of ‘the problem’ for their school staff.
How leaders manage change, interpret events, and influence the sensemaking process,
especially in regards to race, has a significant impact on the school as a whole. A key
finding of Evans’ study is the powerful influence of the local context on school
leaders’ sensemaking. “Consistent with other findings, school leaders in this study
defined and made sense of school situations and issues in ways that they believed
reflected organizational ideology, values, or other key features of the school
environment” (Evans, 2007, p. 183). The three vignettes presented in the study
demonstrate variability between individuals and school contexts while demonstrating
consistency in each school leader’s response to or direction of the school’s
sensemaking of changing racial demographics, as significantly affecting each school’s
sensemaking process. The willingness and ability of school leaders to address race in
their given school contexts affected the extent to which, “deficit thinking, resistance,
color blindness claims, personal/professional/organizational ideological
contradictions, and sometimes overt racist intent” (Evans, 2007, p. 183) influenced
staff member’s implicit meanings of race and legitimated the status quo at the three
schools to the detriment of the academic, social, and political interests of AfricanAmerican students.
For Oregon educators this suggests that local community contexts of Oregon’s
racial history and internal dynamics of local school cultures will greatly influence how
leaders respond to the complexities of enacting equity policies in their schools. It also
suggests that local schools will reflect the larger sociocultural and political dynamics
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of Oregon and the United States. Evans and his research suggest that “To address the
needs of a racially diverse student population, school leaders need to eschew color
blindness, “see” race, acknowledge the various sociopolitical manifestations of racism,
and recognize their own (or a group’s) dominance and marginalization of others” (p.
184). Whether or not Oregon education leaders take equity stances in their schools, to
what extent they match their definitions of equity with their enactment of leadership
practices, and how this personal sensemaking interacts with the school’s and district’s
sensemaking is worthy of investigation in the hopes of improving student outcomes
for historically disenfranchised students, having all student groups in Oregon, “thrive.”
Sensemaking and Leadership
Coburn extended the research into the social practices by which teacher’s
adopt reading policy by focusing on the role of leaders in the sensemaking process
(Coburn, 2005). Coburn argued that principals influence teachers’ sensemaking of
policy by shaping access to policy ideas, participating in the process of interpretation
and adaptation, and creating substantially different conditions for teacher learning in
schools. Of importance in this process is that principals’ “actions are themselves
influenced by principals’ knowledge of both instruction and teacher learning” (p. 477).
This prior cognitive framework affects how principals enact sensemaking with their
staff. While Coburn demonstrated principal sensemaking through personal history,
professional beliefs about good reading practice, and teacher learning theory, these
concepts are applicable to equity and equity-based school reform, which are in
themselves complex, value laden concepts and processes. Applying how teachers
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come to understand instructional policy to equity policy, high school vice principals’
enactment of equity-based school reform is “influenced by prior knowledge, the social
context within which they work, and the nature of their connections to the policy or
reform message’ (p. 478), and in turn influences how the educational leader shapes
their district’s, schools’, and staff’s sensemaking around equity and equity-based
reform (Coburn, 2001; Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer, 2002).
Also of importance for this study, beyond the educational leader’s prior
cognitive framework around equity is more specifically how school leaders’
sensemaking shapes “strategic choices in leadership practice” (p. 480). Coburn’s
embedded, cross-case design study of two elementary school leaders identified
shaping access to policy ideas, shaping the social construction of meaning, and
providing the overarching interpretive frame for teachers to adopt as they construct
their understandings of the approach:
…School leaders drew on their own understandings of reading instruction as
they interpreted the meaning and implications of policy messages. They
enacted this interpretation as they made decisions about what to bring into the
school, participated in the social construction of meaning, and designed
opportunities for teachers to learn about new instructional approaches. (p. 489)
At all stages of the sensemaking process for teachers, principals are making strategic
choices about which policy elements to bring in and which to leave out, how to
structure collective learning opportunities, and setting parameters through providing
the parameters of an interpretive framework for understanding policy messages.
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In addition to the influencing the individual learning of teachers or staff
members, collective sensemaking is influenced by how principals shape conditions for
learning based on their conceptions of how teachers learn. Both formal professional
development opportunities and supporting informal opportunities through modeling,
classroom engagement, and encouraging a collaborative culture around school practice
affected teachers’ sensemaking. Key elements to both opportunities are the quality of
interactions. Not simply in having enough time for them, but also within a context of
relevance and direct connection to classroom practice, being able to learn from
colleagues and get to a point of challenging one’s own beliefs.
A key understanding of Coburn’s research is that, “school leaders mediate state
policy such that teachers in different schools may encounter the same policy in ways
that differ substantially in content, focus, and intensity” (p. 500). This accounts for
some of the variance in policy and school reform implementation at both the district
and school level, while also situating the complexity nexus within an educational
leader who must simultaneously make sense of equity for themselves and guide the
sensemaking of equity for their staffs. It is this middle management position, that
necessitates managing up as well as managing down, that becomes the proverbial
bottleneck for pedagogical potentiality. This is to say there is no deterministic
outcome for guaranteeing improved student outcomes; however, the potential for
greater or lesser outcomes does seem to be shaped by the manner in which the
educational leader negotiates meaning and legitimates the meaning making in others.
Getting a better handle of these internal dynamics for high school vice principals and
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how they make sense of these processes will provide significant understanding of how
to improve equity-based school reform.
Beyond leadership practice and the experience of individual principals as
sensemakers who bring in their own conceptions about policies as they make decisions
about what to bring in and leave out, as they discuss approaches with teachers, and
shape opportunities for teacher learning, Coburn’s study has implications for policy.
Coburn found that greater attention to professional learning opportunities for school
leaders focused on specific content and creating tools for high school vice principals to
use as they guide local implementation. Finally, institutions of higher education have
a role in providing content knowledge through credentialing programs. Taken
together, these three policy suggestions have potential to impact how high school vice
principals make sense of equity and equity policy as they lead school reform
initiatives.
Coburn’s (2001) in-depth case study of collective sensemaking around
implementing reading policy in a California elementary school provides important
insights into how heterogenous messages flow and don’t flow into schools, and the
formal and informal processes through which teachers integrate these abstract theories
into everyday actions in their classrooms. Messages came from three sources; the
district’s reconstruction of state policy mandates, participation in the school reform
program, and individual teachers’ connection to the environment. Teachers wrestled
with these messages in both formal settings, like professional development, and
informal settings before and after classes. Formal settings typically grouped teachers
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by grade levels, while in informal settings teachers grouped themselves by talking
with like-minded colleagues. In both cases, “teacher sensemaking happened in and
was influenced by this social interaction” (Coburn, 2001, p. 151). Coburn argued that
collective sensemaking and the influence on teaching practice is shaped by “who is
talking with whom in what setting” and “the extent to which conversations are
structured to provide conditions for engagement and reflection” (Coburn, 2001, p.
151). Coburn identified three subprocesses that characterize and facilitate
sensemaking; constructing understanding through interpersonal interaction,
gatekeeping, and negotiating technical and practical details. These subprocesses were
influenced by teachers’ worldviews, pre-existing practices, and shared understandings.
All of these variables influenced what messages were selected, emphasized, or
rejected as teachers brought them into their classroom practice.
After detailing this how these subprocesses played out within the context of
reading policy at Stadele elementary school, Coburn discussed the key role of reform
leadership; leadership is “shaping the sensemaking process by influencing where
sensemaking happened, by bringing in and privileging certain messages about reading
and not others, by being strong voices in the construction of understanding, and by
structuring the collaboration in formal settings” (Coburn, 2001, p. 160). Shaping the
sensemaking process is similar to constructing the discourse parameters and creating
the school culture through which teachers integrate new beliefs into their teaching
practices. Outlining the contours of this environment frames the discussion, provides
cues to what is important, and connects meaning from the abstract to the technical and
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practical applications in the daily experience of classrooms. Seeing this negotiating of
policy messages as a meaningful step in policy implementation, rather than an
impediment to the policy’s intent, led Coburn to several policy recommendations for
improving the collective sensemaking in schools to promote learning and growth.
Policy can encourage a collaborative culture in schools, create conditions for in-facing
collaboration in formal settings, structuring collaboration in authentic activities that
have clear connections to the classroom, and provide greater access to knowledge
resources. Oregon high school vice principals can use these insights to foster
collaborative sensemaking around equity policy implementation.
Sensemaking and Theoretical Frameworks
In more recent years, educational researchers have extended sensemaking
theory in conjunction with organizational change, sociology of education, and critical
theories to make more robust analysis nuanced in particular environments, roles,
subjects, and practices within education. How teachers make sense of data in
conjunction with attribution theory (Bertrand & Marsh, 2015), incorporating a policy
as learning design perspective into the sensemaking of No Child Left Behind
mathematics reform and accountability (Horn, 2016), how principals made sense of
difference (Pollack & Briscoe, 2019), and how licensure programs pedagogically
prepared pre-service leaders for equity and social justice roles (Maloney & Garver,
2020) had important lessons for how extending sensemaking in creative ways
illuminated hard to get at aspects of educational research. For the purposes of this
study, a few highlights stand out from this body of research which, although coming at
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it from multiple angles, have the common finding of educators’ student expectations
for achievement shaping their sensemaking processes.
Bertrand & Marsh (2015) examined the ways in which teachers explain the
root causes of the outcomes observed in the data from their classrooms, particularly in
regards to English Language Learner (ELL) students and special education students;
two groups who carry a “complex intersection of implicit beliefs” in common
educational discourse and two sub-groups often targeted within accountability
policies. Attribution theory suggests that perceived causes of outcomes influence
action; therefore, as teachers make sense of student performance data and turn this into
actionable pedagogical knowledge, they attribute causation to the outcomes. Teachers
are then motivated to act or not based on their perceptions of the causes of the
outcomes in regards to three characteristics; locus of causality, stability, and
controllability (Seifert, 2004; Weiner, 2010). After a review of past research on
teachers’ data use and expectations, Bertrand & Marsh (2015) outlined that their study
was part of a larger study exploring the role of coaches and professional learning
communities. The larger study was a year-long comparative case study of six lowperforming middle schools across four districts during the 2011-2012 school year
which were implementing strategies to use data to inform instruction. Upon noticing
attribution in the data analysis phase of the larger study, they decided to further
investigate.
Based on their analysis, four mental models of sensemaking emerged with
attribution to instruction, student understanding, the nature of the test, and student
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characteristics. Important for application to this study is that, when teachers attributed
causation of student outcomes to student characteristics, the language they used to
describe students, including adjectives and euphemisms such as “low,” “below basic,”
“resource kids,” and “low boys” connote aspects of attribution distinct from the other
sensemaking models. In contrast to the other models, this model was associated with
an external locus of causality, “referred to students in ways that suggested constancy
rather than change,” and uncontrollability (Bertrand & Marsh, 2015, p. 879).
Together, attribution theory suggest this model could have undermined motivation for
teachers to adjust their instruction to address the student outcomes in the data. This
suggests that low expectations in teacher beliefs of ELLs and students in special
education could affect their willingness to adjust instruction to meet these unique
learning needs, therefore reinforcing the outcome dynamic. Additionally, the
researchers found examples of the importance of school context from their evidence.
The connection between organizational features of schools and teacher attribution
were evident in homogenous groupings being attributed as a cause in sensemaking,
and the high incidences of model 3 (nature of the test) found at one school where the
administration had encouraged common grade assessments, professional learning
communities (PLCs) had been given significant time to work on this practice and
teachers had control over this practice. The implications of this study for students in
special education and ELLs were related to teacher expectations and how these
subgroup expectations were socially constructed and situated within broader policy
and discourse that racializes students. Further research that can situate the relationship
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between data attributions and equity within the broader policy and discourse landscape
was suggested.
In Accountability as a Design for Teacher Learning: Sensemaking About
Mathematics and Equity in the NCLB Era, Horn (2016) looked at middle school math
teachers trying faithfully to implement standards-based reform. This research
suggested that by, “understanding how a faithful implementation ultimately worked
against the purported aim of increasing education equity, this “best case” highlights
the gaps in policy design and implementation, identifying sources of these
contradictions” (Horn, 2016, p. 383). In untangling educators’ decisions in light of
standardized testing being the sole metric of academic achievement, the authors
suggested that teaching is made more technical than humanistic, leading to less
responsive forms of instruction. Utilizing Cobb and Jackson’s (2012) learning design
perspective, the author looked at the why, what, and how of policies to understand how
they support learning. It can be argued that the why of NCLB is to remedy
longstanding inequities of educational outcomes, the what is that remediated inequities
would result in increased achievement, but the how is left to standardized tests as the
sole measure of student learning while simultaneously being indeterminate about the
means to improve student learning. This puts educators in a precarious position of
countervailing forces between highly specified measures and unspecified instructional
practices. What might be stated as freedom to choose, in actuality becomes decisionmaking that works against equity for those intended to receive improved outcomes.
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This happens in what the author called triage, “disproportionate investment of
instructional resources squarely on students close to proficiency cut points- the bubble
kids- potentially at the expense of other students and their educational needs” (Horn,
2016, p. 389). As a result of participation in a larger research study on improving
middle school mathematics instruction, the author conducted a discourse analysis of a
7th grade math team making a concerted effort to comply with NCLB accountability
logics. Through categorizing conversations into episodes of pedagogical reasoning
(EPRs) to analyze how educators make sense of instructional problems (Horn, 2005),
the researcher found instances where teacher conversations treated “problematic
practices as common sense and used accountability as a justification” (Horn, 2016, p.
395). Demonstrating this through analysis of three conversation excerpts, Horn
showed three things, “a) that triage happens, b) triage affects children who are objects
of the activity as well as children who are not, and c) the epistemology of testing has,
in some instances, naturalized itself as a form of commonsense” (Horn, 2016, p. 395).
Perhaps most troubling in the findings was that instead of addressing inequity, the
classification system and logic of NCLB actually reinforces existing narratives of race
and achievement, what (Gutiérrez, 2008; Ladson-Billings, 2013; Milner, 2012) called
gap gazing. “Consonant with the way classification creates indeterminate pasts and
creates standard narratives that appear universal, achievement gaps, as a narrative,
become naturalized in schools through test-based accountability” (Horn, 2016, p. 396).
The paradox of disaggregated data and classification in NCLB working against the
policy intentions to rectify student achievement outcomes, creating torque, or the
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pulling away from humanist educational ideals towards technical solutions, was
reinforcing inequity at best and exacerbating it at worst. More specifically, Horn
showed existing stereotypes being reinstated, academic achievement getting narrowly
reified, and instructional time being traded for testing. The logic of “NCLB, as a
policy, mediated these educators’ activity and rendered it sensible” (p. 402). As a
best-case case study, the potential ramifications of this study for the many math teams
who don’t faithfully implement instructional changes, was disastrous. The unintended
consequences of policy reform in general, and school accountability reform in
particular, were areas where further research into sensemaking and critical discourse
analysis of equity will prove insightful.
Extending the body of literature around principals’ sensemaking of difference,
Pollack and Briscoe (2020) also extended this line of inquiry to consider how
sensemaking influenced their professional practice. Based on 59 semi-structured
interviews of self-identified Caucasian principals who represented a range of contexts,
levels of experience, and genders, the authors found four themes emerging from
descriptions of student populations. These four themes were:
perceiving everyone as the same; perceiving visible differences associated with
particular religions, race, and cultures; perceiving less visible differences, such
as academic differences, socioeconomic status, mental health issues, gender
identity and sexual orientation; and perceiving both visible and less visible
differences through an inclusive lens. (p. 522)
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After explicating the four themes with examples from the interviews, the
authors discussed their findings to reinforce the findings of Evans (2007) and Ryan
(2011) wherein “principals’ sensemaking around difference and diversity is influenced
by who they are as people and the student populations they serve” (p. 526). While it is
not surprising that principals made meaning from their points of reference and local
contexts, the authors went further to suggest that the lack of “critical self-exploration”
about one’s positionality was a means of perpetuating systemic inequalities.
Additionally, the local context was important, as difference was defined by the
practical circumstances of the schools themselves, rather than a policy or program
definition. This created, at times, disconnects between practices and understandings,
understandings and existing policy, and preparing global citizens with twenty-first
century competencies. Most poignant was that, in examples where difference was
narrowly defined in terms of race and ethnicity alone, and there being little difference
present in the school community, principals seemed to ignore other forms of
difference. Some principals also lacked connection to existing equity policy, where
these differences are articulated. When asked specifically how increased awareness of
student diversity had influenced the work they do, those principals who perceived no
or little difference in student populations indicated their practices were not impacted
by increased student diversity in the province. This countered the expectation that
administrators and schools prepared students to be competent global citizens. This
suggested that students from the dominant group identities in the province were not
provided “critical self-reflection” on how their group identities were dominant, they
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did not learn about diversity and difference in a global society, and it suggested many
administrators were not prepared to lead this development.
Pollack and Briscoe’s (2019) findings strongly suggested the need for school
leaders to seek out and cultivate new understanding about their own beliefs and to
learn practices with which to lead their schools in more equitable and inclusive ways.
Implications for further research were ways to improve the content of professional
learning and the delivery of that learning, both in preparation programs and in schools
due to the transference of principals after short tenures. Additionally, work
intensification had increased placing a premium on time for professional learning
when principals reported an average of 59-hour work weeks. Finally, Pollack and
Briscoe’s (2019) findings suggested it was not enough to have principals examine
their own beliefs, they needed to be willing to act on these new insights to promote
equity and inclusion in their schools. Connecting policy to actions, and connecting
beliefs and practices were areas of study needing further research.
While there are many school-wide practices that high school vice principals
engage in, supervision and instructional leadership are vital for shaping how teachers
enact classroom practices and improve student achievement outcomes. Licensure
preparation programs are called upon more and more to move beyond managerial and
organizational skills and help develop social justice leadership for the increasingly
diverse and inequitable schools in U.S. society (Jean-Marie, Normore, & Brooks,
2009; Santamaría, 2014). Maloney and Garver (2020) suggested that, while a growing
body of literature discusses what a social justice leader does, “little research considers
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how to effectively prepare leaders to develop these commitments, actions, and
dispositions” (Maloney and Garver, 2020, p. 83). Exploring how pre-service leaders
“with prior personal and professional experiences in education negotiate equityoriented leadership coursework experiences” (Maloney and Garver, 2020, p. 83), the
authors used “sensemaking theory to examine how leaders grapple with the call to
embrace leadership for equity” (Maloney and Garver, 2020, p. 83). After reviewing
sensemaking theory in general, the authors highlighted points that Coburn (2005) and
Evans (2007) made of school leaders not only being sense-makers, but sense-givers,
“shaping teacher sensemaking through messages contained in words, actions, and
resources provided to teachers” (Maloney and Garver, 2020, p. 85), therefore making
their roles in instructional leadership and education equity pivotal in a school's
collective sensemaking. Leadership preparation programs are in a unique position to
support leaders’ sensemaking processes as they learn to grapple effectively with
complex situations. Being that “school leaders’ cognitive processes are also
influenced by messages about oppression and inequity that permeate society and their
social networks” (Maloney and Garver, 2020, p. 86), this research sought to explore
how faculty made instructional choices to equip pre-service leaders with resources that
increased the likelihood they would bring an equity lens to sensemaking.
Holding true to the department’s mission to prepare equity-oriented school
leaders, one of the authors revised her curriculum for pre-service leaders in multiple
required courses to include a lesson on supervising for equity. Using a grounded
theory approach, they analyzed course participants’ in-class discussions, online
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discussion posts, and individual reflections for four equity-based learning objectives
across the various courses and assignments. Presenting several equity-oriented
scenarios used in the lessons, the authors “found that in order for preservice leaders
(PSLs) to consider their potential role as equity-oriented leaders, they thought about
their own identities and prior professional experiences” (Maloney and Garver, 2020, p.
91). Yet, they also drew significantly on course resources and integrated these into
their sensemaking of the scenarios. The findings suggested that, “Leadership
programs seeking to develop social justice practices need to provide explicit
definitions, examples, frameworks, and tools to help PSLs unpack their ideas about
racism and other forms of oppression and inequity” (Maloney and Garver, 2020, p.
101). Designing equity-based coursework and using the sensemaking process to
support PSLs in constructing their roles as equity-oriented leaders was a worthwhile
process. The authors suggest further research should consider other spaces where
leaders can deconstruct their beliefs and have their ideas challenged by their peers, and
how teachers with little experience addressing social justice in their classrooms can
learn to address inequities. Taken together, the findings demonstrated that guided
practice shapes the sensemaking process for equity and can positively affect moving
PSLs towards equity and social justice leadership practices.
While each of the previous four articles approached sensemaking from a
different perspective, taken together they demonstrate that the sensemaking of high
school vice principals has important consequences for student achievement outcomes
and moving school-wide practices towards an equity and social justice orientation. By
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shaping teacher expectations (Bertrand and Marsh, 2015), instructional decisionmaking (Horn, 2016), principals’ understanding of difference (Pollack and Briscoe,
2020), and identity formation for emerging equity leaders (Maloney and Garver,
2020), sensemaking theory provided multiple entry points for understanding the policy
implementation process and uncovering the complex beliefs, negotiations of meaning,
and actions taken in schools based on high school vice principals’ cognition around
equity.
Sensemaking and Leadership Practices
Anderson (1990) argued that meaning management is a primary role of school
administrators, serving a legitimation function for their school’s success allocations
within a district and the society at large, which rendered some phenomenon invisible
and created non-events out of other phenomena. Advocating for a critical
constructivist approach to school administration, Anderson called for research to
explore school administrators’ legitimation role and ways to study the invisible and
unobtrusive forms of control in schools. Building on a previous study (Anderson,
Heck, & Williams, 1988), Anderson became interested in understanding what kinds of
knowledge administrators drew upon in decision making, as it became evident from
the administrators studied that they, “could not or would see many of the social
phenomena that surrounded them” (Anderson, 1990, p. 41). Anderson suggested that
legitimation for suburban principals was to make their success appear natural and nonproblematic and for urban principals to make their failure seem invisible (Feinberg,
1983; Oaks, 1986). This led him to claim that, “legitimation is achieved and social
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inequality institutionalized through certain beliefs that I call legitimating myths
concerning meritocracy and the role of school in American society” (Anderson, 1990,
p. 42). In terms of sensemaking, principals’ selectivity in what was paid attention to
and what was not affected how their schools made sense of student success. This
became a normalizing process for discussing student outcomes that manifested itself
just as much by what was seen as by what was not seen, what was said by what was
not said. Deciding and not deciding what to address in schools served to legitimate
inequality within the status quo.
This posed difficulties for researchers to investigate what was not seen and not
spoken about in schools. Discussing three dimensions of mediation, Anderson (1990)
suggested that the administrator’s role in negotiating meaning through mediation led
to legitimation. “In order to project the almost commonsense plausibility of
organizational life, the administrator must develop a coherent ideology, which requires
the production of mediatory myths that can dissolve organizational and social
contradictions sufficiently for the administrator to function” (Anderson, 1990, p. 48).
The communication of what was talked about and what was not talked about
shaped the parameters of school discourse, controlling the sensemaking process and
legitimating student outcomes as sensible. When inequitable student outcomes were
made invisible and treated as non-events, schools institutionalized the expectation for
inequity, structured what was acceptable to be openly discussed, and controlled the
sensemaking process. This undisclosed aspect of leadership practice and the
administrator’s role as chief legitimator and sensemaker structured the local discourse
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around equity and student outcomes. Anderson (1990) wanted to broaden the scope of
advocacy for educators and produce cadres of socially active professionals. Thirty
years later the achievement gap persists, data is more readily available, and yet
educators maintain a selective sensemaking that renders some students invisible and
yearly reporting cycles of graduation rates as non-events. Investigating this typically
undisclosed aspect of Oregon educational leaders’ sensemaking and how education
equity and equity policy play a role will provide insights into how Oregon might grow
more cadres of critical constructivist educators to enact its vision for equitable student
outcomes, and for all students to thrive.
Defining Equity
Equity and “equity work” have become more common, everyday terms and, as
such much confusion ensues about what one means when speaking of equity. If we
start to dissect Oregon’s Equity Lens’ (Higher Education Coordinating Commission,
2017a) definition of education equity:
the notion that each and every learner will receive the necessary resources they
need individually to thrive in Oregon’s schools no matter what their national
origin, race, gender, sexual orientation, differently abled, first language, or
other distinguishing characteristic. (p. 6)
We quickly begin to see complexity. According to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary
(2020), equity as a noun has a fairness quality, defined as a “freedom from bias or
favoritism” specifically, and is “justice according to natural law or right.” To
understand the definition, we must remember the concepts of opportunity gap
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(Darling-Hammond, 2002; 2007), expectation gap (Walker, 2017), and educational
debt (Ladson-Billings, 2006), and look closely at our definition. The words “freedom
from” refer to bias against national origin, race, gender, sexual orientation, differently
abled, first language, or another distinguishing characteristic. This clause and the
achievement gap suggest that bias historically and currently exists within the school
system. The “each and every learner” clause suggests that fairness or justice must be
given to those who have been denied it, and “receive necessary resources” refers to
what Bulkley (2013) designated as inputs, process, and outcomes, as components to
definitions of equity. While the definition states that students will “receive the
necessary resources they need individually to thrive in Oregon’s schools,” we find a
vagueness in many of the word choices, leaving much up to interpretation. The word
resources refers to inputs; opportunity for and equal access to the same resources other
students receive can easily be mistaken here. The intent is resources to these groups
specifically. “Need individually to thrive” refers to outcomes; our graduation rate
measure suggests inequitable outcomes must be changed, yet “need individually”
refers to difference, and that students have different needs; and while “thrive” suggests
flourishing and prospering as outcomes, it is unspecified as well. When put together,
there is little clarity on what this means. Finally, as a process, there is an absence of
specificity. At best, “will receive” declares some intention, but not how they will
receive them. It is this unspecified how as a process, where educators’ sensemaking
gets complicated, as they enact policy into practice every day in schools. Equity is a
complex and contested concept.
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Equity As a Contested Concept
Bulkley (2013) suggested, “that beliefs about equity have important nuances
tied both to conventional ideology and to varied perspectives on the best direction for
educational reform” (Bulkley, 2013, p. 10). As such, educators will create variations
in how they make sense of equity, just as the influential policy actors in Bulkley’s
study displayed different conceptions of equity in how they wrote and talked about
equity. Kornhaber, Griffith & Tyler (2014) examined the role and meaning of equity
through interviews with Common Core policy entrepreneurs. Their conceptual
framework identified three views of equity; equal, equalizing, and expansive views.
The authors summarized the three conceptions of equity as:
Under the equal conception of educational equity, policies and programs are
designed to provide equal educational resources for all students. Given equal
resources, differences in achievement across different student populations
represent influences beyond the purview of the education system. Under the
equalizing conception, policies and programs are meant to afford
compensatory educational resources to address different populations of
learners. The equalizing conception seeks to foster more equal outcomes. The
expansive conception of educational equity also seeks to create more equal
school outcomes. However, it emphasizes the need for comprehensive
resources both within and beyond school to attain such outcomes. (p. 5)
How policy entrepreneurs and educators talk about equity uncovers variance in beliefs
on equity and educational reform, as Bulkley’s (2013) study reinforced, as well.
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Proponents of standards and standardized testing promote NCLB and Common Core
as accountability structures that will ensure equity. The 11 semi-structured interviews
Kornhaber, Griffith & Tyler (2014) conducted uncovered what these policy
entrepreneurs perceived equity to mean, and the authors came to the conclusion that
there was a paradox of equity in educational policy when standards-based reform and
an equal view of equity came together that ended up thwarting the desired
achievement outcomes from these reforms.
As a concept, equity is weaved into the policy discourse around Common Core
and standards-based reform and is a goal of NCLB. Kornhaber, Griffith & Tyler’s
(2014) suggestion of determining whether or not the reform was successful in reaching
its goal of equitable outcomes is valid, yet restricted to the concepts of equity in policy
discourse. This reduced the impact of the reform initiative in that implementation
practices limited achievement outcomes based on the equity conceptions that were
really focused on equality, rather than an expansive definition of equity.
Allbright et al. (2019) identified four views of equity from their review of the
research and developed a typology based on their findings. They built off of Guiton
and Oakes (1995) and Bulkley (2013) for the first three views in the typology;
libertarian, liberal, and democratic liberal. They added a fourth, a transformative view
(Solózarno & Yosso, 2002; Jordan, Brown, & Gutiérrez, 2010). Each varied in their
view of the three core aspects of equity in policy; inputs, processes, and outcomes.
Each view incorporated horizontal and vertical equity (Berne & Stiefel, 1984), but
differed on the principle by which vertical equity should be applied. Table 1
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summarizes these principles according to the process, inputs, and outcomes. Principle
has been added to the process description for clarity.
Libertarian is the baseline view emphasizing horizontal equity and equal
treatment unless merit warrants specialization, and outcomes are expected to be
unequal. The liberal view seeks to address social disadvantages by giving equal
opportunities to all regardless of social position, and expects unequal outcomes from
merit. This views still emphasizes horizontal equity and inputs. The democratic
liberal view holds that all students should meet a minimum level of performance and
therefore students should be given additional support when not meeting this threshold.
This view sees vertical equity as a means to ensure that all can succeed, and also
defines performance in standardized outcome measures. This aligns with neo-liberal
accountability mechanisms and standards-based assessment that has influenced
education policy over the past four decades. The transformative view seeks to remedy
institutional barriers and put into practice processes that will enhance the learning
environment. This type of vertical equity will provide resources that empower
students who have historically been harmed, and develop their strengths in order to
succeed.
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Table 1
Typology of Education Equity Views

Process
Principle:

Inputs:

Outcomes:

Democratic
Liberal
All supported
to reach
threshold of
performance

Libertarian
Fair
competition,
equal rules for
everyone

Liberal
Societal
disadvantages
addressed to
level playing
field

Transformative
Challenging
oppression,
systemic
processes &
individual bias

Equal unless
merit & effort
warrant

Seek equal
opportunity for
all

Differentiated
to those
struggling to
meet
expectations

Promote
empowerment of
those harmed &
their assets

Expected
unequal

Unequal from
merit.

Defined
through
standards &
achievement

Developing
strengths creates
equitable
outcomes

Note. *Allbright, et al. (2019)
Allbright et al.’s typology was developed to understand how finance administrators
interpret finance policy and whether or not their practices aligned with their beliefs of
equity. They applied sensemaking theory and sought to distinguish how variance in
equity concepts impacted administrators’ interpretation and implementation of finance
policy. This conceptual framework was similar to the premise in the research
questions of this study, that variance in implementation of policy and practices was
connected to diverging conceptions of equity. The addition of the fourth view updated
the original typology with research that questioned the effectiveness of policies based
on the earlier typology (Guiton & Oakes, 1995). The democratic liberal view shifted
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emphasis from inputs to outcomes, yet defined outcomes solely as performance
measures. While vertical equity was to provide differentiated supports, it was
narrowly defined in the context of standardized assessments. The transformative view
sought to address social inequality through addressing the structural barriers that
created it, thereby redefining and repurposing outcomes beyond the confines of test
performance. Therefore, the emphasis of vertical equity was on processes to create
environmental conditions to get results, rather than inputs or outcomes alone.
Allbright et al.’s literature review of sensemaking and equity conceptions
found that, “educators policy responses are largely driven by their prior knowledge,
beliefs, and values, often resulting in implementation variation.” (Allbright et al, 2019,
p. 179). Allbright et al. sought to further investigate how leaders’ conceptions of
equity related to finance policy implementation. One finding in their two-district case
study was that the district with a unified equity vision and a strong organization-wide
understanding of equity had administrators who mirrored that equity conception in
their implementation practices. The district that spoke of divisions and competing
visions had diverging conceptions of equity and implementation practices that
reflected these competing perspectives. Not only did this suggest organizational and
other factors influence policy implementation and detract from direct enactment of
beliefs, but that local organizational context appeared to impact the social cognition of
leaders and how they made sense of policy. The authors suggested therefore, that
policy makers may benefit from having clear definitions of equity in organizational
plans.
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Allbright et al.’s (2019) equity typology is beneficial for understanding how
vice principals integrate their sense of education equity with their leadership practices
and how they integrate their sensemaking of education equity with district and state
equity policies. The categorization by inputs, processes, and outcomes by the four
equity views provides a conceptual framework for understanding ideological
differences. Utilizing the typology in the data analysis of this study will provide
coherence in the triangulation of data sources between personal education equity
definitions, district and state equity policies, and vice principal interviews.
A Discursive Turn in Articulating Equity
Bertrand, Perez, & Rogers (2015) interviewed 50 state policy insiders and
looked at the discourse used to explain inequity in the transcripts of their interviews
about education policy. Analysis uncovered three main discourses which the authors
labeled structural inequity, perceived deficits of families and communities, and teacher
unions and teacher seniority. The authors also found that policy insiders often used
veiled discursive strategies to “strengthen deficit discourse, divert attention from
structural issues, and characterize themselves positively while advancing racist and
classist ideas” (Bertrand, Perez, & Rogers, 2015, p. 2). The authors contextualized
their study in a literature review documenting structural inequity in education and the
inequitable distribution of specific educational resources. It was the acknowledgement
of or the overlooking of this inequity of structural inputs that was investigated.
Looking into discursive strategies that challenged the inequitable status quo or
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maintained and justified the inequitable status quo was a means of uncovering the
beliefs, values, and attitudes of the people in the study.
Bertrand, Perez, & Rogers did not uncover a one-to-one link between
discursive strategies and what they labeled the structural inequity, perceived deficits of
families and communities, and teacher unions and teacher seniority discourses. Policy
insiders’ language however, did demonstrate either expanding or restricting policy
changes that were supportive of preferred education equity agendas. Deficit language
in particular showed that many insiders were not familiar with the families and
communities they were discussing in terms of education policy. The three discourses
demonstrated how different conceptions of inequity shape, not only the language used
in policy, but what this language revealed about the belief systems behind the policy.
Primarily, what was the origin of the inequity and, therefore, what remedies should be
employed based on those conceptions. This suggests that how Oregon education
equity policy defines the policy problem, how educators define equity, and how these
definitions shape the sensemaking process is well worth understanding in greater
detail.
Mehta’s (2013) A Nation at Risk paradigm drew on a confluence of social,
political, and economic forces that shaped the discourse around education and defined
the policy problem in a way that standards-based reform appeared to be a well-suited
policy solution. These four factors were a shift towards a postindustrial knowledgebased economy; a shift in the goal of schooling to be higher standards for all, rather
than improving the performance of the lowest performing students; a shift to place the
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responsibility of poor school performance on the schools; and a shift in the site of
accountability for schooling. Taken together, this paradigm re-defined the problem of
education by shaping the purpose of education, the goals of reform, the responsibility
for schooling, and the outcome measure. From this neoliberal premise that emerged in
the 1960s and 1970s, and crystallized between the 1980s and 2000s, standards-based
reform promoted a logic that made sense by, “setting standards for what students
should be expected to do, establishing assessments to measure progress, and holding
schools accountable for progress towards these goals” (Mehta, 2013, p. 287). As the
dominant reform agenda in education (Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer, 2002), this logic
has saturated schools. If education equity runs counter to this prevailing logic, then
equity policy implementation was swimming upstream against countervailing forces.
Does this logic serve education equity?
A problem definition is a way of “understanding a complex reality” (Mehta,
2013, p. 291) and much of the “political argument is fought at the level of problem
definition” (Mehta, 2013, p. 292), according to Mehta. One of the things the A Nation
at Risk paradigm did, was bring together political agreement of groups believing in
‘standards’ and those believing in ‘accountability’ from across the political divide.
Creating a broad coalition, public discourse around the education problem became
more focused within the logic of this paradigm, and standardized test scores became
the sole measure by which schools were evaluated. The move away from local school
control to state and federal involvement in schooling shifted the nation toward a top-
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down school reform agenda. The logic of this agenda became a ‘common sense’ in
schools, influencing the discourse and sensemaking of educators.
Articulating Equity in State Policies
Equity was discussed in the context of federal and state policy in Chu’s (2019)
analysis of 52 approved state Every Student Success Act (ESSA) plans, wherein the
author explored how equity in education was defined and applied at the state level.
Bulkley’s (2013) three core aspects of equity in policy: inputs, processes, and
outcomes, helps us understand Chu’s findings. The results of the qualitative content
analysis revealed that 48 plans showed an adopted equity stance centered on equitable
access to educational resources or inputs, less than half addressed equity in outcomes,
and most didn’t provide a definition of what was meant by “equity”. Additionally,
accountability measures were predominantly based on standardized test performance.
Understanding how the federal policy landscape helped shape the policy landscape of
individual states like Oregon, this study illuminated national trends in state-adopted
plans.
Chu reviewed the literature of how equity was conceptualized in education
policy. Pointing out that U.S. education policies had long held the principle of equity
as being equal opportunity for all students to learn (Verstegen, 2015), the author
discussed the distinction between horizontal and vertical equity (Berne & Stiefel,
1984). Horizontal equity provides equal treatment to all students, whereas vertical
equity is concerned with providing more resources to those with the greatest need.
This distinction has been reinforced by more researchers, although they articulate it in
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different ways. Cochran-Smith et al. (2017) described “thin” equity as that which
provided equal access to all students and “strong” equity as that which acknowledged
historical and system inequities for underserved communities. The authors’
application in the discussion of teacher education accountability centered on thin
equity providing access to high quality teachers as an input to create equitable
outcomes. Yet, the authors pointed out that this deflected the responsibility of
lawmakers to look at other social policies outside of education to ameliorate inequality
in society along with education (thick equity), had singled out education as the sole
remedy for inequality, and fueled disillusionment in public education in general.
Guiton and Oakes (1995) suggested a typology with three views of equity; libertarian,
liberal, and democratic liberal. The libertarian and liberal views focused on equitable
distribution of resources and the democratic liberal view emphasized performance
indicators as an outcomes measure. Chu pointed out that the Every Student Succeeds
Act (ESSA) continues No Child Left Behind’s (NCLB) emphasis on disaggregated
data, and defined teacher effectiveness, student performance measures, and school
improvement indicators as accountability measures. However, states were allowed to
create their own measures as long as they met these requirements. While the
federalism principle to give power to the states might be laudable, it is also messy.
Not only does this potentially source 52 different starting points, it also complicated
how state policy makers interpreted the equity conceptions in the policies (Allbright et
al., 2019; Bertrand, Perez, & Rogers, 2015; Bulkley, 2013). Chu’s study was unique
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in that it was the first of its kind to analyze equity conceptions in all 52 approved
ESSA plans.
While states had flexibility to expand their accountability systems, many
complied with the minimum required by the federal ESSA regulations. The majority
of plans favored an equity perspective based on inputs, or equal access to funding
resources, equitable access to teachers, and equitable learning environments. While
Oregon provided a definition of education equity in its plan, it was one of only seven
to do so. Less than half mentioned equity outcomes. Yet, this language was often
vague and described as needs, without specificity. Of those that did, equitable
outcomes weren’t clearly defined by the majority of plans, and those that did focused
on standardized test performance as the primary indicator. Vague language had some
states defining equitable outcomes as closing the achievement gap. While Chu went
into more detail of the specific findings, for this study the significance of the findings
is in the mismatch between inputs, outcomes, and accountability in the ESSA plans.
The emphasis in ESSA state plans regarding equal opportunity for resources, primarily
on access to qualified teachers as a means of fixing inequitable outcomes in schools
based on standardized performance indicators, continues a trend ignoring what
processes and practices were put into place in schools (Ladson-Billings, 2006;
Bulkley, 2013; Verstegen, 2015). In a sense then, ESSA satisfies legislators’ impulse
for state control of education, but closely mimics federal control and design from
NCLB. To avoid confusion as state policy actors interpret ESSA, Chu suggested that
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local authorities clearly define what is meant by education equity, and become
involved in defining the state’s vision and policies.
Public Discourse of Equity and Majoritarian Narratives
Zirkel and Pollack (2016) presented a case analysis of the public discourse
around a high profile, racially, ethnically, and economically diverse districts’ efforts to
address racial inequities by changing an existing policy and practice designed to
improve achievement outcomes for all students given the disparate results created by
its implementation. The original policy was to require science lab courses outside the
regular school day in order to provide more science instruction. While this allowed
high achieving, primarily white middle-class students to take more Advanced
Placement (AP) classes and have a competitive advantage for college admissions,
these courses were poorly attended by low income, often students of color, who did
not or could not attend for a variety of complex reasons leading to the failure of
required science courses and lower graduation rates. The debate around the change
was divided between middle-class white families wanting to maintain the science lab
course outside the traditional school day, and those who wanted to reverse this
practice because of increased adverse impacts that disproportionally affected
underachieving students of color. While a second study, Pollack & Zirkel (2013)
provided an analysis of the policy implications of this controversy, this article focused
on the rhetoric around the debate, and argued that narratives identifying some students
as worthy and others as not was highly influential in determining the outcomes of the
debate.
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In outlining their conceptual framework, the authors cited the term
majoritarian narratives, coined by Solórzano and Yosso (2002). While majoritarian
narratives are stories supporting the status quo and rationalizing the unequal allocation
of resources as natural, they in fact mask racial privilege embedded in the cultural
understanding of race as determined by the dominant group, in this case white, middle
class families vying for a leg up in college admissions versus families of color vying
for completion of high school graduation requirements. The authors focused their
analysis on how these majoritarian narratives described the debate in terms of who
“deserved” or “merited” the resources of the school district.
The authors investigated how narratives affected policy decisions and how the
dominant group’s ideological beliefs shaped the discourse in terms and concepts
familiar to itself, in this case the white, middle-class norms of independent agency,
choice, and responsibility, coalescing into what they termed a narrative cycle of race,
merit, and worth. This story formed the basis of arguments for the dedication of
scarce education resources to high achieving students, typically from dominant social
and racial groups. Four themes emerged from the authors data analysis/coding of 39
news stories about the Berkeley High School controversy, 347 online comments made
to those news stories, and 657 online comments from 17 interactive websites across
the ideological spectrum who posted commentaries or reports of the controversy. The
four themes were: a) colorblind rhetoric; b) academic performance, deficit narratives,
and the rhetoric of individual responsibility; c) academic performance gaps render
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some students “worthy” and others “unworthy,” and d) equity efforts are unfair to
White people (Zirkel and Pollack, 2016, p. 1532).
This framing of the narrative was significant to a discussion of the content of
equity policies in that these majoritarian narratives around policy discourse and the
content of policies themselves carried the ideological beliefs, values, and cultural
understanding of the people having the conversation. It is worthwhile to quote Zirkel
and Pollack (2016) at length:
The arguments that form this narrative cycle represent a social imaginary- an
understanding of the way the world works- one that simultaneously emerges
from and reinforces a perspective that places tremendous value on ideals of
individual agency and individually based models of talent, intelligence, effort,
merit, and worth in educational settings. For this reason, the narrative cycle of
race, merit, and worth represents a compelling explanatory story that renders
alternative ideas and counternarratives invisible or implausible. (p. 1545)
Public debate, policy discourse, and the text of policies became worthwhile areas of
study because the policy content language, themes, and stories embedded in the
majoritarian narratives communicated the ideology of the dominant social group.
Whether or not this was conscious or intentional is not as important as the fact that the
policy created carried this communication, and that it was built into the policy as part
of its construction. Even if the intent and espoused policy outcomes ran counter to the
success of only the dominant group, as equity policies do, the cultural understanding
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of the dominant stakeholder group in society and the dominant staff group within the
education system could run counter to this intent.
Equity Discourse and a Critical Race Theory Framework
Using Critical Race Theory as analytical framework, Mansfield and Thachik
(2016) conducted a critical policy analysis providing a counter narrative to the P-16
initiative in Texas known as Closing the Gaps 2015. This study looked at how the
narrative and counter-narratives were framed, then analyzed and critiqued the
ideological differences between the two and provided recommendations for how a
neutral policy with good intent fell short of achieving its desired effects because of
how the policy was constructed. Mansfield and Thachik (2016) identified four themes
of the policy narrative:
1) Closing the Gaps 2015 will resuscitate Texas’ stagnant economy; 2) Closing
the Gaps 2015 will ensure the acquisition of the American Dream for all Texans; 3)
The inclusion of business leaders is essential to the development and success of
Closing the Gaps 2015, and; 4) Additional resource allocation for research and
development will strengthen Closing the Gaps 2015 goal attainment. (p. 10)
Bulkley (2013) suggested that the framing of education policy had little to do
with education practices, but focused on the why, what, and how of policy. The
framing of education policy was within the state’s economic, political, and social
context; with an underlying ideological stance that created an idealized policy frame
that presented the policy as an objective, neutral policy that benefited all Texans. The
policy took for granted narratives of meritocracy and equal opportunity.
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Utilizing Critical Race Theory (CRT) to challenge dominant ideologies and
common-sense notions that undergird educational policy (Heilig, Brown, and Brown,
2012), Mansfield and Thachik offered a counter narrative of Closing the Gaps 2015
that incorporated four common tenets of CRT; the permanence of racism, counter
storytelling, critique of liberalism, and interest convergence. Mansfield and Thachik
(2016) provided alternative explanations to the taken-for-granted assumptions in the
policy narrative:
1) The false choice between prosperity and calamity; 2) The assumption that
the American Dream is available to all; 3) The assumption that the sole
purpose of garnering an education is economic in nature, and; 4) The
assumption that the theory of action behind the policy will be fulfilled without
careful attention to resource allocation. (p. 14)
Framing a counter narrative uncovered the ideological frame of the policy and
unveiled the supposed ‘neutrality’ of an idealized policy discourse for how the policy
impacted ‘some students,’ especially those the policy was supposedly intended to
support. This analysis illuminated how the policy’s theory of action “is at least
partially constrained” because “the policy discourse fails to identify the problem (for
example by ignoring segregation and unconstitutional school funding)” (Mansfield
and Thachik, 2016, p. 17). Problem definition and the solutions stemming from this
definition may seem neutral, but “may actually overlook the historically marginalized
populations it means to serve” (Mansfield and Thachik, 2016, p. 17). One of the
solutions Mansfield and Thachik offered to this finding that is valuable for Oregon
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Equity policy, was acknowledging history and investigating the root causes that
created the “policy problem,” thereby strengthening policy solutions by providing
more specificity based on accurate problem definitions. This establishes a line of
inquiry to uncover patterns across Oregon K12 school district equity policies and asks
the questions; is there a common policy narrative across equity plans, how is
education equity defined, what are the taken-for-granted assumptions in the policy
narratives, and are the policy solutions limited by those assumptions?
Who Does ‘Equity for All’ Policy Actually Serve?
Segeren & Kutsyuruba (2012) examined the equity and inclusion policy
history from 1990-2010 of Ontario, Canada. Their findings suggested that equity
education policy development should be a more inclusive process reflecting the
identities, values, and experiences of stakeholders within the school system. The
study identified ways ideas, actors, and institutions were involved in the policymaking process and the analysis of the research findings provided an understanding of
the ideological, socio-cultural, political, legal, and economic forces shaping equity
policies.
Segeren & Kutsyuruba’s (2012) study reinforced the body of research that
demonstrated a false dichotomy between the goals of equity and excellence in
education, leading to implementation gaps because of the involvement of or lack of
involvement of institutional stakeholders in the development of policy.
‘Accountability’ and ‘accountability measures’ were one way school administrators
and teachers maintained the status quo, rather than enacting practices to change
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equitable outcomes from the intent of the policies. This spoke to concepts of equity
and the personal sense of social justice education that educators represented in their
equity policies as critical to the implementation of new practices, rather than
maintaining the status quo. The researchers questioned whether or not a hierarchal
process of policy making could lead to the equitable outcomes desired from said
policies, and this begs the question of whether school boards, without the inclusion of
administrators, teachers, and students, can create effective equity policies.
Segeren & Kutsyuruba (2012) questioned the ways in which individualism was
represented in equity policies as a manifestation of whiteness, and the ways in which
standardized testing as the sole measure of student success were ways in which the
status quo was reinforced and countered the intent of the said policies. Segeren &
Kutsyuruba suggested policies with ‘equity for all’ concepts disguised the ideology of
meritocracy and prohibited the implementation of culturally sustaining practices to
help specific student groups achieve better outcomes.
As Mehta (2013) pointed out, “the language used to promote education reform
has fostered an idealized policy discourse with broad appeal across the political
spectrum” (Lenhoff & Ulmer, 2016, p. 3). This language suggests the American
Dream is attainable and schools can prepare all students for economic prosperity;
however, student performance has shown that education initiatives have never served
all students well (Deschenes, Cuban, & Tyack, 2001), and that the same students the
U.S. educational system has never served consistently well; students of color, lowincome children, English Language Learners, and students with disabilities, are the
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same students left behind in educational innovation. If these are the students that
education equity policies were to primarily serve, the language used to describe the
policy’s intent and the language used by policy reformers becomes important for
understanding this intent. However, it is unclear whether or not the policy
implementers shared the same idealized policy vision. Similarly, the language of
policy implementers becomes important to understanding how they understood the
policy’s intent, and whether or not they adhered to the idealized policy’s logic.
Lenhoff & Ulmer (2016) “use data from a multi-year case study of a national 21st
century school reform program to analyze the discourses of reformers alongside
reform implementers” (Lenhoff & Ulmer, 2016, p. 4). Lenhoff & Ulmer suggested
that the idealized policy language of ‘for all students’ created a gap between what was
assumed in the policy, and the realities of educator experiences in their schools.
Making sense of this gap and assigning responsibility for this disconnect to the
student, rather than the teacher, could be a space where deficit thinking comes into
educator rationales.
At issue here is the gap in the language of all student policies and the realities
experienced every day in school by educators. Lenhoff & Ulmer “suggest that critical
agenda potentially complicates overly simplistic, top-down discourses of all children
while problematizing one-size-fits-all approach to reform” (Lenhoff & Ulmer, 2016, p.
7). At issue here is whether or not state equity policy guidelines and district equity
policies adhered to a similar idealized policy discourse in advocating education equity
policy and, if so, what affect did this have on the sensemaking process of educators
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trying to understand the gap between the policy and what they experience every day in
schools. Whether intentional in design or not, idealized educational policies ‘for all
students’ might appeal to American values of democracy and equality, but could only
serve to replicate the social inequalities in U.S. society through the school system. If
education was to be the ‘great equalizer,’ figuring out how to address the needs of
‘some students,’ those students who had never been served well by the U.S.
educational system, was of critical importance. “The ambiguous language about for
whom the program was actually intended may be representative of broader school
reform discourse that set aside structural inequalities to promote the concept that all
students can succeed if given the right school-based inputs” (Lenhoff & Ulmer, 2016,
p. 19). Understanding the history of structural inequalities in the local community,
school district, state, and nation, were vital for understanding the local context of
structural inequality in schools. In this study, the language of success ‘for all students’
actually undermined that goal, led to deficit thinking as a rationale for the gap
encountered between the policy and the local context, and limited the thinking around
what specific supports were needed for some students to succeed, when all students
did not need or warrant the same supports. This prevented individualization and
focused specific resources for non-dominant student groups within the standard
operation and logic of schools. Making sense of the idealized policy language for all
students created gaps in the sensemaking process for educators wherein their social,
political, economic, and professional ideologies provided the logics for understanding
these gaps.
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Understanding how to serve some students with different needs within a
school-wide reform initiative is advocacy; advocacy for students whose academic
success is perceived as threatened by a host of factors. NCLB views this advocacy as
“critical to schools’ roles in sustaining the US economy and a democratic society”
(Ares and Buendía, 2007, p. 562). However, Ares and Buendía asked, to what extent
can school reform initiatives, “articulate a vision of advocacy without lapsing into
historical narratives of racial division and individualism” (Ares and Buendía, 2007, p.
562)? As part of a five-year study of the whole-district reform effort of a mid-sized
district in Utah, the authors investigated how school discourse was shaped at the
district policy level and the school level. Advocacy was one of five policy areas that
would drive the reform efforts. Starting with the race neutral definition, “Each student
will be known as an individual and their individual needs will be easily met” (Ares
and Buendía, 2007, p. 563), the authors began with the question of what it meant to be
known in this context as the reform took place within the increasing demographic
diversity of the school district. While the individual was privileged in the definition,
recognition that many individuals were members of cultural groups was not given
explicit attention. This exemplified colorblind policy. Ares and Buendía found that:
Because the district office’s definition of student omitted any attention to race
or ethnicity, deficit discourses about people of color that have historically been
part of local and national school reform conversations were brought to bear in
teachers’ and principals’ translation of advocacy policy at the level of
schooling. (p. 565)
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Without explicit guidance on definitions and practices, teachers and administrators
made sense of policies in a vacuum. Ares and Buendía suggested, “that for true
reform to succeed, schools must recognize and challenge those historical narratives
that often misguide translation of reform into practice” (Ares and Buendía, 2007, p.
566). The focus on the individual allowed educators to turn a blind eye to historical
and societal racism.
As educators determined how to know students on the local level from the
attention to all students on the state and national levels, the logic of NCLB focused on
student test scores and success within current school structures. Ares and Buendía’s
data showed, “a close coupling of accountability and advocacy in the district’s focus
that defined achievement in terms of standardized outcomes, so that knowing students
was accomplished largely through quantitative data” (Ares and Buendía, 2007, p.
571). This demonstrated an avenue through which national conversations around what
constituted a measure and the aims of advocacy structured the local discourse with a
logic that guided educators in their sensemaking processes.
In the context of changing demographics within this school district, local
discourse reflected historical “assimilationist discourse in which the purpose of
schooling was to absorb students of color, English language learners, and immigrants
into the dominant culture of the US” (deMarrais & LeCompte, 1995; Higham, 1969;
Unz & Tuchman, 1997). Therefore, the means by which advocacy was conceptualized
at the school level was within the framework of assimilation to the school and societal
structures. Five discourses emerged from advocacy concepts at the school level;
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community and creating a sense of belonging, knowing students as individuals,
connecting and supporting parents, managing behavior, and in a few cases, breaking
patterns of second-class status within the schools and society.
Discussing their findings, Ares and Buendía referenced Toni Morrison (1992)
and linked the concepts of the individual and the racial within the national
imagination. The implication of their findings was that:
a colorblind focus on students as individuals constrains educators’ abilities to
respond to students’ experiences as members of social, cultural, and linguistic
groups, ignoring their differential treatment in schools and in the larger world.
Translation of such policies sets in motion a process that moves from
colorblind policy to deficit-based color-conscious talk to unintended
reproduction of the very problems many reforms seek to remedy. (p. 583)
If education equity policies mirror this policy discourse, then Oregon educators are
likely to reproduce the same problems the policy sought to remedy. Understanding
this dynamic was a means to addressing the achievement gap, as educators have been
reproducing the very problems they seek to remedy through standards-based reform
and other school-wide reform initiatives for a very long time. As Ares and Buendía
concluded, “It is critically important to attend to both the policies that frame the effort
in the first place, and the processes of translation through which educators appropriate
policy” (Ares and Buendía, 2007, p. 585). Investigating Oregon vice principals’
sensemaking of equity in their leadership praxis is a means to further this research
area.
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Education Policy and School Reform
Tyack and Tobin (1994) defined the grammar of schooling as “the regular
structures and rules that organize the work of instruction” and demonstrated how
school reform had been hard pressed to change this underlying framework by
examining three historical case studies from the 1920s, 1930s, and 1960s. Public
schools in the United States came into being at the same time industrial organization
and scientific management were transforming society’s economic production and, as
leading ideas of the day, these concepts were incorporated into the structure of schools
in order to provide efficiency, standardization, and replicability for the growing
volume of students in urban areas. The graded school and the Carnegie unit are two
structural components that have withstood 150 years of reform efforts and have
become part of our public consciousness of what a “real school” is. The graded
elementary school is where curriculum is “divided into yearlong batches, students are
sorted according to academic proficiency and age, and individual teachers instruct
them in self-contained classrooms” and the Carnegie unit became the basis of
academic accounting, organizing time, subjects, and academic credits in a manner that
allowed for a concept of a standard high school to legitimate sorting students,
restricting access, and raising the prestige of colleges and universities to represent a
privileged level and quality. The Carnegie unit was based on seat time and hours
spent doing recitation, becoming a means for departmentalizing knowledge into
traditional subjects and arranging these subjects into a four-year course of study.
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Over time, this cultural construction of schooling has been engrained in public
perception by a mutual reinforcement of cultural beliefs and organization form that
legitimates the concept of a “real school” across different communities. While
pointing to limitations of this cultural construction of schooling model, as well as
limitations to the contested group and functionalist models of schooling, the authors
explicated why it was so hard for schools to change, not accordingly to one theory, but
because all three had an additive effect to understanding the complexities and
entrenchment of the concept of schools as organizations. This matrix of schooling
persisted because it allowed educators to control behavior, instruct heterogenous
populations, and sort people for their future roles in school and life. This is what
schooling was expected to do by the broader society, and public discourse around the
purpose of schooling was dialogically reinforced over time maintaining the
reproduction of capitalist ideology. The educational goal of social mobility had
maintained more influence than social efficiency or democratic equality in defining
schooling as a private good, rather than a public good (Labaree, 1997). However,
what was missing or forgotten from this common understanding was that the Carnegie
unit from the start was a means by university trustees to define what college is,
distinguish institutions of ‘higher education’ from one another, and set requirements
for admissions. This standardization process from its inception, was a means to
classify, sort, and weed out students who were worthy of continuing their education
beyond secondary schools.
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The Discourse in Critical Discourse Studies
As Rogers points out in An Introduction to Critical Discourse Analysis in
Education (2011) “Educational researchers have used CDA in many different areas in
educational studies” (Rogers, 2011, p. 3) over the past two decades and, “CDA is a
broad framework that brings critical social theories into dialogue with theories of
language to answer particular research questions” (Rogers, 2011, p. 3). At the center
of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) is discourse, a concept defined in many ways by
many different theorists. Gee (2014) was widely known for and helpful in making the
distinction between small ‘d’ discourses and big ‘D’ discourses. As Rogers pointed
out, this distinction of the, “little ‘d’ discourse refers to the grammar of what is said or
written. ‘Discourse’ with a capital D refers to the ways of representing, believing,
valuing, and participating with all of the sign systems that people have at their
disposal” (p. 7). This distinction helped to explore Gee’s claim that “Discourse
analysis is the study of language in use” (p. 8) and that ‘critical’ approaches look to
apply their work to “controversies in the world” rather than being ‘descriptive’ and
focusing on language as an abstraction. We begin to see (d)iscourse as text and
speech in action by individuals, and (D)iscourse as the social conversations in action
between groups of individuals.
It is the (D)iscourse of education, educators, and how they make sense of
equity that was the focus of this study. For this purpose, then, it is relevant to bring up
Ball’s (2013) discussion of Foucault in relation to power and education, wherein he
pointed out that despite using the term differently at various points in his work,
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Foucault, “was concerned to address the structures and rules that constitute a discourse
rather than the texts and utterances produced in it. Discourse is not present in the
object, but ‘enables it to appear’” (Ball, 2013, p. 19). This signaled the parameters of
discourse, shaping how individuals came to know and express themselves in
discussions as they happened. Discourse then became a means through which power
controlled individuals, not through direct force, but through disciplining individuals to
stay within the confines of established and accepted parameters of the discourse. In
terms of education then, this developed a professional discourse wherein educators
engaged in discussions with established contours of acceptable debate, interpretation,
and conflict; a commonsense conversation for how schooling works. For Foucault, it
was the normalization of technologies that should have been the focus of how
individuals discipline themselves, rather than focusing on the school or the state
controlling individuals. Measurement and examination were technologies (Ball, 2013,
p. 47) of schooling built into the institution, both in practices and in culture,
simultaneously including and excluding students based on performance. I suggest that
educators have normalized and internalized this classification system, sorting students
without conscious deliberation, as part of the grammar of schooling. The concept of
equity and equity policy calls into question what many educators have taken for
granted as given, without consciously deliberating the practice, they classify students
to include and exclude them. Tyack and Tobin (1994) referred to this foundation in
the establishment of common secondary schools, to sort out and qualify students for
university entrance. For this study there were three important elements to speaking
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with this grammar; 1) social classifications could easily slip into student performance
classifications, 2) educators unwittingly reproduced social inequality without critical
consciousness for the purpose of schooling in society, and 3) the school district was
the local context that shaped the social ecology for sensemaking.
As educators made sense of equity and equity policy they were simultaneously
engaging in multiple (D)iscourses; at the heart of this confluence was a discourse of
equity, a discourse of schooling, and a discourse of the local context. Among many
others, these three discourses brought together beliefs about values of social justice,
the purpose of schooling in society, and school and district politics. Each of these
discourses was shaped in complex ways on many levels, and they coalesced at the
institutional level as educators shaped their professional discourse in schools.
Sensemaking of high school vice principals took place within this dynamic
organizational and professional context. In order to understand how individuals and
groups of educators sorted out and integrated multiple discourses into their
sensemaking, a more nuanced method of inquiry was needed.
Weick’s (1996) sensemaking framework, along with Coburn’s and Spillane’s
applications to education are helpful to understand the policy implementation process,
but fall short of discerning the ideological nuances within the individuals and groups
of educators, as they are sensemaking. van Dijk’s sociocognitive approach to critical
discourse studies was a toolbox for investigating this sensemaking complexity, and
illuminated what high school vice principals experienced, wrestled with, and recreated
as they enacted discourses and made sense of equity-based school reform.
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Policy as Text and Discourse
In Stephan J. Ball’s seminal article What is policy? Texts, trajectories and
toolboxes (2006) the author outlined thinking towards the conceptualization of policy
as two concepts simultaneously; policy as text and policy as discourse, both implicitly
within the other. Ball suggested:
Policy discourses (and I am using that term here in the Foucauldian sense, as
regulated practice that accounts for statements, rather than the linguistic sense
of language in use) produce frameworks of sense and obviousness with which
policy is thought, talked and written about. Policy texts are set within these
frameworks which constrain but never determine all of the possibilities for
action. (p. 44)
Important in this dual conceptualization of policy was the notion that policy texts
come into a pre-existing policy discourse, and that policy texts are shaped by that
discourse. Policy as a text suggested the meanings conveyed and actions suggested in
a policy were not fixed or closed; they must be read, interpreted, and acted upon by
individuals. Individuals made sense of the policy text within the policy discourse and
took actions within a real-world context. This accounted for individual agency and
variability; the meanings of policy were never as prescriptive as policy writers and
politicians would have liked them to be. Policy as discourse suggested the ideological
parameters within which individuals and groups made sense of their experiences.
Ball went on to explain that the policy’s effects could be seen as first order and
second order effects. The first order being changes in practices or structure, and the
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second order being the impact of these changes addressing social inequalities. Similar
to the mutually reinforcing aspects of policy as text and policy as discourse, policy’
effects could be seen as concrete changes within an institution, and changed social
outcomes in the larger society because of those institutional changes. The first order
and second order effects were hopefully correlated from the influence of the policy
text, yet the policy discourse consisted of competing discourses, dominant discourse,
non-dominant discourse etc., so the “sense and obviousness” of the effects were
dynamic, debated, contested, and acted upon in a myriad of complex ways.
Understanding policy as an enactment process moved beyond seeing policy as
a prescription from the outside or from above, and gave credence to the educators
enacting policies in actual schools. Along this vein, Ball, Maguire, & Braun (2012)
outlined three key elements for this study in their development of a grounded theory of
how schools do policy. First was a workable definition of policy, the second
emphasized standards, assessment, and discipline discourses as core technologies of
schooling, and third, the discursive productions of the ‘good student, good teacher,
and good school.’
Understanding how policy intersects with discourse and creates a majoritarian
narrative (Solórzano and Yosso, 2002) for the professional educator were crucial for
illuminating the sensemaking of high school vice principals. Ball, Maguire, & Braun
(2012) offered that “what is meant by policy will be taken as texts and ‘things’
(legislation and national strategies) but also as discursive processes that are complexly
configured, contextually mediated and institutionally rendered (Ball, Maguire, &
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Braun, 2012, p. 3). The context of schools and districts affects vice principal
discourse.
Leadership Praxis and School Reform
In Culturally responsive practices as whole school reform Mayfield and
Garrison-Wade (2015) examined a middle school that was successful in closing the
achievement/opportunity gap between 2007 and 2011 to determine whether or not
culturally responsive practices were embedded throughout the school. Observations,
interviews, and focus groups were conducted as the researchers looked for specific
behaviors, policies, and procedures that met their definition of culturally responsive
practices as they sought to answer what culturally relevant practices, if any, were
present in a school that was closing the academic opportunity gaps between Black and
White students, and what specific strategies were being utilized. The site was selected
as a representative school in a western state that had a median growth rate above the
state average in state achievement scores for racial minority students over a five-year
period. Twenty-seven staff at the school volunteered to be part of the study, including
three administrators and two deans of students. Despite a small sample size and
limited observation time, specific culturally responsive practices were evident and
professional development was seen as a conduit for staff discussions of race and
building cultural competency. Investigating the inclusion of culturally responsive
practices and robust professional development centered on conversations about race
and developing cultural competence are a means to a better understanding of Oregon
K-12 school district equity policy implementation.
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Culturally Relevant Practices
Mayfield and Garrison-Wade’s (2015) case study utilized the authors’
definition of culturally responsive practices and their Culturally Responsive Areas of
School Practices Framework. Building upon the literature of multicultural education
and culturally responsive teaching, they define culturally responsive practices as:
behavioral and policy actions that acknowledge stakeholders’ cultures and
utilize that knowledge to create an optimal learning environment where
personal beliefs and assumptions are regularly examined, cultural identities are
nurtured, institutional policies and procedures are interrogated for bias, cultural
competency is developed, and social justice is a transformative imperative. (p.
3)
This systemic and organizationally focused definition provides a basis for
understanding and evaluating Oregon school district equity policies and their impact
on improving the systems and organizational structures of schools and districts that
undergird educational outcomes. This definition approaches culturally relevant
practices as school-wide endeavors by a collective of people, not what one individual
does within the system. The authors viewed organizations as environments and
systems whereby practices are enacted, advocating for cultural responsiveness to be
the equity principle by which educators act. Applying this definition to high school
vice principals’ sensemaking is a way of contextualizing and understanding the
complex environment of leadership practices in schools.
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Based on this definition, the researchers developed a Culturally Responsive
Areas of School Practices Framework to assess evidence of organizational practices.
The six areas of the framework; leadership, parent engagement, learning environment,
pedagogy, student management, and shared beliefs provided a landscape of whole
school practices that enabled a purview into whether or not culturally responsive
practices were embedded throughout all areas of the school. Utilizing the Constant
Comparative Coding strategy allowed the researchers to explore evidence of culturally
responsive practices embedded in the school across the six areas. This allowed
nuanced evaluation across the school, as evidence of culturally relevant practices
could be evident in some areas but not others, and in any combination.
Mayfield and Garrison-Wade (2015) confirmed culturally responsive practices
were being used in five of the six framework areas, with only student management
lacking. While briefly mentioned in the discussion, exploring student management
was a consideration for further research, in particular because of another finding that
showed teachers being further behind in taking up equitable leadership practices in the
school. While there was considerable leadership for culturally responsive practices
throughout the school, the depth of discussions about race and privilege with teachers
in particular seemed weak, and there was a lack of awareness in how power and
privilege are manifested throughout the larger society, and therefore impacted what
happened within the cultural context of the school.
The culturally responsive practices definition and framework are applicable to
the study of Oregon vice principals’ sensemaking of education equity and district
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equity policies. If comprehensive equity policies look at whole school reform, Oregon
K-12 school district equity policy implementation should investigate how well these
policies affect school-wide practices.
Connecting equity policy and practice. In Racial-Equity as Leadership
Practice: Using Social Practice Theory to Analyze Policy as Practice Feldman &
Winchester (2015) explored the relationship between equity-focused policy and
equity-focused leadership practice. In this theoretical paper the authors developed a
social practice conceptual framework to analyze two equity policies of a large
suburban school district in a Pacific Northwest city from two different periods in time;
one prior to 2010 and one created in 2013. After providing a background of equity
policy in the state beginning in the 1990s, the authors identify five problems with
educational policy implementation research because, as they point out, “inequities
continue to exist over time despite no shortage of equity-focused policies in
education” (Feldman & Winchester, 2015, p. 65). This contradiction is a gap in the
literature wherein policy implementation in education is an understudied area in
general, school districts and state systems do not typically allocate resources for this
purpose, new policies are rolled out without the theoretical underpinnings behind
them, and little attention is paid to local contexts that may or may not be similar to
where the previous implementation occurred. The five problems they identified in the
education policy implementation research were; over-attribution of failure to
education policy, false separation of policy and practice, establishment of grounds for
practice as evidence of policy implementation, expectations for stable, sustained
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policy implementation, and under-conceptualization of the learning required for
implementation.
The authors social practice conceptual framework built on practice theories
(Gherardi, 2006; Orlikowski, 2002; Reckwitz 2002) and social learning theory
(Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1998; Hutchins, 2000; Wenger, 1998). In particular, the
authors extended the work of Sutton & Levinson (2001), Feldman & Orlikowski
(2011), and Cook & Seely-Brown (1999) to conceptualize policy as practice. Social
practice theory was summarized as three principles; situated actions are consequential
in the production of social life, dualisms (i.e., policy as separate from practice) are
rejected, and relations are mutually constitutive. Building on this foundation, the
authors’ theory was that policy is practiced in three ways; practice of policy design,
practice in policy discourse, and practicing policy (Feldman & Winchester, 2015).
Policy design was a complimentary process to the practices and actions of the social
life of the district, i.e., there was no dualism separating policy and practice. The
practice in policy discourse looked into the text of the policy to uncover the what
(practices) and the who (staff roles) within the policy. This connected specific
behaviors and practices within the social context of the schools and districts to the
policy language. Finally, practicing policy suggested that the policy guidelines would
direct the adults in the school community to act in socially constructed ways, some
which dictated a few actors and actions to be enacted, while others directed large
groups within the community to learn publicly and professionally. This distinction
reinforced the other two frames and guided leadership practice to involve adults
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throughout all levels of the school and district communities. The social life was
therefore transformed, as the school and district developed into a learning organization
as a community of equity practitioners.
The discussion about education policy research pointed to the belief of
Feldman & Winchester that we don’t know how to eliminate racial disparities in
education and that much of the educational policy research has been flawed from the
outset, unable to contribute to solving the academic/opportunity gap. The authors
believed the true problem was not in not having the answers, but in not putting into
place the practices that would have led to locally grown learning to improve practices
within the local context of schools and districts. Equity policy was then a vital
component to developing the social life of schools and districts, and the local contexts
mutually reinforced the equity policies as they become tangible practices throughout
the schools and district, or not.
Investigating high school vice principals’ sensemaking of education equity and
equity policy is a means of looking for the practices embedded in the language of the
policy, looking for evidence of those practices embedded in schools. and is a means of
assessing the policy’s efficacy. Interviewing high school vice principals about their
leadership practices, challenges in implementation, and successes within their local
contexts, will provide insights toward improving equity-based school improvement
efforts.
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Summary
This literature review started with an exploration of sensemaking theory,
beginning with Weick’s seminal work. Followed by early applications in education,
Spillane et al. and Coburn, added to field. Over time, multiple researchers applied
sensemaking theory to different areas within education, and several of these were
explored. The next area of concentration was on equity and equity discourse. Equity
is a contested concept in the literature and is further explored in the complexity of
equity discourse.
The review concluded with a discussion of sensemaking and equity policy
within the larger contexts of educational policy and policy discourse, explicating how
this study is grounded in an interwoven multi-disciplinary framework. Finally, this
review culminated illuminating research connecting equity policy directly to
leadership practice and school-wide reform initiatives.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
This chapter includes the methodology used in a single-case instrumental case
study (Creswell & Poth, 2018) investigating Oregon high school vice principals’
sensemaking of education equity and equity policy. Outlined in this chapter are the
research questions, research design, theoretical framework, bounding of the case,
rationale for methodology, data collection procedures, instrumentation, data analysis,
trustworthiness, and pre-existing conditions.
Research Questions
The purpose of this case study was to understand the education equity
discourse of Oregon high school vice principals in their sensemaking of education
equity and equity policy. Based on how education equity was articulated by vice
principals personally and how it was articulated in Oregon school district and state
equity policies, this research asked the following questions:
1. How do Oregon high school vice principals make sense of education
equity in their leadership practices?
2. How do Oregon high school vice principals integrate their personal
sensemaking of education equity with district and state equity policies?
To answer these questions, vice principal education equity discourse was
triangulated with education equity survey definitions, district and state equity policies,
and vice principal interviews.
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Research Design
Conducting a qualitative case study will help understand how the participants
view and understand the concept of education equity in the context of their schools
and school districts. This is not to generalize that all vice principals in the state view
things a similar way or to say that this view is comparable to vice principals in other
states. It is simply to learn from what they describe and to understand the contours of
their discourse in order to see what it tells about the complexity of the sensemaking
process around education equity in schools. According to Merriam (1998), “The case
study offers a means of investigating complex social units consisting of multiple
variables of potential importance in understanding the phenomenon. Anchored in
real-life situation, the case study results in a rich and holistic account of the
phenomenon” (p. 41). This study seeks to explore the sensemaking processes of high
school vice principals in Oregon and understand through their discourse how
education equity is enacted from a belief into a practice. “Critical education
research…queries the context in which learning takes place, including the larger
system of society, the culture, and institutions that shape educational practice, and the
structural and historical conditions framing practice” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, p.
61). This study takes place within the context of schools and school districts in
Oregon, and seeks to understand the role these systems and organizational structures
have in shaping the vice principals’ education equity discourse.
This study interpreted and analyzed the individual and collective sensemaking
of high school vice principals. In interpretive case studies, “the investigator might
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take all the data and develop a typology, a continuum, or categories that conceptualize
different approaches to the task” (Merriam, 1998, pp. 38-39). This study is an
interpretative case study and utilized an education equity typology created by
Allbright et al. (2019) to understand the continuum of vice principals’ ideological
perspectives as they were revealed in the discourse of those putting ideas into practice.
Theoretical Framework
This study seeks to understand how a professional group makes sense of their
work within the public education system. “…critical qualitative research raises
questions about how power relations advance the interests of one group while
oppressing those of other groups, and about the nature of truth and the construction of
knowledge” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2018, p. 61). This study asserts that the four-year
cohort graduation rate and the achievement gap are as much about beliefs, values and
attitudes, and how ideological perspectives get put into practice within the education
system, as they are about accountability outcomes. Discourses construct, maintain,
and legitimize social inequalities and critical discourse analysis (CDA) is a qualitative
analytical approach to examine the ways in which this manifests itself (Wodak &
Meyer, 2016; Mullet 2018). Van Dijk’s sociocognitive approach to critical discourse
analysis is particularly relevant in that it provides a conceptual framework for
understanding how ideas are translated into material practices in the world and vice
versa. The discourse-cognition-society triangle interconnects the relationship between
discourse and society through individual and collective cognition: “Discourse
structures and social structures are of a different nature, and can only be related
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through the mental representations of language users as individuals and as social
members” (van Dijk, 2016, p. 64).
Thus, social interaction, social situations, and social structures can only
influence text and talk through people’s interpretations of such social environments.
And conversely, discourse can only influence social interaction and social structures
through the same cognitive interface of mental models, knowledge, attitudes, and
ideologies. (van Dijk, 2016, p. 64)
Van Dijk’s sociocognitive approach to critical discourse studies is a means to
explore the complexity of the sensemaking processes of high school vice principals as
they integrate education equity concepts into their everyday leadership practices.
Bounding the Case
A case study design is appropriate for this research because it seeks, “to gain
an in-depth understanding of the situation and meaning for those involved. The
interest is in the process rather than the outcomes, in context rather than a specific
variable, in discovery rather than confirmation.” (Merriam, 1998, p. 19). This is a
particularistic case study of vice principal education equity discourse and how they
conceptualize education equity in the context of their roles in high schools. Vice
principal education equity discourse will facilitate an understanding of the persistence
of the achievement gap by illuminating the sensemaking process that informs
leadership practices. Merriam (1998) says:
The case itself is important for what it reveals about the phenomenon and for
what it might represent. This specificity of focus makes it an especially good
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design for practical problems- for questions, situations, or puzzling
occurrences arising from everyday practice. (p. 29)
Vice principal education equity discourse, as a case, is bound professionally by the
administrative role of 9-12 grade high school vice principals, geographically in the
state of Oregon, procedurally by the sensemaking processes, topically by the subject
of education equity, materially by language texts, and bound temporally by vice
principals working during the 2020-21 academic year.
Data Collection
Three sets of data were collected to understand vice principals’ education
equity discourse and to address the research questions: personal education equity
definitions, education equity policies, and vice principal interviews. All data sources
were collected between September 1, and December 1, 2020.
Personal education equity definitions. A Qualtrics survey link was sent to
274 vice principals in 9-12 grade high schools throughout Oregon via their work
email. The email list was generated from the Oregon Department of Education
building principal’s directory. The directory contains low grade/high grade columns,
and on the first edit, elementary and middle schools were removed. Twelve hundred
and fifty-four schools were reduced to 504. Schools with primary, intermediate and
high school grades on a single campus remained in the sample for the first edit but
were later removed in the second edit, leaving only schools with 9th-grade as a low
end and 12th-grade as a high end from the directory. This reduced high schools to
200. An internet search was conducted to record vice principals associated with each
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school and to collect their email addresses. Vice principals, associate principals, and
assistant principals were kept in the sample, and dean of students and co-principals
were removed. Ninth through twelfth grade high schools with no vice principal or
equivalent were removed from the sample, reducing the sample to 126 9-12 grade high
schools. The high school website search found 274 vice principals associated with
these 126 schools. One vice principal response was later determined to be outside of
the 9-12 high school criteria and was removed for a sample size of 273. Thirteen
email addresses were returned as invalid, leaving a sample size of 260 vice principals.
Of the 260 surveys sent out across the state, 44 were returned, for a return rate of 17%.
Seven surveys were incomplete and removed, leaving 37 personal education equity
definitions for analysis at a final return rate of 14%.
The survey link was sent by email on September 2, 2020 after receiving IRB
approval for the study. A follow up email reminder to complete the survey was sent
on September 16, 2020, and a final reminder was sent on September 28, 2020.
Amongst the survey questions was a short answer response asking “how do you define
education equity?”
School board equity policies. The 126 9-12 grade high schools represented
119 of the 197 school districts in Oregon. An internet search for the school board
equity policies from the 119 school districts with representative vice principals was
conducted. The search protocol included the district website, then the school board
page, and the policies link. The search term ‘equity’ was entered into the policy
search field. If no policy was found, ‘JBB’, the education equity policy code for the
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Oregon School Board Association (OSBA) was entered into the search field. If no
matches met query, the table of contents was checked for final verification. If no
policy pertaining to equity was retrieved, that data field entry was “no policy” for that
district. Seven school districts had equity policies created prior to the OSBA education
equity sample policy and were found in the search. Of the 119 school districts, 39 or
33% had school board equity policy or its equivalent. Links to the Oregon Education
Lens, Oregon School Board Association Sample Policy and Oregon’s Equity Stance
are available in Appendix E.
Vice principal interviews. In the Qualtrics survey sent to 274 vice principals
across Oregon, vice principals were asked if they were willing to participate in an
interview about their views on education equity. Fifteen vice principals of the 44
respondents replied they were willing to be interviewed. Three vice principals were
removed for not matching sampling criterion. Another did not complete the education
equity definition in the survey and was removed from the sample. Eleven potential
interviewees remained that met the criteria of being a white vice principal and having
complete surveys. All eleven were scheduled for interviews; however, one was found
not to match sampling criterion in their main role and was removed from the sample
upon discovery.
Semi-structured interviews were conducted via Zoom between during the
month of October, 2020. The interviews were recorded and transcribed. Transcripts
were sent to interviewees for member check confirmation. All ten interviewees
accepted the transcripts as accurate. Transcripts were uploaded into NVivo 12. The
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software allowed the researcher to code the transcripts electronically. The researcher
maintained a journal and created analytic memos throughout the interview process.
Instrumentation
The two research questions are addressed in data collection using two
instruments; an online survey and a semi-structured interview protocol. The survey is
located in Appendix B and the interview protocol can be found in Appendix C.
Personal journaling and analytic memos were kept as an audit trail and as a check
against bias during data collection.
Participants
Participants were selected using purposeful sampling. According to Merriam
(1998), “Purposeful sampling is based on the assumption that the investigator wants to
discover, understand, and gain insight and therefore must select a sample from which
the most can be learned” (Merriam, 1998, p. 61). Purposeful sampling begins with
determining the essential selection criteria for the people or places to be studied.
Maximum variation sampling was employed by using an online Qualtrics survey
across the state to gather “widely varying instances of the phenomenon” (Merriam,
1998, p. 63). Typical sampling from state survey completers grouped a pool of
potential participants for the semi-structured interviews. For this study, the essential
criteria were to be a white Oregon 9-12 grade high school vice principal during the
2020-21 school year. Table 2 displays the vice principal interview participants’
demographics.
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Table 2
Interview Participant Demographics
Participant
Pseudonym
Ann
Betty
David
Erin
Frank
Gwen
Harold
Irene
Jack
Kevin

Gender
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male

Age
36-40
46-50
31-35
51-55
36-40
51-55
41-45
51-55
51-55
46-50

Years in
Administration
1-5
1-5
1-5
6-10
1-5
11-15
1-5
1-5
1-5
11-15

Pseudonyms were used for confidentiality, arranged alphabetically in the order
of interviews conducted. Gender, age, and years in administration are profiled, but
geographic region is not. Due to the small sample size, regions increased the
likelihood of identifying participants.
Data Analysis
Coding data is a means to organize and analyze the data, and occurs in two
cycles (Saldaña, 2016). “First-cycle methods are those processes that happen during
initial coding of data” (Saldaña, 2016, p. 68), and during second cycle coding the
primary goal “is to develop a sense of categorical, thematic, conceptual, and/or
theoretical organization from your array of first-cycle codes” (Saldaña, 2016, p. 234).
Concept coding was the first-cycle strategy employed, and pattern coding, including
categorization and theming as appropriate was utilized as the second cycle strategy.
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This 2-cycle coding approach analyzed three data sources: personal education equity
definitions, district equity policies, and transcripts of semi-structured interviews.
Personal education equity definitions. Thirty-seven education equity
definitions from question 8 of the vice principal survey were saved as PDFs and
uploaded into NVivo 12. This software was used to electronically code and store the
researcher’s analysis. An iterative process began with eight a priori concept codes
based on equity constructs from the literature review. The eight a priori concept codes
were: access, opportunity, barriers, social justice, race, achievement gap, all students,
and some students. Each of the 37 responses were analyzed together in a coding
session. Analytic memos were kept as codes expanded to note nuances in concepts
beyond the eight a priori concept codes. Analytic memos were recorded by hand in
the researcher’s project journal. The first coding session occurred on October 11,
2020. On October 12, 2020 the researcher reviewed the analytic memos and the codes
assigned to the 37 personal equity definitions from the first coding session in a second
coding session. Codes assigned from the first session were confirmed for accuracy and
additional codes were created to account for newly revealed nuances. The researcher
repeated the process from the second coding session in a third coding session on
November 21, 2020. Concept codes increased from eight to 29. Coding was
completed and saturation confirmed.
Pattern coding was the second cycle strategy. Each of the 37 responses were
analyzed together in a coding session. Similar codes were noted and thematic patterns
documented in analytic memos. Stand-alone codes, or codes that appeared in one
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education equity definition, were identified and set aside. An example was a religious
reference made in one definition that was added in the second coding session, but set
aside in the pattern coding stage. Patterns were organized around equity concepts
from the education equity definitions. Codes were reassembled into themes based on
concept patterns. For example, the a priori code some students was combined with
student backgrounds and groups identified, as they all pointed to student
differentiation in a cross section of the sample. Six themes emerged from the 29
codes: all students, access/opportunity, barriers, student differentiation,
resources/student needs, and outcomes. A subsequent coding session verified
thematic patterns for accuracy and cohesion. Coding was completed and saturation
confirmed.
These six themes were used as a lens to consider how personal equity
definitions fit within Allbright et al.’s (2019) equity perspectives typology. Allbright
et al.’s (2019) typology delineates libertarian, liberal, democratic liberal, and
transformative views. Each view differs in how it defines the equity principle,
allocates inputs, and interprets outcomes. Personal equity definitions were grouped
into the typology based on how each definition’s codes matched the equity principle,
inputs, and outcomes for each view. The 37 personal equity definitions were grouped
into Allbright et al.’s (2019) equity typology in three iterations. Each subsequent
iteration reviewed the previous groupings for accuracy and consistency, adjusting
placement until saturation was confirmed.
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Equity policies. Based on the literature review, analysis of Oregon equity
policies began with close readings of policy documents with five a priori questions: 1)
How is the policy problem defined, 2) What is the policy’s intent, 3) How is equity
conceptualized, 4) What school-wide strategies are suggested, and 5) What is the
structural form of the policy (Bulkley, 2013; Kornhaber, Griffith, & Tyler, 2014;
Mansfield & Thachik, 2016; Mayfield & Garrison-Wade, 2015; Mehta, 2013)? In
iterative processes, the researcher analyzed school board equity policies and statewide
policy documents starting from this lens.
School board equity policies. First, all 39 school district equity policies were
printed and alphabetized. Each school district equity policy was analyzed for form
and content guided by the five a priori questions. Details of similarities and
differences were noted in analytic memos. Second, the researcher analyzed the
Oregon School Board Association (OSBA) sample equity policy based on the five a
priori questions. The OSBA sample policy was discovered through the school board
equity policy search, but had not yet been analyzed. Form and content were diagnosed
and analytic memos recorded the details. Third, the 39 policies were analyzed for
form in comparison to the OSBA sample policy and grouped based on the OSBA
policy format; having the same, similar or noticeably different formats. Nineteen
school districts had the same format, 13 had similar formats and seven had noticeably
different formats. Fourth, the twenty policies with similar formats and noticeably
different formats were analyzed for content in comparison to the OSBA sample policy.
Details of similarities and differences were noted in analytic memos. Fifth, each of
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the 39 policies was placed into chronological order. This provided a historical context
to the equity policies from 2010 through 2020, and more patterns emerged. Analytic
memos and journaling detailed this process. Sixth, equity policies considered to have
the same form as the OSBA sample policy in the second iteration of analysis were
further analyzed for details of bracketed choice options in the policy, as well as
content and language variations within the policies. Seventh, each equity policy was
grouped as being adopted before 2016, around 2016, and later in the decade. Eighth,
policies that differed in form and adoption timeline were compared by analyzing the
nuances in the content of the policies in further detail. Ninth, saturation in the form
and content analysis of the policies was reached, documented in analytic memos and
journaling, and worked into the findings detailed in chapter four.
Statewide policy documents. Two policy documents were analyzed for this
study: Oregon’s Equity Lens, and Oregon’s Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA).
For the Oregon Department of Education’s (ODE) ESSA plan, special attention was
given to the Executive Summary of the Consolidated State Plan, Key Takeaways from
Oregon’s Plan to Improve How We Serve Students, and FAQ About the Every
Student Succeeds Act Law and Oregon’s Plan. These documents were pulled from
ODE’s website between September, 1 2020 and January 15, 2021.
Oregon’s Equity Lens. First, textual analysis of Oregon’s Equity Lens
highlighted passages related to the five a priori questions for policy document
analysis. Second, a second analysis focused on how the policy problem was defined
and how is equity was conceptualized. Analytic memos and journaling occurred
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during these processes. Third, in another iterative step, closer examination of the
phrases describing the policy’s intent and the education equity definition provided in
the definitions section of the document was undertaken. Analytic memos and
journaling recorded these processes. Fourth, phrasing of the policy’s intent was
analyzed as a stand-alone construct and as a representation of the state’s ideology for
this study. Fifth, the education equity definition was analyzed as a stand-alone
construct and as a representation of the state’s definition of education equity for this
study.
Oregon’s Every Student Succeeds Act. Textual analysis of Oregon’s Every
Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) documents began with the lens of the five a priori
policy questions. Intersections with constructs from Oregon’s Equity Lens were
documented, including the education equity definition as well as a new education
equity definition. This updated definition is referred to as Oregon Department of
Education’s education equity stance. Analytic memos and journaling recorded these
processes. The second iteration of analysis concentrated on the intersection of
constructs between Oregon’s Equity Lens, the ESSA documents and district school
board policies as a whole. The third iteration of analysis concentrated on
chronological identification of all policies and comparisons between school board
policy adoption and statewide equity policy development throughout the decade. This
analysis is summarized in Figure 3.
Summary of equity policies. Textual analysis of school board equity policies
and statewide equity policies provided the researcher with an understanding of the
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education equity discourse, through policy, across Oregon. This statewide context is
Oregon’s equity policy landscape.
Vice principal interviews. Coding of vice principal interview transcriptions
continued the concept and pattern coding employed during analysis of the personal
equity definitions. First, transcriptions were reviewed for accuracy. During the
review, each transcript was catalogued in analytic memos with a time stamp noting
concepts and quotes expressed by the vice principal. Coding was conducted
electronically in NVivo. Concept coding of vice principal interview transcriptions
began with the 29 codes from the personal equity definitions and expanded to 98
codes as nuances were uncovered in each subsequent transcription. A second iteration
through transcripts reviewed for coding accuracy and included codes that emerged
from all transcripts in the first iteration. These two iterations reached concept coding
saturation for the first-cycle analysis.
Pattern coding utilized NVivo’s query function by searching for code
utilization throughout all 10 interview transcripts. Analytic memos were used to
create participant summaries collating frequency of pattern codes for all participants.
Next, codes were reviewed and grouped into similar or related categories and codes
were connected, combined, or eliminated in one final iteration. Five categories
emerged from the data and will be referred to as the five contexts of vice principal
equity discourse. The data analysis is summarized in Table 3 wherein the research
questions are aligned to the data collected and the coding strategies used.
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Table 3
Summary of Research Questions Aligned with Data Collected and Coding Strategies
Research Question
Data Collected
Coding
Strategies
How do Oregon high school
Survey question 7-9
Concept Coding
vice principals make sense
Interview questions 1-4, 7, 8
of education equity in their
State/District equity policies
In Vivo Coding
leadership practices?
Personal journal
Analytical memos
Pattern Coding
How do Oregon high school
vice principals integrate their
personal sensemaking of
education equity with district
and state equity policies?

Survey question 10, 11, 15, 16
Interview questions 4-8
State/District equity policies
Personal journal
Analytical memos

Concept Coding
In Vivo Coding
Pattern Coding

Trustworthiness
Creswell and Poth (2018) “consider ‘validation’ in qualitative research to be an
attempt to assess the ‘accuracy’ of the findings, as best described by the researcher,
the participants, and the readers” (p. 259). Terms like credibility, authenticity,
transferability, dependability, and confirmability are “the naturalist’s equivalents” of
trustworthiness in qualitative research (Lincoln & Guba, 2006). established Participant
quotations and policy text were cited extensively to demonstrate findings came from
the perspectives of the vice principals themselves, and directly from the policy
language.
Credibility. “One of the assumptions underlying qualitative research is that
reality is holistic, multidimensional, and ever-changing; it is not a single, fixed,
objective phenomenon waiting to be discovered, observed, and measured as in
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quantitative research” ((Merriam, 1994, p. 202). Therefore, in order “to understand
the perspectives of those involved in the phenomenon of interest” and because, “What
is being observed are people’s constructions of reality- how they understand the
world” (Merriam, 1994, p. 203), credibility resides in how well data matches the
subjects’ views of reality. This study triangulated three data sources, confirmed
transcripts through member checks with interview participants, and identified the
researcher’s biases.
Transferability. “In qualitative research, a single case or small nonrandom
sample is selected precisely because the researcher wishes to understand the particular
in depth, not to find out what is generally true of the many” (Merriam, 1994, p. 208).
With this in mind, the generalizability of this study’s findings is not the goal.
Reconceptualizations of generalizability reframed for qualitative research center on
other educators’ ability to choose to apply the findings or not, in different contexts
where they investigate similar phenomenon. Therefore, “the researcher has an
obligation to provide enough detailed description of the study’s context to enable
readers to compare the fit with their situations” (Merriam, 1994, p. 211). To enhance
the success of this transferability, three strategies are suggested. Providing a rich,
thick description with enough detail that readers can assess how closely their
situations approach the research context; describing the typicality or modal approach
of the study to be compared with other situations; and multisite designs to maximize
the variations of the phenomenon under study. Participant quotations provided a rich,
thick description of vice principal experiences. Sampling of 9-12th grade high school
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vice principals maintained a uniform role context within a uniform organizational
context, while multisite schools and districts maximized variation within the sample.
Confirmability. In qualitative research, Merriam defines reliability in terms
of consistency, rather than replication. “That is, rather than demanding outsiders get
the same results, a researcher wishes outsiders to concur that, given the data collected,
the results make sense- they are consistent and dependable” (Merriam, 1998, p. 206).
Three techniques can assure the results are dependable: identifying the assumptions
and theory behind the study, including the investigator’s position; triangulation of
multiple methods in data collection and analysis; and an audit trail. The researcher
followed these three techniques, while bracketing his personal beliefs in his journal
and analytic memos. There are two assumptions for this study that have been laid out;
primarily that ideological beliefs influence how vice principals conceptualize
education equity, make sense of equity policy, and impact the inputs, processes, and
outcomes of education systems. The investigator’s position is not so much whether
this happens, but how it happens, and how the people involved view this enactment in
their daily leadership practices. The second is that the beliefs, values, and attitudes of
educators and the education system and its institutional barriers, impact education
outcomes and the achievement gap, just as much if not more so than the merit of
individual students or student groups. The triangulation of personal education equity
definitions, district and state education equity policy, and vice principal interviews to
delineate the vice principal education equity discourse differentiates sources and
methods for data collection. Together, these data show a perspective of the context
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and discourse around education equity in schools. An audit trail was maintained by
the researcher, distinguishing the three data sources, and decisions made in the
analysis of each source.
Dependability. Some of the strategies like, providing a thick rich description,
triangulation of data sources, member checks, and an audit trail are mentioned in the
credibility, transferability and confirmability sections about trustworthiness.
Consistency was established through personal journaling and analytic memos. This
audit trail is to, “describe in detail how data were collected, how categories were
derived, and how decisions were made throughout the inquiry” (Merriam, 1998, p.
207). The researcher’s source book included coding strategies for the definitions and
interviews, and documented decision points along the way. This resource documents
the dissertation process from the first committee meeting held on October 10, 2019
through draft completion on March 1, 2021.
Pre-existing Conditions
Longevity of observation helps establish trustworthiness of the study.
Studying high school vice principals over the course of a school year would provide
greater insight into the daily life of vice principals and allow a more comprehensive,
ethnographic perspective, into how education equity sensemaking is enacted in
leadership practices. Due to the limited three-month timeframe for data collection,
this standard cannot be met. Hearing from the participants and understanding how
they make sense of education equity and equity policy, and how they integrate this
sense into their leadership practices, will provide insights into how our beliefs affect
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our actions, and are represented in our discourse. This discourse will in turn,
illuminate to what extent education outcomes and the achievement gap are influenced
by ideological beliefs.
The researcher has been an alternative program manager for over thirteen
years, an administrative position not unlike a vice principal. I am supervised by a
director and I supervise advisors, instructors and classified staff within the context of a
community college department. This middle management position is similar in that a
leader must manage up and manage down, engage students, families, and the broader
community. The vice principals in the study are within the professional peer group of
the researcher. The researcher is also a member of the dominant social group in
Oregon and in the United States; a white, cis-gender, English speaking, and ablebodied male. Over a twenty-five plus year career, the researcher has worked with
many disenfranchised student populations including English Language Learners and
at-promise students who have been pushed or pulled from the education system for
many social and economic reasons. Therefore, the researcher has an affinity for
students who in his opinion have been underserved by the education system. The
researcher is currently a leader of an alternative education program serving students
who have previously been unsuccessful in traditional high school settings. This
perspective, along with the critical theory interpretivist lens of the researcher was
bracketed in the data collection processes, and to allow the participants to speak for
themselves.
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Summary
Chapter 3 outlined the methodology for this single-case instrumental case
study. Data were collected through a survey, semi-structured interviews, and
document analysis. This chapter included the research questions, research design,
theoretical framework, bounding the case, data collection procedures, instrumentation,
data analysis, trustworthiness, and pre-existing conditions. The purpose of this case
study was to understand the education equity discourse of Oregon high school vice
principals in their sensemaking of education equity and equity policy. The
methodology will gather data to enhance this understanding and develop a
comprehensive, qualitative picture of these vice principals and their views. Their
discourse will depict how they conceptualize education equity, are influenced by
policy and education systems, and make sense of it all in the daily application of their
leadership practices. The findings in chapter four will be supported through In Vivo
codes collected in the first cycle coding and policy text, providing a thick description
of the vice principal education equity discourse. What those findings mean in terms of
professional practice will be taken up in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4: Results
The purpose of this case study was to understand Oregon high school vice
principals’ sensemaking of education equity. Based on how education equity
discourse is articulated by vice principals personally and how it is articulated in
Oregon school district and state equity policies, this research seeks to ask the
following questions:
1. How do Oregon high school vice principals make sense of education
equity in their leadership practices?
2. How do Oregon high school vice principals integrate their personal
sensemaking of education equity with district and state equity policies?
In order to understand these questions, three data sources were analyzed and
triangulated; education equity definitions from 37 completed responses to a statewide
survey sent to 9-12 grade high school vice principals, 39 equity school board policies
or its antecedents from the 120 school districts with 9-12th grade high schools, and
semi-structured interviews with ten 9-12 grade high school vice principals. The
findings are discussed using the three data sources.
Education Equity Survey Definitions
The survey was sent to 274 9-12th grade high school vice principals across
Oregon. Thirteen email addresses were returned as invalid. From 261vice principals
45 respondents, a 17% response rate, yielded 38 complete surveys with education
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equity definitions. One survey was removed when determined the vice principal
didn’t match participant criteria, leaving a sample size of n = 37 education equity
definitions and a 14% completion rate. Common words were used across the
definitions. Needs was used 24 times, access 19, opportunity 15, resources 15, equal
11 times. Words used infrequently were terms like race nine times, barriers six,
outcomes four, system three, privilege two, and achievement gap one time.
As analysis was broadened to include common concepts and phrases, meeting
student needs or providing resources appeared in 33 out of 37 definitions (89%),
having access or providing opportunity appeared in 22 out of 37 definitions (59%), all
students appeared in 20 out of 37 (54%), and each student or individual student
appeared in 15 out of 37 (41%) of the definitions. Examples of infrequent concepts
and phrases used were education as a right in two out of 37 definitions, and policies
strategically in place, disrupt systems and culturally responsive educators mentioned
in one definition each.
Allbright et al (2019) extended the libertarian, liberal, and democratic liberal
equity views identified by Guiton and Oakes (1995) and discussed by Bulkley (2013),
to include a fourth view, a transformative view. This typology for equity was used to
categorize the 37 vice principal education equity definitions from across Oregon.
Based on the vocabulary used and the concept codes assigned to grasp a definition’s
meaning, education equity definitions were identified as belonging to one of four
categories based on a sense of the overall equity principle, and views towards inputs,
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processes and outcomes. The typology is summarized in Table 4. Typology of
Education Equity Views.
Table 4
Typology of Education Equity Views

Process
Principle:

Inputs:

Outcomes:

Democratic
Liberal
All supported to
reach threshold of
performance

Libertarian
Fair competition, equal
rules for everyone

Liberal
Societal disadvantages
addressed to level playing
field

Transformative
Challenging
oppression, systemic
processes &
individual bias

Equal unless merit &
effort warrant

Seek equal opportunity for
all

Differentiated to
those struggling to
meet expectations

Promote
empowerment of
those harmed & their
assets

Expected unequal

Unequal from merit.

Defined through
standards &
achievement

Developing strengths
creates equitable
outcomes

The differences between the libertarian, liberal, democratic liberal, and transformative
continuum moves from treating everyone the same in the libertarian view, to leveling
the playing field because of the social disadvantages of some groups in the liberal
view, to supporting minimum performance standards in the democratic liberal view,
and to a critique of power, privilege, and systemic inequities in the transformative
view. The typology assigns inputs based on merit in the libertarian view, providing
equal opportunities in the liberal view, differentiating supports for those struggling to
achieve performance expectations in the democratic liberal view, to promoting
empowerment for those harmed in the transformative view. Outcomes are expected to
be unequal within the libertarian view, outcomes are accepted as unequal based on
merit by the liberal view, outcomes are defined in terms of standards and performance
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in the democratic liberal view, and outcomes are defined in terms of developing the
strengths of historically underserved students to create equity in the transformative
view. Distinctions around how inputs were described proved to be the most prominent
factor in categorization. Only a few definitions mentioned outcomes. Table 5
provides the summary explanation of the four categories and the percentages of survey
definitions reflected in each view. Over 90% of vice principals surveyed wrote
education equity definitions that fell within the three categories where equality
undergirds the principal belief, inputs are differentiated to varying degrees based on
differences in that belief, and student merit primarily dictates outcomes.
Table 5
Categorizing Vice Principals’ Education Equity Definitions
Equity View
Libertarian

%
19%

Liberal

49%

Democratic
Liberal

24%

Transformative

8%

Note. *(n = 37)
This speaks to a level of ideological unity within definitions where students and merit
are responsible for outcomes. This finding is significant in understanding the research
question dealing with how Oregon high school vice principals make sense of
education equity in their leadership practices. In order to understand this question, it
must be determined whether or not vice principals define education equity in a similar
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manner. While many definitions had elements alluding to other views, categorization
was determined by first looking for the equity principle, then the rationale for inputs,
then the rationale for outcomes.
Examples of definitions. “Educational equity is about access to educational
opportunities for all” is an example of the libertarian view in that it advocates for all
having the same access without an acknowledgement of a social inequity. A liberal
definition can be seen in the example:
All students will have equal access to a broad range of educational
opportunities. Each student will receive support to work to their highest level
of education. No student will … face barriers or discrimination in educational
access based on their race, gender, socio-economic status, citizenship, national
origin, religion, or marital status.
This definition acknowledges that disadvantaged social groups face barriers that
should be mitigated. It suggests that everyone should have access to the same
opportunities. While suggesting each student will receive support, it does not specify
this support to be individualized to their specific needs. The predicate of the same
sentence emphasizes the student’s ability to work to their highest level, speaking to
variable outcomes based on merit. The following definition moves from an emphasis
on equal opportunity of inputs, to an emphasis on equal minimum outcomes:
A school environment where all students truly can and do achieve equally by
providing individual students and groups of students with what they need to be
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successful. This includes physical, emotional, cultural, mental and social
components.
This definition was categorized in the democratic liberal view due to its emphasis on
achieving equally by providing differentiated supports to students and groups with
different needs. While academic achievement can be read into the first sentence by its
absence from the list in the last sentence, the can and do phrase speaks to all students
being supported to a minimum level of performance.
An example of the transformative view is, “Educational equity is a leadership
stance one takes to close the gaps between the goals of public education and the reality
of the actions and outcomes.” This definition speaks to individuals challenging an
inequitable system and the mismatch of goals, actions, and outcomes. While the
meaning of leadership stance one takes and goals of public education are hard to
pinpoint, the definition does not include references to equal access, opportunity, or
support. The reference to close the gaps is not directly referring to academic
achievement and dependent on how one defines the goals of public education.
There is a high level of generalities made and a lack of specificity in what is
meant throughout the definitions. These examples demonstrate some of these
challenges to interpreting meaning. However, nearly 50% of vice principal definitions
fell into the liberal view. This, along with the 19% in the libertarian view, and 24% in
the democratic liberal suggests a strong relationship of vice principal perspectives
centered around the liberal view of equity. While important distinctions between the
libertarian, liberal, and democratic liberal views exist, they stand together as
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traditional perspectives toward education, as opposed to the transformative view
seeking to challenge the status quo. While displaying some variance, there is a high
level of common terminology used to express equity in the definitions, which suggests
that the definitions are broadly referring to similar general concepts. Acknowledging
a range of political and educational perspectives between educators, the discourse
around education equity in the sampled definitions from across Oregon appear to show
ideological unity around the liberal view of equity and neo-liberal policy solutions.
Policy Review: Landscape Revealed
Over the past decade from 2010 to 2020 the Oregon educational policy
landscape has emphasized equity as a vital lever for state success. Oregon’s Equity
Lens, school board education equity policy, and Oregon’s Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA) have defined education equity and expressed policy perspectives on the
crucial role education plays to the benefit of all Oregonians. The common constructs
and language used throughout these texts composes the policy discourse of education
equity in Oregon. This policy discourse contextualizes the educational environment
wherein vice principals enact their leadership practices every day in schools. To
understand how vice principals integrate their personal sensemaking of equity with
district and state education equity policies, there must be a general understanding of
the beliefs espoused in the policy landscape. The school district education equity
policy landscape over the past decade can be understood in three realignments as
depicted in Figure 3.
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Generalized Policy
Constructs

School Board Equity Policy

Policy Constructs

Early Adoption
2010-2015

OSBA Consolidation
2015-2017

District Elaboration
2017-2020

7 School Districts

18 School Districts

15 School Districts

Individualized District
Constructs

Statewide Equity Policy
Oregon’s
Equity Lens
2014

Oregon School Board Association’s
Sample Equity Policy
2016

Oregon’s
Every Student Succeeds Act
2017

Oregon’s
Equity Stance
2020

Figure 3. Oregon Equity Policy Realignment 2010-2020. The three realignments are
labeled: Early Adoption 2010-2015, OSBA Consolidation 2015-2017, and District
Elaboration 2017-2020. The form and content of equity policies shift between
individualized district constructs for education equity and generalized policy
constructs for education equity. The emphasis in the early adoption phase is on
district constructs. With the publication of the Oregon School Board Association’s
sample equity policy there is a realignment around generalized policy constructs.
Another realignment occurs where districts begin to mix individualized district
constructs and generalized policy constructs for education equity. School district and
school board equity policies are influenced by the equity constructs and language used
in statewide equity policies. Throughout the decade, this statewide landscape has
evolved over time. Oregon’s education equity policy environment is a complex
landscape of constructs, goals and processes. The following sections will look at how
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Oregon’s Equity Lens, school board equity policies, and the Oregon’s Every Student
Succeeds Act provide the statewide context for equity policy discourse in schools.
Oregon’s Equity Lens. The Oregon Education Investment Board (OEIB)
adopted Oregon’s Equity Lens in 2013 and the Higher Education Coordinating
Commission (HECC) adopted the Oregon Equity Lens in 2014, establishing it as the
guiding policy framework for state education agencies. As the state’s guiding equity
framework for education policy, the language used to describe and define the
framework highlights how the equity policy discourse is contextualized in Oregon.
The Equity Lens discusses education equity in economic terms, in terms of standards
and achievement, and as a collective benefit.
Economic prosperity. Oregon prosperity is defined as, “our economic
competitiveness and our capacity to innovate” (HECC, 2017a, p. 1) and the price of
this gap is voiced as having “cost Oregon billions of dollars in economic output”
(HECC, 2017a, p. 1). The second gap is stated directly as Oregon’s competitiveness
with the rest of the states in the United States and how, “Disparities in educational
attainment can translate into economic decline and a loss of competitive and creative
capacity for our state” (HECC, 2017, p.1). All of these phrases frame the need for the
Oregon’s Equity Lens as an economic necessity.
Standardized achievement. The first gap or disparities in student growth are
discussed in terms of standardized achievement, measured by graduation rates, state
assessments, and daily attendance. In comparison with student growth in other states
at the outset of this work by the Oregon Education Investment Board (OEIB), concern
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is voiced over Oregon’s achievement in state benchmarks having remained stagnant or
declined in communities of color (HECC, 2017a, p. 1).
Collective benefit. The collective benefit to all Oregonians is referenced
several times in policy documents. “It is through educational equity that Oregon will
continue to be a wonderful place to live and make progress towards becoming a place
of economic, technologic, and cultural innovation” (HECC, 2017a, p. 1). It is also
stated as, “the success of every child and learner in Oregon is directly tied to the
prosperity of all Oregonians” (HECC, 2017a, p. 1) and as, “the attainment of a quality
education strengthens all Oregon communities and promotes prosperity, to the benefit
of us all” (HECC, 2017a, p. 1). Defining the collective benefit of educational
achievement is significant in Oregon’s Equity Lens because of demographic changes
facing Oregon. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, students of color make up 35%
of the student pipeline in the state, and as this “diversity grows and our ability to meet
the needs and recognize the strengths of these students remains stagnant or declineswe limit the opportunity of everyone in Oregon” (HECC, 2017a, p. 1). Oregon’s
prosperity is in fact under threat by these opportunity and systemic gaps. Oregon’s
Equity Lens goes on to say that the primary focus is on race and ethnicity and that it
“confirms the importance of recognizing institutional and systemic barriers and
discriminatory practices that have limited access and success for many students in the
Oregon education system” (HECC, 2017a, p. 1). A boxed section in the policy
document makes the case for equity:
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Oregonians have a shared destiny. Individuals within a community and
communities within a larger society need the ability to shape their own present
and future, and we believe that education is a fundamental aspect of Oregon’s
ability to thrive. Equity is both the means to educational success and an end
that benefits us all. Equity requires the intentional examination of systemic
policies and practices that, even if they have the appearance of fairness, may in
fact effect serve to marginalize some and perpetuate disparities. Data are clear
that Oregon demographics have been changing to provide rich diversity in
race, ethnicity, and language.4 Working toward equity requires an
understanding of historical contexts and the active investment in changing
social structures and practice over time to ensure that students from all
communities have the opportunities and support to realize their full potential.
(p. 2)
The necessity for the policy framework of education equity is interconnected by
changing racial demographics, achievement gaps, systemic barriers, and collective
economic prosperity.
Belief statements. Oregon’s Equity Lens lists 12 belief statements detailing
attitudes and values in favor of underserved populations, viewing historically
marginalized students with an asset-based language and as an opportunity for
academic growth and achievement. The text of all 12 beliefs can be found in
Appendix D. The 12 beliefs can be summarized as; everyone has the ability to learn,
speaking a language other than English is an asset, students receiving special
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education services are an integral part of our responsibility, previously labeled
students as unsuccessful are our best opportunity to improve overall outcomes, we
must reengage out of school youth, quality early learner programs are imperative,
resource allocation demonstrates our values, we must truly partner with the
community, students should have access to career and apprenticeship information,
community colleges and the university system are vital in serving the needs of the
state, cultural background is a source of pride and an asset to celebrate, and that
teachers must have the tools to meet the needs of each student.
The lens protocol. Oregon’s Equity Lens provides a set of eight questions to
be considered when making decisions about resource allocation and evaluating
strategic investments; this is the lens that is to provide a common vocabulary and
protocol across state education agencies. It also provides a set of definitions. The first
of the nine terms defined is education equity:
Equity in education is the notion that each and every learner will receive the
necessary resources they need individually to thrive in Oregon’s schools no
matter what their national origin, race, gender, sexual orientation, differently
abled, first language, or other distinguishing characteristic.
Since its adoption by Oregon Education Investment Board (OEIB) and the Higher
Education Coordinating Commission (HECC), this definition of education equity has
been the primary definition in policy discourse. Key phrases in the definition will be
found in other definitions and policy documents throughout the state. Examples of
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these phrases are; each and every learner, necessary resources, and individually to
thrive.
Equity is talked about as both a process and a goal, as both a means and an
end. This distinction is significant. Oregon’s Equity Lens talks of intentional actions.
It also emphasizes some students over all students, those students who have been
historically underserved, such as out of school youth, emerging bilingual students,
some youth in communities of color, and youth in rural geographic locations.
School board sample policy. In 2016 the Oregon School Boards Association
(OSBA) published a sample policy to help school boards draft education equity
policies. The policy template has four sections; a preamble, commitments, strategies,
and accountability.
Preamble. The preamble states a commitment to the success of every student
in our schools and a commitment to equity to ensure this success, “by recognizing
institutional barriers and creating access and opportunities that benefit each student.”
The outcome of achieving equity is defined as “students’ identities will not predict or
predetermine their success in school” (Oregon School Boards Association, 2016, p. 1).
The second paragraph defines education equity in more detail and emphasizes being
based “in principles of fairness and justice in allocating resources, opportunity,
treatment and creating success.” The third paragraph extends the definition from a
goal of achieving “the real possibility of equality of educational results for each
student and between diverse groups of students” and the process of implementing
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equity strategies that are “intentional, systemic, and focused on the core of the
teaching and learning process.”
Commitments. The second section states that a school district is committing to
four points in order to achieve equity. These four points are; systematically using
disaggregated data-driven decision making potentially highlighting the protected
classes reported by the Oregon Department of Education (ODE), raising the
achievement of all students while narrowing the gap between the highest and lowest
achieving students, eliminating the predictability and disparity of disproportionate
representation of protected classes in discipline, special education, and advanced
learning, and graduating all students prepared for success in a diverse local, national,
and global community.
Strategies. The third section lists strategies to achieve equity for each student.
These eight strategies are; equitable access, racial equity analysis, workforce equity,
professional development, welcoming school environment, partnerships, multiple
pathways to success, and recognizing diversity. This section shifts from education
equity being a goal to being a process. Each is stated as, “The district shall” and
mentions a process to be implemented. The list guides what to do, it does not dictate
how to do these actions.
Accountability. The fourth section is an accountability statement giving
authority to and directing the superintendent to implement these actions, and the
parameters for reporting progress on the implementation to the school board. This
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section encompasses the second of two devices found in the policy language, that of
bracketed optional inserts for districts to choose details for their policies.
Linguistic devices. The policy language employs two devices when
articulating implementation guidance, both of which provide options for districts to
individualize their equity practices, and allow for variations across the state. These
two devices are clarifying phases and bracketed options for sentence completion.
Examples of clarifying phrases are: even when this means differentiating resource
allocation; to reflect the diversity of the student body; that reflects and supports
diversity of the student population, their families and their community; and, that
reflect district demographics. Three of these four examples refer to diversity.
Examples of the bracketed options included the list of data types collected by ODE in
strategy one, using an educational equity analysis tool or with educational equity as a
priority in strategy two, and whether or not the superintendent will develop
procedures, develop an action plan, or include equity practices in the district’s
strategic plan, as well as the frequency of the progress reporting period in the
accountability statement. Throughout the policy common vocabulary is used that is
similar to Oregon’s Equity Lens. Access and opportunity are both used twice,
achievement three times, and success six times.
Non-linear policy development. Understanding the policy development and
terminology used is not a linear exercise. The OSBA equity sample policy was
developed with educational leaders over a two-year period prior to its publication in
2016 (Potter, 2016). The Early Adoption phase to Oregon education equity policy
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realignments runs from 2010-2015. This includes seven districts who developed
school board policies prior to the publication of the OSBA equity sample policy.
Juniper School District led the way in the 2010-2011 school year, followed by
Cascara, Cedar, Oak and Larch School Districts during the 2012-13 school year,
Hemlock School District in the 2014-2015 school year, and Douglas School District in
the 2015-2016 school year. With the OEIB adoption of the Equity Lens in 2013, there
are intersecting elements of policy language between all of these policy documents.
Early adoption. Early adopters varied in the formatting of their policies.
Various elements found in these early adopters’ policies can be found, and are also
missing in the OSBA equity policy framework. These elements are belief statements,
definitions, phrasing, and citations. Six out of seven policies begin with a declaration
of commitment to the success of each student, with the sixth declaring commitment to
all students. Douglas and Larch school districts mentioned student rights. The each
harkens back to Oregon’s Equity Lens definition for equity where the phrase, “each
and every learner receive the necessary resources” is the subject and direct object of
the definition. Juniper School District has the longest preamble and goes into the most
details about the history, need, and purpose of the equity policy. Juniper School
District connects the need directly to the achievement gap, while Oak and Cascara
school districts refer to ‘the gap’ in reference to the achievement, Larch brings forth
the term opportunity gap, and Cedar and Hemlock school districts makes no such
direct connection. And while Douglas School District makes two references to
narrowing the achievement gap and other student opportunity gaps in other parts of
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their policy, they don’t tie it directly to the need for the policy itself or include it in the
preamble. Adhering to the model presented in Oregon’s Equity Lens which lists
twelve belief statements, the early adopters make various belief statements throughout
their preambles.
Policy formats. Policy formatting varies amongst the early adopters. Juniper
School District has the longest preamble with six long paragraphs, Cascara School
District has no preamble, Oak and Douglas school districts have one short paragraph,
Larch School District has four, while Cedar and Hemlock school districts have three
short paragraphs. The sections are not consistent between the policies. Juniper School
District has a preamble, strategies and accountability statement; Cascara School
District has a strategies section and an accountability statement, combining the
commitment section and preamble in its own form; Oak School District has a
preamble, beliefs section, and strategies section; Cedar and Larch school districts have
a preambles, goals sections, strategies sections and accountability statements; and
North Clackamas and Douglas school districts have preambles, belief sections, and
strategy sections. Similarly, there is variance in how they identify their intentions in
the second and third sections with different headers. Juniper School District states, “In
order to achieve racial equity for our students, the board establishes the following
goals” (Juniper School District, 2011, p. 1). Cascara School District is “focused on
our non-negotiable academic goals” and authorizes “the superintendent to develop
procedures to implement this policy, including an action plan with clear accountability
and metrics” (Cascara School District, 2013, p. 1). Oak School District states, “we
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believe” and lists their beliefs, then states, “To accomplish this goal we will” (Oak
School District, 2013). Cedar and Larch school districts will work towards their listed
goals, and “In order to achieve educational equity for each and every student, the
district shall embrace the following” (Larch School District, 2013, p. 1). Hemlock
School District is “committed to the following foundational beliefs:” and “To realize
our beliefs the Hemlock School District will” (Hemlock School District, 2015, p. 1).
Douglas School District “recognizes that:” and lists a series of principles, then states,
“To this end the District will” (Douglas School District, 2016, p. 1).
Construct origination. The first three school district equity policies in Oregon
all make reference to Singleton and Linton’s Courageous Conversations About Race
(2006). All three districts worked with Pacific Education Group (PEG) for some
length of time throughout this period. Juniper and Cascara school districts cite
Singleton and Linton’s definition of equity, while Oak School District states an
expectation to use the Courageous Conversation protocol. All early adopters use some
variation of phrasing created by Singleton and Linton in their definition for equity. It
is worth citing:
Educational equity is raising the achievement of all students while
•

narrowing the gaps between the highest- and lowest- performing
students; and

•

eliminating the racial predictability and disproportionality of which
student groups occupy the highest and lowest achievement categories.
(Singleton & Linton, 2006, p. 46)
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Concepts from all three clauses of this definition end up in the phrasing used to define
education equity, if not taken verbatim.
Hemlock School District uses a variation of phrasing detailing that their
commitment to student success will not be predicted nor predetermined by protected
class labels. Phrasing from this definition makes its way into the OSBA sample policy
where the goal of achieving equity is defined as, “students’ identities will not predict
or predetermine their success in school” (Oregon School Boards Association, 2016, p.
1). The phrasing is also present in one of the four commitments in order to work
towards the goal of achieving equity. That goal being, “Raising the achievement of all
students while narrowing the gap between the lowest and the highest performing
students” (Oregon School Boards Association, 2016, p. 1).
Early adoption districts did unique things in their policies. For example,
Cascara School District provides a list of definitions for terms used throughout the
policy. In it, they directly quote Oregon’s Equity Lens definition for equity. Douglas
School District does not define education equity in its policy. They do invert the
sentence frame from other district’s definitions of education equity, change the
subject, and insert protected class identifiers, creating a purpose statement for their
policy. It states, “Student success will not be predicted nor predetermined by…”
(Douglas School District, 2016, p. 1). Larch School District names the eight strategies
they will “embrace” in order to achieve education equity. While not the first to
mention these strategies, these eight strategies are distinguished from one another and
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become the format structure in the OSBA sample policy. Cedar School District and
Larch School District were adopted at the same time, have the same commitments and
strategies, and slightly different preambles. Hemlock School District starts to use
phrases that will appear in later policies. “The principle of equity goes beyond formal
equality,” and “allocating resources equitably, not necessarily equally, and “equity
fosters an inclusive and barrier-free environment” (Hemlock School District, 2015, p.
1) will all appear in later policies. Hemlock School District formats their
commitments into four foundational beliefs. This formatting is continued in the
OSBA sample policy.
Removed constructs. Concepts from the early adopter policies are also
noticeably absent from the OSBA sample policy. Some of these examples are more
direct references to human development practices. For example, Juniper School
District refers to the goal that, “All staff and students shall be given the opportunity to
understand racial identity, and the impact of their own racial identity on themselves
and others” (Juniper School District, 2011, p. 2). Oak School District included the
belief, “Every adult employed or volunteering in the Oak School District must have
the moral imperative and skill to eliminate racial disparities” (Oak School District,
2013). Two of Oak School District’s implementation strategies were to, “Hold one
another mutually accountable for examining our policies, practices and programs for
racial biases and eliminating racial disparities in our district wherever they are found,”
and “Strive for continuous growth in all we do by building and supporting a districtwide, equity-focused professional learning organization and culture” (Oak School
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District, 2013). Hemlock School District included a strategy to, “Affirm the identity
of each student, acknowledge and celebrate differences to create a sense of belonging
for each student” (Hemlock School District, 2015, p. 1). Taken together, there is a
high degree of district individualization and districts defining the constructs within
their policies.
Oregon School Board Association (OSBA) consolidation. The districts that
adopted the OSBA sample policy verbatim or with small variations characterizes a
significant pattern of school districts adopting policies after the publication of the
OSBA sample policy. Of the 33 policies adopted after publication of the OSBA
sample policy, 14 took the sample policy verbatim and an additional five had slight
variations, defined as 1-5 omissions, changes, or additions. The bracketed choices
school districts included follows a trend as well.
Bracketed options chosen. In Commitment 1, the OSBA sample policy lists
the data categories collected by the Oregon Department of Education to be
disaggregated for decision-making, noting that districts can add to this list. The 14
verbatim policies included the list as is, and three out of the five with slight variations
omitted the list of data categories.
In Strategy 2- Racial Equity Analysis, 13 out of 14 school districts declined
“using an educational equity analysis tool” for developing new policies, programs, and
procedures, opting for the “with educational equity as a priority” option. With slight
variations, two out of the five included using an equity analysis tool, and one district
stopped their sentence short without either of the two bracketed choices.
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In the accountability statement, school districts could opt for defining whether
the superintendent is to develop procedures, an action plan, or include equity practices
in the district’s strategic plan in order to implement this policy, as well as the reporting
timeframe to the school board. Ten of 19, or 53%, chose to insert a plan or procedures
and report annually. Eight of 19, or 42%, specified a plan or procedures, but no
timeframe. One of 19, or 5%, specified no plan, but to report annually. Of the ten
districts above specifying a plan and reporting annually, two made no reference to the
superintendent as the leader responsible.
The three examples presented demonstrate that some variation exists in how
school boards chose to adopt education equity policies for their district. Fourteen, or
42%, adopted the template verbatim. Nineteen of 33 policies, or 58%, of the adopted
school board policies post OSBA publication followed the sample policy very closely.
Seventeen of 19, or 89%, of the school districts adopted their policies within two
school years of the OSBA publication. There is a high degree of generalized
constructs replicated in equity policies adopted during the OSBA consolidation
realignment.
District elaboration. The remaining 14 school district equity policies
comprise what the researcher refers to as the district elaboration realignment. A few
of these policies began to appear during the 2016-2017 school year, but the majority
started to be approved in the 2017-2018 school year and beyond. What marks this
realignment period are patterns of changes across school districts. Not so much the
creation of new and varied policies, but a reworking and reconfiguration of form and
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concepts from earlier policy versions. One example is that, instead of committing to
the four points in the OSBA sample policy, districts began committing to
“foundational beliefs” or a variation on belief statements. Eight of 14, or 57%,
incorporated this variation. One district created a beliefs section, reduced the
preamble significantly, removed the strategies section, and added a conclusion similar
to many paragraphs in other district’s preambles.
Additions, omissions, and changes. Three more changes begin to appear in the
equity policies during the district elaboration period. Districts added, omitted, or
changed sections of the preamble, commitments, or strategies. Districts recycled
constructs, definitions, or strategies from earlier school district examples and they
rearranged concepts and statements from their location in one of the four sections of
the OSBA sample policy to other locations in their policy.
Previously removed statements from earlier versions of district equity policies
that were removed to align with the sample from OSBA, began to reappear as some
districts borrowed policy language from these earlier policies beginning in 2017.
These concepts and phrasing were not included in the OSBA sample policy. Some
examples from Oak School District are: “Our district will only be excellent when
families of color are empowered as equal partners to influence, inform, and impact
decisions throughout our school system” (Oak School District, 2013), found in three
policies. “Our community will be able to reach its full potential only when OSD
educates students of all races to the highest levels” (Oak School District, 2013) found
in the same three policies plus an additional two. One from Juniper School District
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and then Hemlock School District is the sentence, equity fosters an inclusive and
barrier-free environment in which everyone will fully benefit, found in nine later
policies.
One example of omission is found in Strategy 6 around Partnerships. The
OSBA sample policy has two sentences. The first sentence is including partners from
outside the district with culturally specific expertise, and the second sentence is
including “students, staff, families and community members that reflect district
demographics to inform decisions regarding the narrowing of the achievement and
other opportunity gaps” (Oregon School Boards Association, 2016, p. 2). Of the 14
policies established in the District Elaboration phase, three districts included both
sentences, two districts included only the first sentence, one district removed the
strategy, and eight, or 57%, included the second sentence, but not the first sentence.
Changes to preamble. School districts in the district elaboration phase made
changes to the preamble section of their policies. Many districts exchanged concepts
that previous versions placed in the commitments or strategies section and placed
them into the preamble, while Madrone School District put concepts from previous
preambles into a bulleted list and Spruce School District rewrote concepts into two
unique paragraphs. Four districts directly connect the equity policy to their mission
statements. Another four districts included the student-centered sentence started by
Hemlock School District (2013) stating that:
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As each student enters a Hemlock school, dreams are nurtured, history and
cultural heritage are celebrated, love of learning is fostered, educational,
physical, emotional and social needs are supported. (p. 1)
Although stated in generalized terms, there is a recognition that the school is
responsible for providing an educational experience and environment that impacts
student processes and outcomes. While difficult to know the motivation behind these
school district additions, recognition and popularity for Hemlock School District’s
success is a potential motivator.
Birch and Aspen school districts added to their preambles, including
paragraphs connecting the purpose of the policy to inequitable outcomes and the larger
society. Both harken back to the policy rationale in Juniper School District’s longer
preamble and are worth quoting. Birch (Birch School District, 2018) states:
The benefits of inclusive and socially just education are immense. Education
is a determining factor in our students’ future health, means of economic
support, successful parenting, civic involvement, and contributions to society.
The creation of a more equitable and just society hinges on actualizing the
principles of educational equity. (p. 1)
Birch School District clearly makes a connection between equitable educational
outcomes and a socially just society. Aspen School District sections off their
preamble with a header, The Catalyst for Change (Aspen School District, 2019), and
calls out race equity as the primary issue with educational disparity:
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In school districts across the state, White students, as a group, have
outperformed Black, Hispanic and Native American students on state
assessments in nearly every subject at every grade level. White students
consistently graduate at higher percentages than students of color, while
students of color are disciplined more frequently than White students. Similar
issues persist among economically disadvantaged students, regardless of race,
ethnicity and cultural background. (p. 1)
Aspen School District speaks directly to the achievement gap disparities between
White students and students of color. Both the Birch and Aspen school district equity
policies are examples of how districts elaborated the preamble in ways that
individualized their policies for their districts.
Revising and readopting equity policy over the decade. While several school
districts readopted passages from previous equity policies, only Cedar School District
amended their education equity policy significantly over the decade, changing the title
to racial equity policy. Originally adopted in 2013, revised minimally and readopted
in 2016, the policy was then significantly revised in January of 2020. Several changes
stand out in the two versions between 2013 and 2020, yet all of them can be grouped
as providing more details and specificity to the policy, therefore depicting the shift
back to individualized district constructs rather than the general constructs of their first
policy.
The preamble is the same in the two versions. The first commitment on raising
achievement and narrowing gaps specifies that this will be done, “by increasing
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opportunities for all students while focusing on raising the achievement of our lowest
performing students” (Cedar School District, p. 1). Eliminating racial disparity and
preparing all students for racially and culturally diverse communities are repeated.
However, they add a fourth commitments, stating that they will, “Increase staff of
color so that District Staff more accurately reflect the student population, in
accordance with State law” (Cedar School District, p. 1). Cedar School District
changes the introduction to their strategies by specifying, “This will be accomplished
by intentional focus on the areas of 1) Quality of Education; and 2) Safety and Dignity
in Schools” (Cedar School District, p. 1). The strategies list expands from eight
general strategies to thirteen more specific strategies, reorganized, and reconfigured.
A few examples will show this shift.
The disaggregated data commitment was absent from Cedar’s first policy, but
a version of it is included in the new one. “Develop, analyze and utilize accountability
systems and metrics focused on racially equitable outcomes (e.g., Tiered Fidelity
Inventory, School Wide Information System):” (Cedar School District, p. 1). Of note
is the inclusion of specific technology systems to facilitate the monitoring of their
metrics and outcomes. The partnerships strategy is divided into two strategies, and the
phrasing alters significantly. In the first policy iteration Cedar School District stated,
“When possible and applicable” and in the later version, “Consistently and
intentionally involve…” is used. In addition to the deliberateness of action, the
original policy wanted to, “include partners with culturally specific expertise… in
meeting our high goals for educational outcomes” (Cedar School District, p. 2),
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whereas the new policy states community members to be involved in all aspects of the
community, “to bring multiple perspectives and views that will work to solve issues
that arise in order to drive systemic change” (Cedar School District, p. 1). The second
strategy in the new policy version goes further to, “Invite representatives of
historically underserved populations to join in examining issues and finding adaptive
solutions which address the root causes of inequities” (Cedar School District, p. 1).
Similarly, the professional development strategy is expanded into two
strategies that complement one another in the new policy. The emphasis in the first
strategy is on collaboration with teachers to “implement culturally responsive
instructional practices, curriculum, interventions, and assessments”, rather than
training for improving teacher skills. The emphasis in the second ties the purpose of
professional development, “to recognize, engage, disrupt, and eliminate racism”
(Cedar School District, p. 2), while suggesting part of their imperative of their cultural
competency, is to provide “support resources” for personal, professional and
organizational development.
Specificity is also added to several strategies with details like “use an equity
lens” to identify barriers in representation within enrichment programs, using
“restorative growth practices” as part of eliminating discipline disparity, and assessing
the racial equity impact of budgets on district services. Most notably, however, is the
change to the accountability section of the policy. Whereas the original policy
generically designated authority to implement the policy to the superintendent, it did
not specify any frequency. The updated policy includes very specific details of the
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procedures to be implemented. These includes a racial equity lens and analysis tool to
be adopted by the school board and a racial equity action plan with clear
accountability and metrics. Quarterly reporting to the school board will include
progress on policy objectives, set by the district team, school board, and
superintendent. This accountability statement demonstrates a shift back towards
individualized district constructs and includes three very specific mechanisms, an
equity lens, an equity plan, and a district equity team, for ensuring the policy’s impact
matches its intent.
Commitment to the goal of equity or not. Twenty-three of 39, or 59%, of all
the sampled equity policies contain a variation of the sentence frame from the purpose
section of Oregon’s Equity Lens which states, “the equity lens will confirm the
importance of recognizing institutional and systemic barriers and discriminatory
practices that have limited access for many students in the Oregon education system”
(HECC, 2017a). These 23 school district policies state that in order to create success
for every student, the district will “commit to equity.” By this they clarify they will
recognize institutional barriers and create access and opportunities that benefit each
student. However, both Oregon Department of Education and school district policies
insert clarifying clauses that refine the certitude of what was just said, and provide
room for outcomes not to be guaranteed. Larch School District uses a clarifying
clause within budgetary limitations when discussing differentiating resources to meet
the needs of students needing additional supports. Hazel School District uses the
clarifying clause the district will strive to apply this principle after defining it and
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speaking to the racial equity analysis of new policies, programs and procedures.
Oregon’s Every Student Succeeds Act also uses a clarifying sentence after stating that
it provides supplemental funding, providing a caveat to what was said, “ESSA does
not address the funding gaps that exist in Oregon and across the country” (ODE, 2017,
p. 10).
Oregon’s plan for the Every Student Succeeds Act. The Oregon
Department of Education’s Oregon’s Consolidated State Plan Under the Every
Student Succeeds Act was approved by the Department of Education on August 30,
2017. Understanding how the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) is framed in the
context of equity, utilizes similar language from Oregon’s Equity Lens, updates key
definitions and belief statements, and shifts the emphasis from shared goals to shared
processes is important understand Oregon Department of Education’s shift in policy
language over the decade.
In the first paragraph of the executive summary of Oregon’s state plan ODE
connects the federal education legislation with Oregon state efforts, aligning the policy
levels in common cause. The Oregon Department of Education (ODE, 2017b) states:
Deeply rooted in advancing educational equity and truly building systems that
eliminate systemic and historical barriers to student success, ESSA serves as a
renewed commitment for Oregonians to work together to ensure each and
every student in our state has the opportunity to learn, thrive, and reach his or
her full potential. (p. 10)
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Three trends can be seen in the word choices of this sentence and how it shapes
the concept expressed. Action words like advancing, building, eliminate, and work
together are incorporated into the sentence, and a phrase from Oregon’s Equity Lens,
each and every student, along with the word thrive, is used to describe success. The
inclusion of the word truly before building systems that eliminate systemic and
historical barriers to success and renewed commitment signal that that these goals have
not yet been realized as a state.
Oregon Department of Education’s (ODE) executive summary highlights
Oregon’s 40-40-20 Goal in connection to the state’s larger educational policy
framework. In describing the statewide aspiration that all students in Oregon,
described by the 20 in the 40-40-20, will earn at least a high school diploma or
equivalent by the year 2025, economic terminology is used to describe the goal. This
is evident in the word choice of prosperity, connecting individual benefit and
statewide benefit, where higher wages and rewarding careers are positive
contributions to communities. A variation of prosperity is used four times in the short
paragraph and prosperity is the collective outcome of “access to high-quality
education and a seamless path to future opportunities’ ((ODE, 2017b, p. 12).
Oregon’s Every Student Success Act (ESSA) makes four central commitments
that serve as foundational tenets to strengthen the education system. These four tenets
are; prioritizing and advancing equity, extending the promise of a well-rounded
education, strengthening district systems, and fostering ongoing engagement. In
commitment one- prioritizing and advancing equity, the plan declares that ESSA is
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intended to promote education equity and defines equity using Oregon’s Equity Lens
definition. The definition is quoted directly, using seven student data identifiers.
Describing success as dependent on a school experience that is full of opportunity,
ODE defines prioritizing equity in Oregon as actively doing processes. This can be
seen in the continuous use of the present progressive verb tense in the remainder of the
paragraph. Initiating and leading conversations, collecting and analyzing data,
continually learning, sharing state and local data, and seeking partnerships are all
actions to be taken and done repeatedly. This policy language prioritizes processes
and advancing actions, rather than goals.
Oregon’s Equity Lens is referenced directly in Oregon’s Every Student
Succeeds Act. It is referred to as a vision and a set of core beliefs for our state’s
approach to supporting all students from birth through post-secondary education.
Eight of 12 beliefs from the OEIB (2013) and HECC (2014) Equity Lens are listed.
There is an absence of one-third, or 33%, of the original belief statements. One of the
four removed refers to the post-secondary level and the community college and
university systems, the other three do not. These three beliefs refer to reengaging out
of school youth, resource allocation demonstrating our priorities and values, and
having access to information about career opportunities and apprenticeships. These
three belief statements are 25% of the original belief statements from Oregon’s Equity
Lens.
The frequently asked questions guide accompanying The Oregon Plan- The
Every Student Succeeds Act (ODE, 2017a) highlights seven areas of the plan; the big
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picture, accountability and supports, partnerships, tribal consultation, continuous
improvement, school & district profiles, and communicating with stakeholders, all of
which have important connections with equity in Oregon. Two elements from the
accountability and supports section of the frequently asked questions guide will be
highlighted. Amongst the many questions this section addresses, the two to be
addressed here are what are the big shifts within Oregon’s new accountability and
supports model, and how does ODE define education equity? Stated as having learned
some key lessons from reflecting on two decades of NCLB, Oregon’s accountability
model is shifting towards measuring the success of a school and district beyond a test
score, recognizing individual schools as a part of a district system, focusing resources
on equity, and differentiating supports. Included in this section is a new definition of
education equity. Education equity is defined as (ODE, 2017a):
The equitable implementation of policy, practices, procedures, and legislation
that translates into resource allocation, education rigor, and opportunities for
historically and currently marginalized youth, students, and families including
civil rights protected classes. This means the restructuring and dismantling of
systems and institutions that create the dichotomy of beneficiaries and the
oppressed and marginalized. (p. 4)
The accountability and supports model and education equity definition updates how
Oregon frames concepts of achievement and outcomes within its policy language,
reasserting the emphasis on action and organizational change in the policy discourse.
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Following the implementation of NCLB in the early 2000’s and its impact on
state and local policies and practices, Oregon’s Equity Lens, the school board equity
policies, and Oregon’s Every Student Succeeds Act have shaped the state education
equity policy landscape over the past decade. In order to answer the research
question, how do Oregon high school vice principals integrate their personal
sensemaking of equity with district and state equity policies, it is important to
understand the constructs and the language employed in the policies, and how these
may influence the education equity discourse in Oregon.
Vice Principal Interviews
The third data set is an analysis of ten vice principal interview transcripts about
education equity and leadership practices. This final data source is triangulated with
the constructs emerging from personal definitions of education equity and the
constructs in Oregon’s policy landscape. Findings in this section articulate the ways
in which vice principals discuss equity and leadership practices within the context of
their everyday experiences in schools. A semi-structured interview protocol
(Appendix C) utilized a conversational approach with the participants whereby the
language, constructs, and topics discussed flowed from the participant responses and
considering their positionality as high school vice principals. Vice principals’
organizational situations varied by school building and school district, yet together
their discourse can be categorized in five contexts of their role positionality. These
five contexts are: job responsibilities, schools and districts, stakeholder
communications, career paths, and personal and policy awareness. Understanding
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vice principals’ perspectives through the language used to discuss their attitudes,
values, and beliefs materializes their ideologies and provides a means to answer the
questions, how do Oregon high school vice principals make sense of education equity
in their leadership practices? And how do Oregon high school vice principals
integrate their personal sensemaking of education equity with district and state equity
policies? This section will explicate the five contexts of vice principal equity
discourse.
Context of job responsibilities. High school vice principals work within a
complex milieu of organizational, social, and professional interactions. Their job
duties are assigned by the principal based on the needs of the school building, the
district, and individual expertise. Five performance tasks shaped the job responsibility
discourse of the ten participants; discipline, supervising departments, scheduling,
hiring, and professional development.
Student discipline. Many vice principals indicated they have student
discipline as a primary job responsibility. Three vice principals brought forth
perspectives on education equity that centered on restorative justice practices and
student-centered solutions that counter traditional punishment as consequences for
behavior paradigms. Being cognizant of inequitable discipline practices in many
school systems, Betty articulated this, “I've really tried to incorporate a more
restorative justice concept in my student management. So, taking and looking at
student behaviors, poor student behaviors as a learning opportunity, not as an
opportunity for discipline.” Focusing on student development rather than punishment
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is discussed by this participant as a means towards equity. This participant spoke to a
practice leading toward the elimination of disproportionate representation of
historically underrepresented students in discipline.
David expressed a similar sentiment in terms of the challenge in applying an
equity lens rather than an equality lens while working with a staff member to process
an unacceptable student behavior in class. While the teacher sought equal treatment
for the infraction similar to a prior infraction originally, the vice principal sought
equitable treatment and worked with both the student and staff through a learning
process for the student and the unique circumstances, rather than simply applying a
uniform punishment for the infraction. Focusing on unique circumstances rather than
treating everyone the same is discussed as a means toward equity.
Gwen was new to a building and questioned the ways in which deficit
language used by staff correlated to student behaviors. Gwen was shocked at the way
adults in her new school were talking about kids with a deficit frame of mind and
commented:
I guess I should say the kids that they were talking about were primarily
students of color and most of the behavior and discipline problems are
happening with students of color, but you have to wonder... if this is the
language that they use to talk about our students of color, do you think that
there might be a correlation between, you know, some of the behavior that
we're seeing?
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Gwen questioned how student discipline is shaped by the adults in the organization,
the rules, and the culture that impacts the student learning environment. This
participant discussed understanding student behavior as an environmental response
rather than a student character trait as a means toward equity. The second strategy
listed in the OSBA sample policy is racial analysis and asks districts to address
practices like these, and some district’s use even stronger language in policies to
actively eliminate practices that prevent students from achieving academic success,
including barriers of institutional racism. Taken together, these three vice principals
present education equity in student discipline as a social and cultural process, rather
than an individual student flaw. Rather than treating everyone and every situation the
same way, as in the libertarian view on equity, these vice principals voiced varying
degrees of liberal, democratic liberal, and transformative views.
Scheduling. Vice principals brought up scheduling in liberal and democratic
liberal ways. Two talked from the perspective of being responsible for building the
master schedule, three brought up forecasting practices and summer reading
assignments, and one highlighted confronting the scheduling of four science tracks
within one high school. All vice principals who brought up scheduling talked about
access to Advanced Placement (AP) classes. Equity discourse in scheduling focused
on systemic barriers to equal opportunity and access to valued school resources.
Irene summarizes the liberal view of equity in voicing her scheduling quandary
in the statement, “But basically, I had to create the schedule to meet everybody's needs
and have you know… equal access, meaningful access for everybody.” The goal of
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equal access is stated as opportunity for participation in the curricular resources of the
school. Jack provided insight into the systemic aspect of scheduling through an
awareness that underserved students often self-select out of rigorous courses for a
complex set of reasons:
We can from a system standpoint, we can design a schedule that's going to
maximize the courses that are available to all students, particularly our
underserved students to ensure that they are getting what they need and also
being pushed towards a more rigorous course load and expectations. …And so
just in terms of the courses that we choose to offer and the ways that we
forecast students into those courses. There are many things that we're doing to
ensure that that all of our students, but especially are underserved students…
are being forecasted for the upper-level advanced AP courses at proportional
levels to their population.
Jack’s perspective demonstrates some transformative understanding of challenging
systems and individual bias, but primarily represents democratic liberal understanding
of differentiating practices to ensure historically underserved students are supported to
reach the performance standards of high achieving populations.
Forecasting practices mentioned as barriers were pre-requisites for entry level
courses that uphold stricter standards than higher level courses, having to get a
signature and permission to forecast for advanced courses, and summer reading
assignments. Vice principals expressed addressing staff and systems that assume a
standard of performance for participation in high level, high value curriculum, rather
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than differentiating inputs to support student success in those curricular environments.
This demonstrates some of the tension between liberal and democratic liberal views,
and difference between opportunity and supporting minimum levels of achievement.
Four new vice principals mentioned the challenge of having these discussions with
staff who saw their practices as upholding standards of excellence for their
departments, and as the way it has always been done here at this school. This tension
was expressed by Frank as he expressed taking an equity stance against tracking:
It’s really pushing on things like, low track classes. We had almost a
quadruple track for science classes here and it was disproportionately for
students of color, language learners, students served by special education, that
were put in these remedial type courses. And so, I think within this role of
being able to ask those questions, like what is it when we're saying like, we
have these sets of standards. We don't have separate standards, and what are
we saying for these courses? It's, it's disrupting systems that have been going
around in terms of prerequisites and ability grouping. And making sure that,
that, that students are, particularly our emerging bilingual students are
identified and able to have the supports in the services that they need.
While demonstrating a transformative understanding of confronting systemic
processes and advocating to empower previously harmed students through
individualized supports, Frank expresses the continual challenge of entering these
discussions from the entry point of being outside the systemic norms previously
established in a school and district, and disrupting an assumed normalcy to the
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differentiation of curriculum based on merit and achievement for those who excel
beyond the standard performance threshold for all students. Prerequisites, ability
grouping, and tracking are systemic norms based in the libertarian view on equity.
Most traditional high schools are organized around this logic of how schools work.
Hiring. The Oregon School Board Association’s workforce equity strategy
discusses actively seeking to build a diverse and culturally responsive workforce,
including among other positions, support personnel. Several vice principals
mentioned being proud of recent hires to mentor and support underrepresented student
populations and several mentioned having plans to hire support staff with Measure 98
funding, but were unsure of final allocations due to COVID-19’s impact on state
budgets. Erin told a story of a recent hire that demonstrates the difficulties of equitybased decision-making processes in light of professional standards and assumptions
about what makes someone qualified.
Erin said that she felt supported by her district’s emphasis on equity in hiring,
and commented that having an equity lens available for the decision-making process
made it easier to have conversations that led to a successful hire. After multiple years
of hiring and rehiring people for the same position, selection was down to two
individuals and they really wanted someone who would stay in the position for more
than one year. One candidate was described by Erin as more educated, having a better
resume, interviewing better, and presenting himself more professionally. He was a
white middle-class male. The other candidate was described by Erin as having the
requisite skills and good references, yet did not have as much education, as fancy a
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resume, nor did she answer questions as well during the interview. She was a
bilingual, bicultural member of the Spanish speaking community to be served. The
selection committee had mixed opinions on who should be hired and why. Erin
expressed being supported in the decision-making process by the district’s equity
stance and having the equity analysis tool, also one of the Oregon School Board
Association recommended policy strategies, as support for discussing the decision:
We were on the fence in terms of two different candidates and one of them was
a diverse candidate. The other was not and we were trying to figure out
whether we would go with the person who we knew was most qualified and, in
the end, we went with the person that had the best fit. And it was the person
that had the diversity and looking back what came out in that interview was not
the person we hired, we hired the absolute best person that we didn't see in the
interview but became the best absolute person for that position … They've
done more than I think we thought the most qualified candidate could and it's
blown us away in terms of and I feel like going through and using that equity
lens really helped.
Assumptions about what demonstrates being qualified and professional present
obstacles to hiring a diverse workforce. This vice principal discussed equity as
questioning the status quo, and prioritizing equity principles over past hiring
tendencies.
Professional development. Amongst the interviewees there was wide
variability in vice principal responses about professional development in their district.
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Six of the ten (60%) vice principals said there was no district-wide, equity-based
professional development in their district. Two of these six mentioned there were
some training pieces here and there, or they were starting to do some. Two responded
that this type of professional development was non-existent in their district. Seven of
the ten mentioned participating in Center for Educational & Excellence (C3) training
and two mentioned having attended Zanetta Hammond’s Culturally Relevant
Pedagogy and the Brain training in Oregon during the previous school year. Three
vice principals mentioned leading equity-based professional development in previous
school districts, but not currently, and another three specifically discussed leading
professional development in their school buildings as part of their current roles.
Overall, this finding suggests school buildings and school districts across the
interviewee sample are at vastly different stages of executing comprehensive
professional development and having the capacity to do so, whether or not having it as
part of a school board policy. All policies that closely follow the Oregon School
Boards Association sample policy state that the district will provide professional
development. The following examples each demonstrate one of many systemic
challenges to equity-based professional development implementation. The three
discussed by participants are: lack of a comprehensive approach, committing to and
sustaining professional development over time, and maintaining continuity through
leadership turnover and priority changes.
Harold demonstrated a willingness to build on the equity training he received
as an administrator, yet was without a district framework to contextualize the
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professional development. If districts are “to strengthen employees’ knowledge and
skills for eliminating opportunity gaps and other disparities in achievement” (Oregon
School Boards Association, 2016, p. 2), then it would seem necessary to have a
systemic plan that is carried forward over time and for buildings to be part of a
coordinated district effort. The group mentioned in the following passage was one
option in a professional development day with many topics to choose from:
My probably my best one that I've had in the last little while was actually just
grass, grass roots anti-racism group where I and another lady lead a group of
about twelve staff and had conversations about racist incidents and what our
anti-racism statement looks like and how we were going to adopt that. So, I
would have to say that one would probably stands out the most is just being
able to have a frank conversation about race within our anti-racism groups.
This quote reflected efforts to incorporate recent Oregon Department of Education
guidance on the “All Students Belong” rule, and responding to incidents within this
district. Harold demonstrated a liberal perspective on equity-based professional
development, in addressing societal disadvantages and leveling the playing field for all
students.
Jack displayed a comprehensive understanding of equity-based professional
development from democratic liberal and transformative views:
…As an assistant principal in charge of professional development. Certainly,
working with teachers to look at curriculum through a more culturally relevant
lens, looking at teaching practices that may be impacting students in different
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ways. Looking at their own, doing their own work, as we all need to do all the
time. So, staff development that has teachers kind of examine where they're at
in their own understanding of issues of race and racism and anti-racism. And
putting practices in their classrooms that will help us achieve more equitable
outcomes.
Jack went into extensive detail of leading an all-day professional development for his
school building with a group of educators that was within the district’s systemic equity
professional development plan. This was part of a five-year process of engaging in
equity-based professional development. They focused on what it means to be an antiracist and how, to understand this stance people needed to be aware of what white
culture is and how it permeates white space. They incorporated readings by leading
researchers and trainers on white supremacy culture and learning antidotes to these
thought patterns and behaviors. Jack described his efforts of trying to move beyond
empathy and awareness, and to coach staff into taking more of what he would call an
anti-racist stance. Jack was well aware of the time and systemic development needed
to support his building’s professional development efforts. This was summarized in
the comment, “And I think the equity work... it's such a human dimension. It's so
much about pedagogical practice, but it's also about changing hearts. And changing
minds. And so, it's a very different kind of teacher growth and teacher professional
development.” Jack saw professional development as an opportunity for confronting
individual bias and improving teaching practices, while defining outcomes in terms of
standards and achievement.
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While Jack’s district demonstrated continuity of effort over time, Kevin’s
comments present the challenge for districts to be able to sustain professional
development efforts over time. Kevin had various roles in leading district wide
equity-based professional development at times, and collaborating with teachers in his
school building on more grass roots, small group professional development on racism
around recent social justice uprisings. This district and superintendent’s equity focus
had been on diversifying teacher and administrator representation for several years,
and during this time professional development efforts waned. In describing these
efforts, Kevin said:
Well, I think that at times it's been strong…It hasn't been as strong the last few
years, and I believe that our district is trying to rebuild that at this time. I think
what's unique at this time that I'm hearing is that before we were trying to build
capacity, sort of in a small piecemeal way. Now what I'm hearing is that the
district is going to try and build some systematic professional development
across the whole district and include many more employees that would not
necessarily have been through training. So, the ground staff, custodial staff,
nutritional services. The teachers, of course. So that's different than what
we've done as an approach before and I'm excited and encouraged by that.
Taken together Kevin’s perspective represents the leadership challenge of having a
multi-pronged approach to equity, and having the district resources, capacity, and will
to facilitate comprehensive implementation on multiple strategic fronts over time.
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Vice principals discussed education equity in the context of their job
responsibilities through the areas of discipline, scheduling, hiring and professional
development. While not the only job duties mentioned, these examples demonstrate
complex organizational environments wherein vice principals make sense of education
equity, their district guidance, and equity policy or the lack thereof.
Context of stakeholder communications. Vice principals primarily
discussed communications around equity in terms of interacting with staff and
students, yet did mentioned some community events and parent interactions. Staff and
student communications covered a wide range of topics; from individual verbal abuse,
to community displays that produce unwelcoming environments, to classroom and
departmental policies and practices, and to interpreting student achievement data.
With varying degrees of building and district level support, from being backed up to
being without any support at all for addressing challenging conversations, vice
principals expressed their motivation for engaging in tough conversations as coming
from a place of personal responsibility. Three ways these conversations came into
practice were through asking questions about the way things are done in a school
building, addressing student belonging in the school, and engaging staff in equity
conversations as they came up through regular school busines.
Questioning the status quo. Seven out of 10 vice principals interviewed were
new to administration in general, defined as 1-5 years of service, and nine out of 10
were new to their school buildings, defined as within the past two years. Being new
presents a steep learning curve about the school building and district cultures, and also
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presents an opportunity for asking questions about how and why practices work the
way they do in this school and or district. While three vice principals expressed equity
being embedded in their practices every day, all vice principals brought forward that
equity conversations happen in informal and impromptu situations. Vice principals
mostly spoke highly of their building principals and administrative teams for having
equity-based conversations in relation to their everyday responsibilities in operating
the school. There was a wide range of feeling supported by the building and district
leadership for engaging in tough conversations, and the challenges they produced.
Ann described this as balancing a tension between asking honest questions and
not wanting to be too confrontational as a new administrator. There wasn’t so much a
formal mechanism or equity lens guiding her practice, but a desire from her
experiences as a teacher leader looking at achievement data, to ask questions about
patterns and practices within a school:
I just, I really try to keep that front and center. I really tried to like raise those
questions and raise those issues... Like, what are we missing? What piece are
we missing here? What are we, how are we, like, how do we know this I think
is, is a question that comes up a lot, right? Like, how do we know that this is
true, like what assumptions are we making? I think those are things that I
really try to bring to the table and questions that I really try to ask, even though
sometimes the response to that is not as I would like.
Questioning the status quo from an authentic place of understanding a new
environment was repeated by several vice principals. Gwen commented:
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…To be able to come in with a new set of eyes because a lot of people have
been there a long time. And to just be able to give that perspective, I think it,
you know… it has helped to start shifting the culture.
One of the concepts arising from vice principal comments is not that practices were
purposefully put in place to have adverse effects, but that staff had become
accustomed to inherited practices over time, and did not question these practices until
a new person came in and asks these questions.
David presented a more specific example of this in his district. He mentioned
that coming in new he asks why a lot. While there has been a lot of administrative
turnover in his district the past few years, the teaching force has been stable and has a
general attitude that this is the way we have always done things. In working with the
leadership team and department chairs to implement school-wide norms and decisionmaking processes, David described these processes as focused on what is the best
outcome for kids, who is this decision going to serve and who is underserved? He
described an example with the leadership team to look at failure rates from the
previous spring term when Covid-19 impacted learning. While many categories were
proportionally split to the high school demographics, Hispanic boys were two to three
times more likely to have failed classes across all departments in the school. Working
through some defensiveness, the question came up of data from previous semesters. A
leadership team member presented data demonstrating that this pattern existed in
semesters prior to Covid-19’s impact on spring semester. While teachers initially saw
this as a justification that they hadn’t done worse spring term, it opened up the
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discussion to serving this student population over time. David summed up this
experience in pointing out:
This actually is a really, really good conversation that we're getting into, but
it's not a defense. It's proving the exact point that we're talking about. Which is
that this is an issue systemically. And so, one of the big things that we dove
into as a team is like, okay, so what's the why?
Inherent in David’s example, along with Ann’s and Gwen’s, is that a libertarian view
for achievement and outcomes is the status quo assumption of the way school is done.
A new set of eyes asking questions about why these practices are done and outcomes
achieved, begins a process to look systemically at the taken for granted assumptions of
practices within a school building and their collective impact on student achievement.
Student belonging. The vice principal interview sample represents a spectrum
of typical urban and suburban high schools in Oregon. To understand how students of
color communicated their sense of belonging with vice principals, it is important to
understand the generalized mainstream culture of typical high schools. Jack provided
a picture of the high school environment at his school:
There's no specific defined school culture at a comprehensive school of this
size. That being said, our school very much has a white middle class and
upper middle-class suburban feel to it. … The general feel is a place that
highly values athletics. And values our athletic teams doing well. So, if you
don't fit that mold, even though many, many of our students do not fit that
mold. You're probably not in the mainstream here.
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Understanding this cultural backdrop is important to understanding how vice
principals respond to various situations in regards to student belonging. There was a
wide range of perspectives. Betty shared that students of color do not feel welcome in
her school or wider community. David shared that the school does not know if
Hispanic boys feel a sense of belonging as they have not implemented a means to gain
this insight. Frank shared that the majority of students of color at his high school are
English language learners who purposefully try to assimilate with the mainstream
student body. Jack’s high school, following their equity initiative to bring in student
voices mentioned, “What we were hearing from our brown and black students in terms
of what their experiences were here... we began to realize that, Gosh, we're not doing
quite as well as we thought we were doing.” Kevin brought forward the need to do a
better job of bringing in diverse student voices into mainstream school activities, and
while there was one successful assembly mentioned, there was not a sustained
program or means for incorporating these voices on a regular basis. Kevin suggested:
I think one of our challenges is our student government is mainly run by white
students who are trying to pad their resume for college. And so being able to
make space for those students who are not white, middle class students is
something that I think we need to face and deal with… I mean, there's some
active groups in our school that are not student government, but are part of
affinity groups. But those groups are smaller because they're a smaller part of
the population. And I think they sometimes feel disenfranchised by the powers
that be, that are running school quote unquote.
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This challenge expressed by Kevin was also mentioned by Betty, David, Gwen, Jack,
and Irene. This suggests that a common challenge for participants in the sample was
met with similar responses by the schools they are working in. It suggests that schools
respond to student needs in typical patterns. This patterned response is either trying to
include diverse students in mainstream activities or provide additional clubs and
activities for diverse students. More participants in the sample mentioned providing
additional clubs and activities, rather than inclusion into existing ones.
Clubs are a means for building student participation in a wide array of areas,
and while many of these are based on common activity interests, several vice
principals brought up student club formation as a means to address racial incidents that
happened in the school. David, Jack, Kevin, and Erin brought forward affinity-based
clubs created for a means of student belonging, while Irene and Gwen brought forward
students developing clubs in the wake of racial incidents. Affinity club development
became a means of regularly established communication between student groups and
administrators. Not only did clubs provide an avenue for students to productively
address incidents like singling out Chinese students in the wake of the Corona virus
pandemic, Trump supporters creating unwelcoming social environments at school and
community events, and racial slurs directed at Black students; club formation became
a formal school mechanism for administrators to engage with a broader group of
student leaders, a means to hear student experiences with their own voices, and
provided a mechanism for students to build community and positively influence their
schools through school-wide activities.
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While many vice principals mentioned the challenge of creating student
participation in mainstream activities at equal percentages to student populations in the
school, most mentioned adding clubs and working with diverse student populations,
rather than meaningful ways of including students in additional student organizations
as a response. The effort to expand student organizations as a material resource in
high schools exemplifies the liberal perspective of leveling the playing field and
creating equal opportunity for all. While having some transformative elements to
empower students, the tension between expanding student organizations and having
diverse representation within all student organizations, demonstrates how traditional
high school systems support the majority population and maintain the status quo.
Semi-formal and informal equity conversations. All vice principal
interviewees brought up having equity-based conversations with school staff.
Oregon’s Equity Lens and the OSBA sample policy do not specifically call out
engaging in conversations as a targeted practice. Earlier versions of school district
policies prior to 2016 called specifically for developing skills around racial
conversations, but this strategy did not make it into the OSBA sample policy. It did
return, however, in Oregon’s ESSA plan. Conversations were described as a personal
and professional obligation, yet no vice principals mentioned being directed by their
building administrators or district administration to engage specifically in these types
of conversations as part of their job responsibilities. The location or situation of every
conversation was not disclosed, but no vice principals mentioned these conversations
occurring within formal trainings or professional development time. They were
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mentioned occurring within staff, department, administrative team, and leadership
team meetings of various kinds. They were mentioned as part of one-on-one
conversations with teachers and administrative colleagues on a wide range of subjects
and situations. There was a wide variety of self-disclosed expertise, comfort levels,
and experience in having tough conversations around equity. Comments from Betty,
Jack, and Kevin show some of this range across districts.
Districts without infrastructure. Betty said:
Like I said, we do not have any official equity policy. So, if you go to our
board policies, nothing is in there. My prior district they have an equity policy,
they have an official equity lens. That's the expectation that equity is in every
conversation that you have. In this current district that I am in it actually, it
does come up in most conversations, which is great, but there's not a guiding
tool or an official thing, there hasn't been official training, things like that and
that's, I think, unfortunate. Yes, there's nothing official, but I am pleasantly
surprised when I'm in conversations with my principal that it does come up
often. I'm not sure how often it always comes up with teachers. There are
some teachers that it is something super important. Others, not so much.
Betty’s comments show some of the differences between districts, and she suggests
that district expectation, tools, and training had a positive impact on her former
district. Her comments also suggest, that while administrators may have some of these
conversations, there was no structure or expectation for engaging teachers in this
work.
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Districts with infrastructure. Jack offers a different perspective:
So, you don't hear that, well, you know, I'm just going to do the same thing for
everybody. I'm just gonna, I'm not gonna worry about issues of race and issues
focusing on my underserved populations. So that initial which, although not
said, that resistance and not that those beliefs don't exist. People don't socially
do that anymore, outwardly. Which means that in evaluation conversations
and in coaching conversations I have with teachers following observations. I
can ask them questions about, you know, so I noticed there was the, the two
kids who are also ELD students in the back of your classroom who didn't seem
to say anything. A lot. The whole lesson. What do you think was going on
with them?
Jack’s comments demonstrate how the district expectation has shifted the culture and
created space for this vice principal to engage in equity conversations as part of
teacher coaching, and evaluation.
Social context. Kevin’s comments demonstrate how schools can be influenced
by current events, and that administrator attitudes can shift:
There's a teacher in our district who has tried to promote an ethnic studies
program in the district that connects to the community college and I asked the
administrator in charge, my principal, to add it and she wasn't really
comfortable to add it. But I continued to prod her and then the incident with
George Floyd occurred, the murder. And all of a sudden, she was very
interested in having the program in place. Which is kind of interesting,
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actually, as well. I think that some of the current events in our society are
pushing people to make more decisions about race, that they were reticent to
make before.
Kevin’s comments show the broader context beyond the school day and how sociocultural changes do influence administrators and penetrate into decision-making and
policies in schools. Taken together, these three vice principals demonstrate a
spectrum of how district and building practices impact administrative leadership,
regardless of efforts by individual administrators.
Capacity building. Development of administrator capacity to have the
knowledge and skills to engage in equity-based conversations was not mentioned
specifically. Some vice principals mentioned prior trainings earlier in their careers, in
former districts, or through university credentialing programs, yet no vice principals
mentioned being part of on-going capacity building for equity-based conversations.
All vice principals commented in one way or another to wanting more training and
expertise in having racial and equity-based conversations.
While many vice principals brought up having positive conversations with
their administrative teams around equity, the conversations and situations presented by
vice principals with staff were of challenges and difficulties with these conversations.
Erin brought forward this sentiment in her comment, “I've been in this business long
enough to hear, “‘and this too shall pass’ and my thought is, that's a sad day when you
have people saying, and this too shall pass with respect to equity.” Irene pointed out
how difficult this is for vice principals when she commented, “but there's just that
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minority of teachers that I think they won't even listen… and so sometimes you just
have to kind of move on and go on to the work with the 90% that are willing to work.”
School improvement. Conversations between staff and vice principals were
seen by the participants as a means towards school improvement and improved
outcomes. Participants viewed these conversations as a capacity-building opportunity
and a necessary component of their job duties. Kevin brought this concept forward in
his comments, “I think one of the most important aspects of equity is that people are
comfortable to talk about the kinds of discrimination and oppression that occur in
schools… I try to jump into those conversations.” Irene summarized this sentiment in
her comments about working with staff at different stages of the equity continuum:
But we're always having conversations. And there's a few that don't want to
give a little bit here and there. They just have no understanding. They're trying,
you know, it's the… They're the ones who are still stuck with treating
everybody the same. Right. ‘I don't see color.’ There's a few of those…
You know, you just keep trying. That's all I do. I keep trying.
Irene’s comment focused on the continual effort needed to bring people along and also
mentioned uncertainty about what would actually move teacher’s understanding. She
questioned whether or not student stories would be a better means to change hearts
and minds than conversations. Irene’s district has an equity policy and has addressed
equity for a number of years, while Betty’s new district doesn’t have an equity policy,
but she was grateful for equity coming up without an official policy or equity lens.
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Organizational Influence. Frank pointed out challenges being a white
administrator willing to engage in tough conversations without having a district
framework or support for doing so:
It is a very much a white space that is grounded in a belief of elitism… It is
still very much a white space that is struggling to engage in white-on-white
conversations around issues of race. It will frequently detour to conversations
of, you know, socio economic status or special education status… I've
definitely had those challenges and… I think I underestimated the influence
with which you know white supremacy and elitism operate within the
system…But again, I think it's the work that as a white man in in this role, you
know it's one that I can continue, continue that work that I know needs to be
done in very much white spaces. And so, I think it's continuing it. I think it is
challenging when it is not very much part of the culture within a district, when
it actually comes to some of those challenging conversations.
Frank’s personal commitment comes out despite operating within a traditional high
school environment and community. Harold echoed Frank’s sentiment of not having
district support for these conversations and emphasized that in some cases this stems
from district personnel perspectives that they are meeting all students’ needs, or doing
just fine in academic achievement. Kevin reiterated this point about the absence of
support of a district environment for having tough conversations in his comments
about his district’s focus on other areas of equity over a several year period, “But we
didn't train on how to have conversations about race, or how to infuse equity into our
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thinking as a community.” Ann and Gwen mentioned the challenge of having a
building principal who was making efforts, but did not have the personal awareness,
knowledge, or expertise in moving an equity agenda forward.
More challenges within the organization. David provided further details into
the complex dynamics of being a white male vice principal advancing equity work in
schools. As a new school leader building relationships and trust amongst staff and
community members, David described his current district as being culturally the
whitest place he has ever worked. This presents two opposite complex situations.
One being:
Eye opening conversations with community members that feel very
comfortable sharing with me exactly how they feel because I'm a white male.
And those conversations are incredibly challenging and incredibly
uncomfortable, especially because I'm not going to just silently sit through
them. Because that's not the work that I was charged to do, that's not fair to the
other folks that could have had my job that didn't, that didn't end up in this
position.
An assumed white solidarity presents one set of challenges that David discussed
working through, and the other was staff disappointment in yet again, another white
administrator being hired when there was an opportunity to diversify the building
leadership. David addressed this second situation in addressing his building’s equity
team about his hire:
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And so, my job in this role is to be an advocate and an ally for the work that
we're trying to do. And that starts with me owning who I am, the position that
I represent, and the advantages that come with that. And how do I use that to
help us drive that work, because I have found in my career that being a white
male I get into a lot of the conversation, I, I'm able to get into those
conversations very easily.
In addition to David’s personal commitment and awareness, this demonstrates the
need to have a multifaceted approach to equity work for staff from all backgrounds,
and that equity work is moved through conversations of all kinds.
Prioritizing equity means talking about equity. Schools and district have been
charged with building capacity to achieve equitable outcomes for students. This
human capital construct is presented throughout Oregon’s Equity Lens, school board
policies, Oregon’s Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), and Oregon’s equity stance as
intentional, systemic strategies that build capacity throughout all levels of the school
system. This is summarized in commitment one of Oregon’s ESSA plan, “As a state,
prioritizing equity means actively initiating and leading conversations about equity”
(ODE, 2017, p. 11). Equity as a means to educational success is built through
conversations and relationships. Vice principals are a key constituency in leading and
building this capacity throughout schools. As evidenced from these findings, vice
principals work under a complex set circumstances that are influenced by their
personal backgrounds and expertise, as well as their building, district, and community
environments.
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Context of school and district. Even with controlling the interview sample
for 9-12 grade high schools in Oregon, there was a wide variance of sizes, regional
communities, and district cultures represented. There were schools and districts all
along the continuum from having little or no history and experience implementing
education equity to those with longer histories throughout the past decade. Four of ten
vice-principals said their districts have district equity teams. Two of the remaining six
said they were starting to see development of district equity teams in their districts.
Reflecting on her district, Gwen commented:
I don't think there's even an equity committee at the district level, although
there has been some talk about that. So, I'm not really seeing it. You know,
there's more happening in schools, but I've not seen it district, you know, as a
district initiative or as a district.
Six of ten vice principals said their school buildings have equity teams. One
mentioned a district directive to implement building equity teams. Irene commented:
There's kind of a renewed, I don't know, push for, …it hasn't been mandated
and now it's like, now it's like every school has to have an equity team, you
have to have an equity team. So that is new… I think that's what the district is
really trying to figure out this year… how are we going to address these things
in a consistent way.
While Irene had been in schools within this district with equity teams, as an
organizational strategy this district was still developing a systemic approach, which
necessitated what was referred to as a mandate. Irene clarified that it was a new
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expectation of the superintendent, suggesting district leadership is required for
systematization of the strategy across buildings.
Most equity teams were mentioned as being grass roots efforts or started by
school building staff. Frank, whose district does not have an equity team, mentioned
his building efforts and commented:
And I think that we have a very committed group of individuals that are on the
equity team and they are working on leading school wide professional
development on equity. You know, looking at teaching practices grading
practices. You know the outcomes that we see with within our school. So, I
would say there are pockets within buildings, within departments.
Frank’s comment was echoed by other participants, who also mentioned teachers
getting together organically on their own initiative to work on equity issues. Kevin
gave an example, “There were a lot of teachers that wanted to start to talk more about
race, specifically due to the George Floyd murder. And so, I jumped in to help them to
do that.” Kevin’s example shows an administrator supporting the initiative started by
a small group of teachers in the building. Harold mentioned:
We got zero guidance and yet we had a grassroots effort here, at the high
school. It said like we'd like to put together a book club and it kind of started
from that and to like, like an advisory group and then it just kind of morphed
into that. So that is a volunteer antiracism group… And so, if our district is
not, are unwilling to provide us with any professional development. We're
going to take it on ourselves.
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Harold’s example shows a reaction by building staff to start their own equity team due
to a lack of guidance from this district.
Three of ten vice principals said their district uses a district equity lens. Two
mentioned having a district equity leader. None of these response rates from the
sample suggest wide spread, systemic efforts across the nine districts represented.
Vice principals talked about their specific school and district contexts in terms of datadriven decision making, vertical articulation, and COVID-19 responses.
Data-driven decision making. Many vice principals mentioned collaborative
equity conversations amongst their administrative teams, yet fewer mentioned datadriven decision making outside of discussing departmental and school wide grades,
attendance, or generalized discipline patterns. While Jack brought forward No Child
Left Behind’s (NCLB) emphasis on disaggregated data having a positive effect on
school district efforts to look at their data for decision-making, he was one of only two
vice principals who talked positively about using disaggregated data with teachers at
the classroom level. It was evident from the example that the building and district
used data systematically and was making efforts to include teachers in this process.
Jack’s example centered on school-wide class participation data for advanced courses,
while Ann’s example focused on passing rates with the 9th grade on-track team. Irene
mentioned that her administrative team is very data oriented, looking at grades,
attendance, enrollment patterns, and state test scores. However, while there were
some efforts to share broad data with teachers, Irene expressed concern over singling
teachers out for their success rates:
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So, the grade data was put in… so we looked at it and this is where we kind of
saw that 50% of the F's are Hispanic students and you know, we talked as a
team. I just said the teachers need to see it. They need to see this because we
are an anti-racist district; we are supposed to be an anti-racist school right, we
have committed to this and our superintendent is clear about it. The principal
has been clear about it. I'm like, if you know, and we've talked. We've had PD
and we've talked about, you know, systems in place and I just said they have to
see this. We didn't show them everything… go by classes because we also
have that data, you know… which kind of singles teachers out so we can’t do
that, but I said just show them the overall data, you know I think if everyone
who's saying they're committed to anti-racism sees this, like at least some of
them. It has to be a little bit of a wakeup call.
While there is an effort share data with the teachers, Irene’s quote demonstrates that,
while some groundwork has been laid in the district, the processes and culture has not
made its way to the building level. A level of trust and a common practice has not
been established.
Ann’s and Irene’s discussions brought up two similar points. One was a lack
of historical practice and lack of a structure for working with teachers to look at
success data. Ann discussed working with teachers to get them to a comfort level of
looking at their own data:
But what I'm trying to get to is, I'm trying to get teachers to the place where
they're comfortable enough to look at their own data and to know that we're
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looking at me because we're looking at their data like individual teacher data.
But for them to look at their, their own data for their own kids and see that as a
comparison to the whole right, because we know from the freshman success
work that just like having, just seeing that data and like being in a space where
you're open to process through it can actually help achievement.
Irene talked more about how to present data at appropriate and informative levels for
positive professional development conversations. The second common point was that
individual expertise in the buildings allowed for these practices to develop. Irene
brought forward that one of the vice principals did great work with spreadsheets and
disaggregating data for her team, while Ann mentioned a longer history of working
with data disaggregation in previous roles as a teacher leader.
While Jack, Ann, and Irene saw data-driven decision-making as a means to
positively impact teacher attitudes and awareness and to improve student outcomes,
Betty and Harold brought forward using disaggregated data to investigate discipline
patterns. Both brought forward disparate discipline rates for racial groups, as well as
disciplining boys more frequently than girls. Harold’s comments bring forward two
important points about data-driven decision making; frequency and district guidance.
When asked about working with teachers, data, and outcomes, the reply was, “I can
tell you honestly and truthfully here. We don’t look at data until it comes out pretty
much at the end of the year.” Harold acknowledged the need to look at their data
better and to use it as a means for knowing whether their programs and interventions
are working. He also pointed out that while the district has the ability to pull more
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robust data than the building, he did not see those with access to the data spending
much time working with the data, let alone sharing and leading this work with
building leadership.
Four out of ten vice principals mentioned data-driven decision-making as a
common practice in their school or district. Disaggregated data has been an emphasis
in federal and state legislation for the past two decades and is the first commitment
listed in the Oregon School Board A equity sample policy. Efforts to utilize
achievement data of all kinds for differentiating supports fits into the democratic
liberal view of equity. Examples of data-driven decision making and having systems
in place to make this a systemic practice throughout school buildings and districts was
not commonplace in vice principal equity discourse.
District-wide coordination. Vice principal feelings about being supported by
school districts was mixed. Many more vice principals expressed being supported by
their building principals and administrative teams rather than by districts at large.
These feelings were in terms of being supported in conflictual situations with staff and
community members. Five out of ten vice principals described their districts as very
supportive of equity in general, but it was unclear what they meant. Each situation
that it came up in was a bit different. It appeared to be like an on and off switch.
Either a district vocally supported equity or they were silent. While individual support
is important, systemic support or district-wide coordination was brought up multiple
times by many vice principals as a challenging aspect of their work. Kevin
summarized this challenge in comments on applying an equity tool across his district:
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I think the difference is that some people who were committed to equity in
their building tried to adopt it and use it. I also think the tool was not very well
designed for some everyday decisions… And I also think that there wasn't a lot
of value placed on using it by leadership for a period of time. So, if, if a
superintendent says you shall use this in your school improvement plan when
you design your school improvement plan. Then people are going to use it, but
if no one says to do that then they don't use it. And they had some real go
getters that knew about the tool or tried it and tried it with different things.
Inconsistency of application across a district, or as vice principals moved from one
district to another, was a common thread to these comments.
One aspect of articulation is from a district to its buildings. Harold voiced
articulation as a district short coming. He felt it was a challenge to implement
specialized supports for students and families with unique needs, even when multiple
buildings saw success in a building’s pilot program. Harold said, “So, I mean, there's
a real hesitancy to do anything unless it's mandated by the state in this school. And
this district.” In this example, a promising practice was thwarted due to a lack of
systemic willingness and coordination. This demonstrates the positive influence
Oregon Department of Education (ODE) and district leadership can have.
There were a wide variety of negative and positive comments about district
coordination and support. Frank and Betty brought forwards concerns about
influential community members acting against equity initiatives and actively
protesting district equity initiatives. Jack and Irene presented positive examples of
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superintendents’ efforts to expand equity structures and processes throughout their
district. A few mentioned having equity plans that mostly live on a website or shelf.
Gwen brought forward the example of a building administrator not having the
expertise to lead equity work and limited direction from the district to guide this
process. Erin brought up two examples of challenges implementing equity plans. One
hiccup was accessing grant funding for building equity plans when funding got held
up at the district level. Even being supportive of the plans, the building was told by
the district to spend their own funds to make it happen. Second was a skill training for
teachers which got derailed by staff participation. Some teachers were very interested,
others not so much. The goal was to train all teachers in the building, but without
leverage and district support, requiring the uninterested to participate was a challenge.
Many complex relationships are interconnected with district-wide coordination
in a school building and within a district. Vice principals expressed having fewer
challenges and more positive experiences in schools and districts where district
guidance in equity work was prevalent.
Context of career path. As the entry-level position in school administration,
many new vice principals must look outside of their school district for their first
position. Seven of the ten vice principals were within one to five years of becoming
an administrator. Five vice principals mentioned having previous roles within their
current district, while the other five had been in their current roles less than three years
and were in a new school district. Vice principals discussed equity in terms of training
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and mentorship from prior districts, university credentialing, and supervisory
challenges.
Vice principals referred to training received in previous school districts or
earlier stages in their careers. Many of these referred to previously working for
districts that had more comprehensive district equity frameworks, having been part of
training initiatives over multiple years, and the challenges of finding themselves in
districts that are not as far along with equity work.
Frank mentioned being grateful for professional mentors from equity trainings
and his previous district who were leaders in equity work and who helped him develop
his understanding of how to systematize equity work. Part of the challenge expressed
was how to push equity forward in a new district without developed equity leadership.
Frank said, “we have to learn to have that like explicit anti-racist education, but at the
same time… our students and communities and families of color can't wait for
dominant white educators to feel comfortable enough…” Betty reiterated this
perspective in her statement:
As I compare the two school districts that I've worked in I almost, why don't
almost, I do think that's played out because my former district is adamant
about, yes, you're getting trained you're doing this. We're having
conversations. I don't care if you like it or you don't. We're putting you in
these situations we're putting you in these conversations. And I think over
time, being in those places and learning and experiencing it. You then begin to
change your mind set about it… I would like teachers and staff in my current
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district to have to experience these trainings and be in these conversations and
feel uncomfortable and to see the impacts, because I think that's when you start
to shift your own mindset because you're going to reflect, you're going to think
about that moment, you're going to think about that conversation.
Betty’s and Frank’s sentiments speak to the majority culture’s perceived right to
comfort and the district’s role in leading and sustaining equity work. Oregon equity
policies speak to intentional examination of current systemic practices and vice
principals expressed experiencing vastly different environments for supporting equity
work as they move from district to district. This challenge was discussed and
reinforced by Ann, David, and Gwen.
University credentialing was also brought up as an avenue for supporting
equity work. Several vice principals mentioned having positive experiences related to
equity training in their own licensure programs and brought forward their perception
that teacher preparation programs were doing a better job of infusing equity awareness
into their curricula. While Irene did think teacher education programs were
improving, she presented the challenge she experiences in terms of having a teaching
force without prior experience on how to scaffold instruction for English language
learners, or without a basic understanding of white privilege:
We tend to have the hardest time with educators who are coming from
privilege and who, who just, I don't know. You know, they want to believe
we're still in a meritocracy… And it's just overcoming that… if you work hard,
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you can do whatever you want, you know, and so that's, I don't know, it's just,
it's hard work. It's frustrating at times.
Irene’s comments point to professional development needed to support equity work
from pre-service training and throughout an educator’s career. It also points to the
district’s responsibility to build capacity within its administrators for leading equity
work and for a systemic framework to support individual administrators. Ann
summarized this perspective in her comment discussing how she has colleagues in
other districts that are further along than her current district:
I feel like we're still at the beginning stages and that that can be frustrating to
me. But that being said, there's more of a plan this year, I think, then there's
been. And the district office is, is trying to like build more capacity within the
administrators, so that the administrators can build more capacity within the
staff.
Building capacity within districts was a recurrent theme among vice principals’ equity
discourse. Vice principals expressed a willingness to engage in the supervisory and
mentorship needed to further equity work in their districts. However, there were
varying degrees of district support and infrastructure for developing these processes
systematically.
As a state system, the context of career path equity discourse speaks to the
identities of vice principals and the capacity for Oregonians to achieve collective
prosperity. Educators do not remain within one school or district, but move
throughout the state. While a need to strengthen equity leadership capacity exists, vice
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principals expressed a commitment to their roles as educators and expressed needing
systemic support to further this work. They saw professional development
organizations, university credentialling, and some school districts as engines for
pushing this systematization forward.
Context of awareness. Two of the ten vice principals disclosed personal nonmajority identities, two brought forward family upbringings, two mentioned
international experiences, and five mentioned working or growing up in more diverse
settings than their current school communities or Oregon in general. Vice principals
brought their personal sense of education equity with them to work every day and
strived to enact those beliefs. While those beliefs are ongoing, as Weick (1995) would
suggest, or in development, they appeared firmly established. Meaning, vice
principals did their best to act on their beliefs within the organization and within the
situations they encountered. While the vice principals interviewed were a typical
sample of the majority white population and evenly split between genders, vice
principals in the interview sample provided one-third of the democratic liberal
education equity definitions in the larger sample from across the state and all of the
definitions categorized as transformative. None of the vice principals interviewed
were categorized as libertarian. Throughout many responses to a variety of questions,
vice principals brought forward comments about equity awareness in general, their
personal assessments of how awareness and allyship function in education, and their
policy knowledge.
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Personal awareness. Kevin presents the challenge of educators being at
different stages of racial awareness and what this means for the state:
I think race is a more insidious problem than gender. And I think that over
time there will be more changes in the way that people do things, but, but now
people have a lot more work to do. And some people are getting there. And
some people are still working on it. But everyone's sort of on a different path
in the road, and I think because we have differences in where people are at and
there's so much complexity to race. It's going to take longer for people to shift
their policy and their practices around it.
While it is commonplace to have this variance, it presents the question of what to do
about it. Oregon Department of Education and school district equity policies have
declared a commitment to addressing systemic inequities and advancing equity goals.
Disseminating these practices throughout a state with 197 school districts, seven
distinct geographic regions, and a cross section of urban and rural communities
presents challenges regardless of a supposed homogeneity of being Oregonians.
Racial Awareness. Racial awareness was presented in two different situations,
general communal awareness and individual awareness. Betty spoke to the
dysconsciousness of the need for equity work across the state and how the expressed
commitment in equity policies to graduate students ready to participate in diverse
local, national, and global communities is not really seen as part of her district’s
mission:
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It's a tough scenario we live in a very white state and so many people have this
mentality where, well, I don't even have any black or brown kids in my school.
Why do I need equity training? When in reality, you're the exact person that
needs equity training…it's all of these white communities that actually need it
the most. Because they rarely have to interact and so they don't have a daily
concept or understanding… these communities that lack diversity need equity
training the most and the state of Oregon lacks diversity, period. So, trying to
convince and, and to help white people understand that can be difficult. So,
I’m, I'm thankful for the training and the experiences I've had. And I know I
have so much more to learn. And I stumble and fall and screw up and say the
wrong thing. I just have to be willing to continue to learn.
In addition to bringing forward the recognition that equity work helps sustain all
Oregonians regardless of race, it also presents a positive attitude towards personal
learning and the willingness to make mistakes. This sentiment was echoed by Harold,
David, Irene and Gwen. Jack expanded the discussion of awareness beyond personal
growth and learning from mistakes to being aware of oneself, identity, and power
dynamics throughout daily interactions:
One element of it is as a white guy and as a middle-aged white guy who when
students are here, often has a tie on, I am very aware of my individual
interactions with kids when they are in my office space or in the hallway and
that is implicitly and whether we're stating it or even outwardly aware of it or
not, race is playing a role in those in those interactions. And so just
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maintaining that awareness in my own head and trying to keep an eye out for
whether or not students are responding to me in a certain way, as a result of
that. And that might be white students who have a certain level of comfort and
maybe sense of entitlement. It might be African American students who have
a certain wariness. But just trying to keep that- know that, that, that issues of
race exists whether or not there's actually outward conflicts. We carry that
with us. And so, trying to be aware of that.
Jack’s comments demonstrate an action-oriented process of equity work that takes a
conscious effort throughout a person’s daily interactions. Betty and Jack demonstrate
an awareness of allyship; being aware of racial dynamics, taking personal
responsibility and working towards more equitable outcomes.
Taking a stance. Frank made a comment that furthers this understanding as a
means to challenging systemic oppression:
I definitely think in the, in the skin that I'm in, and in the roles that I play, you
know, I find, you know, equity, very much being a stance. A belief that we
work towards. You know, kind of acknowledgment that we have to improve
our systems, basically, you know, we have our- the goals that are that our
system has and then we have the reality of the outcomes that we see. And so,
it's working in the different roles that we're in, in the interactions that we have
to close those gaps.
Franks’ comments allude to the new wording of the Oregon Department of
Education’s equity stance whereby education equity is defined with an action
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orientation of equitable implementation. It also alludes to the restructuring and
dismantling of systems and institutions that create the disparate outcomes and striving
to close these opportunity gaps.
Continual learning. Vice principals in the interview sample demonstrated a
collective desire to continue their own learning and professional equity development.
There was a collective willingness to expand staff capacity for equity work as a
leadership action. All vice principals expressed wanting to develop their
communication skills for race and equity-based conversations. Vice principals
expressed a desire to continue their own learning through visiting other schools and
programs, learning how to train staff better, ongoing personal privilege exploration,
learning how to evaluate equity performance of teachers, and how to support specific
student populations like English Language Learners to a higher degree. Capacity
building has many complex dynamics with educators and communities at all degrees
of the awareness continuum. Vice principals expressed wanting guidance and support
to further capacity development amongst staff. Vice principals expressed equity work
as a highly personal endeavor, and a challenging one:
Through the job change for me like becoming an administrator through
switching districts, learning a new district. I really have been trying to keep
like my own like equity values like close you know and, and at the forefront.
It's so easy for them sometimes to like slip into the background. And I know
that that's a privilege that I hold. And so, I try to keep that in mind as well… I
hold a lot of privilege in the system. I think about that a lot.
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Ann’s comments point to the ongoing challenge of balancing a person’s personal
equity stance and their personal awareness of their own equity journey with the
awareness stage of the school building, district, and community cultures in which they
work.
Lessons learned: COVID and distance learning. Vice principals were very
proud of their administrative teams’ efforts responding the COVID-19 pandemic and
the move to comprehensive distance learning. Vice principals spoke highly of
teachers and their adaptability, as well as their participation in contacting students and
families. Vice principals were asked if their concept of equity has changed since
COVID-19 and most had a similar variance to Jack’s response who said:
I don't know if my concepts of it have changed, but I'm seeing more acutely the
impact of poverty on education. I'm seeing more acutely the impact of
immigration status on education… Again, it's not it's not a change, but our
reminder that not just educational outcomes but health outcomes differ by race
across this country.
Vice principal after vice principal brought out the common theme that inequities have
been highlighted since the onset of the pandemic and have become more visible. One
aspect of this is that, prior to the pandemic, vice principals expressed a disconnect
between many teachers and a connection with students’ lives outside of school. The
pandemic has brought these inequities to the forefront where they can’t be
compartmentalized. Erin discussed separating the haves and have nots, the students
who can and choose to engage and those that choose not to engage or cannot engage
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due to helping the family with work, child care, or other responsibilities. Gwen voiced
this as not surprising, that they have always known students do not have equal access
to resources and that people have other things going on in their lives that impact their
ability to be at school or to be successful in school. She said, “What we have learned
just reinforces what we've kind of known. I think it's provided us an opportunity to
really dig in deep and respond to those needs.” Ann brought this out in her comments:
One, there's become such a focus on connecting with families. And that's one
place where I feel like we've done there's a focus on connecting with families
in a way that I've never seen before… or maybe it's just set the new norm of
we should be doing this all the time. Maybe this will kind of help us carry that
forward…
All of these sentiments reflect an opportunity within the crisis, an ability to learn and
improve high schools’ ability to serve the whole student.
Finally, many vice principals expressed a deepened understanding of
technology inequities, as even schools and districts that provided laptops to all their
students found many issues with WiFi connectivity and lack of internet access. While
vice principals, schools, and districts responded to the pandemic by acting upon
principles of fairness and justice to allocate resources, opportunity, and treatment and
create success, there were different levels of prior understanding about how these
inequities exist in our society and how they impact schooling in general. While all of
the vice principals were previously aware of the social inequities, one element
expressed was how many teachers were not previously cognizant of the inequities or
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were not aware of how deep the inequities outside of school really are and how they
impact school performance.
Policy awareness. Vice principals were asked directly about their knowledge
of their district’s and the state’s equity policies. The responses contained nervous
laughter, expressed embarrassment, questions if their district had a policy, and efforts
to express some knowledge around the policies. One vice principal mentioned how
their district’s policy was used to create an equity lens, two demonstrated some
general knowledge around state equity policies, two talked around knowing some
aspects of Oregon’s Equity Lens and policy leaders over time, and several brought out
the recent “All Students Belong” guidance from the Oregon Department of Education,
but none could remember the name of the guidance document. Therefore, in the
broadest sense, one vice principal had some knowledge of her district school board
policy and two had some knowledge of Oregon equity policies. Two vice principals
were acutely aware that their current districts did not have equity policies. When one
vice principal was asked about his district not having a policy, but having an equity
plan found on his district’s website, he responded, “I think it lives on the website.”
Taken together, vice principals interviewed did not have much direct knowledge of
district or state equity policies. This did not affect their commitment to equity
principles and goals, nor did it drive their actions.
Jack’s district has an equity policy and is further along than many districts in
the interview sample. Reflecting on his district’s policy implementation process, his
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statement might provide insight into how policy development intersects with district
and building level equity work:
The district policy followed a few years of work. So, it wasn't like we're doing
this policy. Now we've got to start doing this district-wide professional
development, training administrators and training teachers. I think a lot of the
district-wide professional development. The equity lens that our district has,
the equity stance that our district has written, much of that came before the
actual board adoption of the policy. And so, the policy, I guess, gives some
weight to it and gives some teeth to it if need be.
Jack’s comment speaks to a point echoed by many vice principals in the interview
sample. That being, pockets of equity work and equity teams exist throughout schools
and districts, and often times emerge from grass roots efforts of caring educators
coming together to address inequitable student outcomes and systems in their schools.
The coordination and leadership of these efforts throughout Jack’s district over time,
created an infrastructure to support this work systematically across a school district.
Jack’s view was that policy was an outgrowth of this collaborative work and
leadership and that school board policy underpinned and provided credence to the
equity work of these educators.
Summary
Vice principals discussed education equity in the context of job
responsibilities, the context of stakeholder communications, the context of schools and
districts, the context of career paths, and the context of personal equity journeys. Vice
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principals depicted a range of ideas along the liberal, democratic liberal, and
transformative continuum on equity views. Interviews brought forward many
concepts embedded in the Oregon equity policy landscape. Vice principals presented
a range of school building and district scenarios that demonstrate a complex education
environment in Oregon. The snapshot of vice principal education equity definitions
from across Oregon, the decade long education equity policy development, and the
sampled vice principal interviews present a dynamic picture of the education equity
discourse in Oregon.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Chapter five begins with a summary of the study thus far, including the
introduction, methodology and findings. A discussion of the findings is followed by a
discussion of the implications of the study, limitations, suggestions for further
research, and closing remarks.
Study Summary
This study sought to understand the connection between how the achievement
gap is maintained year in and year out, and how 4-year cohort graduation rates as
outcome measure are representative of this inequity. Education researchers view these
gaps from various ideological perspectives, typically aligned to how they view
inequality in the broader society. While 4-year cohort graduation rates have been
raised for all students and some gaps have been narrowed over the past decade, the
trendlines for educational outcomes in Oregon depict a familiar achievement gap that
warrants further investigation (See Figure 1 and Figure 2). This study seeks to utilize
education equity definitions, equity policies, and the ideological underpinnings of
administrators to better understand the education system in which they work. Vice
principals were chosen as the focus of this study as they are educational leaders at the
nexus of administration, staff, students, and families, in the daily operations of
schools. As such, their beliefs, values and attitudes towards education equity and how
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these are integrated into their leadership practices is critical for understanding the
implementation process of equity-based reforms in 9-12 grade high schools.
Methodology. This single-case instrumental case study employed critical
discourse analysis to understand vice principal education equity discourse. Critical
Discourse Analysis (CDA) is a qualitative analytical approach to examine the ways in
which discourses construct, maintain, and legitimize social inequalities (Wodak &
Meyer, 2016; Mullet 2018). Van Dijk’s sociocognitive approach to CDA is
characterized by the discourse-cognition-society triangle and ideological square,
suggesting the relations between discourse and society are cognitively mediated. Van
Dijk’s approach is a means to explore vice principal sensemaking and the ideological
constructs therein, through discursive analysis of texts. Purposeful and maximum
variation sampling attempted to generate a statewide sample; however, convenience
sampling of participants limited this scope. Data were collected through an online
survey, semi-structured interviews, and document analysis. Concept, in vivo, and
pattern coding were applied in analysis of the personal education equity definitions
from the online survey and of the interview transcripts. Document analysis started
from close readings of the policy texts stemming from the research base in the
literature review. These three data sources were triangulated to get a composite
picture of the vice principal education equity discourse in Oregon.
Findings. The three data sources were discussed independently, and
collectively. Personal education equity definitions were discussed and categorized
into Allbright et al.’s (2019) typology. A document analysis of the Oregon School
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Boards Association sample equity policy and district school board policies were
analyzed, along with Oregon’s Equity Lens, Oregon’s Every Student Succeeds Act,
and Oregon’ Equity Stance, to explicate the policy language and to reveal beliefs,
values, and attitudes about education equity and policy solutions to ameliorate
inequitable outcomes. Interview findings presented thick, rich descriptions of vice
principal perspectives in five contexts of their role responsibilities within high schools.
These contexts can be understood in terms of ideas from the ideological perspectives
in the definitions analysis, and from the education equity concepts and strategies
within the policy documents. Taken together, this triangulation of data sources depicts
a vice principal education equity discourse.
Discussion of Findings
Vice principal education equity discourse in Oregon is illuminated through the
triangulation of three constructs: the personal education equity definitions of those
involved directly in the discourse, the state and district equity policies designed to
shape the discourse, and the thoughts and interpretations of those who implement the
policies in their own voice. This discourse analysis explores the two research
questions by seeking to understand the ideological views of education equity within
these three constructs and how they cross-reference one another. Sensemaking of
education equity amongst vice principals is not a linear or direct process. It appears
that a vice principals’ efficacy at integrating his or her beliefs into leadership practices
is impacted more by the organizational culture and system of “equity work” that is in
place (or not) within a school building and school district, then it is strictly by vice
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principal efforts to enact their personal beliefs. This study investigated the role of the
individual educator and his or her beliefs in understanding how sensemaking is done.
The first research question, how do Oregon high school vice-principals make sense
of education equity in their leadership practices, centered on the enactment of beliefs,
values and attitudes into everyday behaviors in schools. The second research
question, how do Oregon high school vice principals integrate their personal
sensemaking of education equity with district and state equity policies, centered on
how these behaviors are impacted by equity policy. Three findings emerged from the
triangulation of data depicting vice principal education equity discourse in this study:
1) Strong ideological unity of equity concepts between state, district, and personal
definitions, 2) Equity policy does not appear to drive individual leadership practices of
vice principals in the sample, and 3) Integrating beliefs of education equity into
leadership practices by vice principals appears to be impacted by school and district
environments. Each data source, personal education equity definitions, policy
documents, and vice principal interviews stands alone presenting aspects of how
education equity is conceptualized. As a composite view, these three findings
reinforce how this discourse is shaped by many factors that intersect one another,
providing a glimpse into the complicated context of schools and districts within the
public education system in Oregon. The three findings are represented graphically in
Figure 4, and depict how each data source does or does not reinforce the findings from
the other sources.
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Figure 4. Triangulation of Study Findings. The three data sources are connected as
components of the vice principal education equity discourse. The double arrows show
the interconnection with the other two sources. The equal to, not equal to and question
mark symbols depict the relationship of the findings between each source. These
relationships will be explained in more detail in the following sections.
Vice principals sensemaking of education equity. Vice principals make
sense of education equity in their leadership practices in the context of job
responsibilities, stakeholder communications, schools and districts, career paths, and
the context of personal and policy awareness. This sensemaking process was
grounded in their identity construction as vice principals, their job responsibilities as
educational leaders within the public school system, and their professional roles within
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distinct district and school organizational structures (Weick, 1995). Interview
responses depicted all seven elements of the sensemaking process. Vice principals
were retrospective of their experiences in their current roles as vice principals, and in
their former roles as educators. They shared these experiences and stories as
thoughtful reflective practitioners. Vice principals were enactive of sensible
environments, reflecting on their roles within many school related interactions. They
demonstrated an ongoing processing of events, bringing up current examples,
examples from past years, and discussed being in the processes of ongoing activities.
Vice principals were focused on and by extracted cues as they made sense of their new
situations in light of previous experiences in other schools and districts. They
demonstrated a propensity for continual learning, adjusting their understandings, and
discussing education equity in terms of plausibility rather than accuracy. Together,
these behaviors depict vice principals’ sensemaking of education equity as a highly
individualized belief system developed over many years of an educational career, and
lived history of personal experiences. It is social, developed through personal history
and acting within education systems throughout one’s life and career. Collective
sensemaking is negotiated with colleagues and staff, many of whom may not have
similar education equity beliefs and values to the administrator, school or district
(Coburn, 2001; Spillane, Reiser, & Reimer, 2002). Vice principals in the study
integrate these beliefs and values into their everyday leadership practices through a
personal and professional commitment as servant leaders to create more equitable
student outcomes and a more socially just world.
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Sensemaking of education equity with district and state equity policies.
Neither state nor district equity policy appears to be driving leadership practices of
vice principals in the interview sample. This finding addresses research question two,
on how do Oregon high school vice-principals integrate their personal sensemaking of
education equity with district and state equity policies? Data revealed that the
assumption in the research question of a direct connection between school leaders and
equity policy was misguided. This assumption followed the logic that school
improvement efforts to increase 4-year cohort graduation rates through equity-based
reforms were guided by policy and would drive school improvement efforts.
Therefore, implementation of the policy would be mediated directly by educator’s
cognitive structures, organizational context, and the policy reform (Allbright et al.,
2019). Despite legislative directives, Oregon Department of Education guidance,
school board equity policy, and public discourse, equity-based reform appears to be
more generalized and amorphous than standards-based reform, financial reform, or
other technical improvements for improving school systems that are often policy
driven. What is meant by “equity work” and what educators are doing to improve
outcomes is not standard in definition and often contested, just as the research base
suggests (Allbright et al., 2019; Bulkley, 2013; Kornhaber, Griffith, & Tyler, 2014).
What this finding of the vice principal discourse suggests is that more investigation
into the organizational context of districts is needed in order to explain how the
organizational culture and structure shapes educator’s ability to be effective equity
leaders. For this reason, the symbol connecting personal equity definitions and the
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interviews is represented by a question mark. The data revealed that vice principals in
districts without strong equity frameworks saw both equity policy and district
leadership as means for guiding their work and improving equitable outcomes, and
they wanted this support. Vice principals in the sample attempted to enact their
education equity beliefs into their leadership practices as best as possible, often in the
absence of policy. Vice principal efficacy enacting their beliefs was affected by the
school building and district environments. The question mark represents that, the
extent to which and in what ways these effects occur, were beyond the scope of this
study. This reflects Oregon’s Every Student Succeeds Act recent emphasis on
strengthening district systems, rather than on individual school buildings. The
emphasis of equity policy in Oregon is moving towards developing partnerships
between the Oregon Department of Education and school districts, and along with this
practice, more research attention should be paid to how school districts shape policy
implementation, rather than on how individual administrators implement policy (Ares
& Buendía, 2007).
Personal equity definitions. In the statewide survey vice principals were
asked to write definitions of education equity in order to grasp common concepts used
in their explanations, to see if these trends reflected ideological patterns found in the
literature review, and to see how closely they reflected state and district definitions of
education equity. Withstanding some variation in the 37 sample definitions, close to
half (49%) centered around what Allbright et al.’s (2019) typology labels a liberal
view. With 19% libertarian and 24% democratic liberal on either side, 92% of
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definitions heavily favor equal opportunity for all based on inputs and outcomes
narrowly defined by achievement outcomes based on test performance. This suggests
a strong ideological unity centered on views of education equity that do not believe it
is the public school system or the people working in the system that create inequitable
outcomes. These views hold the system as neutral. Therefore, those vice principals
with a transformative view (8%) or at least believing in transformative equity goals,
are seriously outnumbered across schools, districts and the state. In the liberal view,
the equity principle is for schools to level the playing field of societal disadvantages
by providing inputs that seek equal opportunity for all, and that outcomes will follow
based on merit. Therefore, access changes outcomes. Oregon’s Equity Lens
definition of education equity goes a bit further to focus on individual students,
especially federally protected classes, to receive the necessary resources for their
success. This definition is easily subsumed within the liberal view as its emphasis is
on receiving inputs for equal opportunity to level the playing field. The policy
language hinting at student differentiation of supports, or a democratic liberal view of
equity, is vague in Oregon’s Equity Lens (thrive), opening the possibility that
educators interpret this guidance in multiple ways from their multiple ideological
frameworks (Lenhoff & Ulmer, 2016). The dominance of standards-based instruction
and assessment in education makes it possible that educators understand the emphasis
on achievement, yet it is unclear what differentiation of supports and resources are put
into place in order to achieve more equitable outcomes and guarantee a minimal level
of performance for each and every student. State and school board policies direct
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districts to investigate systemic policies and practices that produce unequal outcomes
and provide guidance on what strategies to employ, yet it is unclear how many
districts are implementing equity processes rather than just making commitments to
equity goals. Whether intended or not, making this step toward transformative
analysis and process implementation appears not to be tied to having an education
equity policy. The data from the vice principal interview sample suggests this is
mixed at best.
Putting the findings all together. The findings from the triangulated data
sources reveal that vice principal education equity discourse in Oregon is
representative of the ideological complexities of our national discourse, and tied to
world views, policy purposes and definitions, and the ensuing reform practices for
public education writ large. I argue that education equity goals are essentially
transformative in nature, and that statewide and school board policy guidance in
Oregon provides sound policy strategies to reach these transformative goals.
Therefore, the nature of the disconnect between public education in Oregon producing
equitable student outcomes and the maintenance of the achievement gap is based in
the mismatch of practices to reach the intended goals. The sensemaking of education
equity and equity policy by the majority of educators in Oregon has been interpreted
and enacted upon with an emphasis on inputs and access to resources, leaving
outcomes, intended or not, to the merit of students narrowly defined through
standardized achievement measures. It is the lack of transformative practices
systemically implemented in school districts and across the state, that maintains the
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status quo and the achievement gap. Transformative practices begin with racial equity
analysis and a critical assessment of institutional barriers, both of which are advocated
for in policy, but are lacking in application throughout the state.
Discussion of Implications
Through a critical discourse analysis this case study sought to answer how do
Oregon high school vice principals make sense of education equity in their leadership
practices and how do Oregon high school vice principals integrate their personal
sensemaking of education equity with district and state equity policies. The five
contexts of education equity discourse from the vice principal interviews delineate a
complex organizational environment. There does not appear to be a direct link
between a vice principal’s views on education equity and their ability to enact
leadership practices based on these particular views of education equity in every
situation. What is clear from the sample studied is that this group of vice principals is
making a concerted effort to implement equitable practices and reach equitable
outcomes, based on their beliefs of education equity. How successful they are
individually, within a building, or within a district does appear to be impacted by the
organizational context more so than just the vice principal’s beliefs or the policy
reform. This aligns with earlier research findings that local context effects
sensemaking and policy implementation (Allbright et al., 2019; Evans, 2007; Spillane,
2002; Weick, 1995).
Vice principals in the studied sample were by and large newer to the
administrator role and newer to their current positions. This allowed them to ask
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questions about practices, procedures, and protocols within a building and district
from a perspective as yet uninfluenced by the existing culture. This allowed vice
principals to ask questions about the normalcy of operations and the status quo that
might appear non-conventional if not controversial (Jordan, Brown, & Gutiérrez,
2010). Statewide education equity policy guidance advocates questioning the takenfor-grantedness of institutional barriers and discriminatory practices that produce
systemic inequities (Higher Education Coordinating Commission, 2017a); yet vice
principals expressed a wide range of comfort levels with their personal expertise to
provide this assessment, and their abilities to provide this analysis within the political
environment of their school and district.
One point of unanimity across the vice principals was the desire to have more
training around race and equity conversations and thereby gaining skills, tools, and
resources for building capacity with teachers and staff (Coburn, 2001). This
leadership skill was embraced as a means to build capacity for more equitable
outcomes within schools. Not only is professional development strongly advocated
for in school board equity policies to improve all employee’s knowledge and skills for
eliminating achievement disparities, the expressed ability to confront institutional and
systemic barriers, and to engage in conversations about race is made clear in policy
documents throughout the decade (Higher Education Coordinating Commission,
2017a; Oregon Department of Education, 2017c). This being said, there appears to be
a disconnect in the nine districts represented in the sample between this expressed
policy intention, and the professional development practices being enacted
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systemically throughout a school district. All school districts with policies did not
necessarily enact equity-based professional development, even with the strategy
written into the policy.
Findings suggests that vice principals were not driven by district or state
education equity policy. One example is that statewide and school board policy
declares a commitment to systematically use disaggregated data for district decision
making. This practice is disconnected from the experiences of many vice principals in
the sample. Many participants in this study revealed that they had limited or no access
to disaggregated data upon which to make decisions concerning equity issues. Of
those vice principals who did mention having disaggregated data, most of these vice
principals mentioned their administrative teams collecting this data on their own
initiative rather than with a district system. What infrastructure is needed to make this
a more comprehensive district and statewide strategy that gets this data into the hands
of building administrators and teachers? What practices can then be put into place to
improve instruction and decision making? This challenge is representative of a larger
pattern expressed in the vice principal education equity discourse from the sample.
Education equity policy guidance seeks to remedy inequitable outcomes by putting
equitable processes and practices into place and provides strategies to do so. There
was little direct evidence that districts with policies put in or had in place, systematic
disaggregated data practices, as interpreted by the vice principals in the sample.
Oregon’s Equity Lens demonstrates a policy mismatch of ends and means,
intent and impact. This mismatch is visioning a transformative goal created by
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implementing liberal and democratic liberal practices, to improve a system created
from a libertarian framework. The ideological disconnect is further complicated by
having a transformative goal that is interpreted by educators who put into practice
liberal and democratic liberal practices as remedies to provide equal opportunity and
minimum performance standards on achievement tests, rather than utilizing
transformative practices that will confront educator and systemic bias, and develop the
strengths of historically underserved student groups. There is a mismatch of means to
reach the ends. This message is interpreted as “equity for all” by educators with
libertarian, liberal, and democratic liberal views on equity, and a school system built
on merit and achievement defined narrowly by performance test scores (Lenhoff &
Ulmer, 2016). It is understandable therefore, that vice principals discuss equity using
standard measures of access to school resources like Advanced Placement courses,
and differentiating supports for achievement tests (Segeren & Kutsyuruba, 2012).
More investigation into individualism, meritocracy, and whiteness from a critical race
theory framework could shed light on the insufficient nature of these standard
measures and suggest other measures more appropriate for achieving equity as defined
in district and state policy.
A district’s commitment to the goal of education equity, does not directly
connect to the district’s or a school’s desire and ability to implement transformative
practices throughout school buildings or a district. Having education equity goals
within statewide and district education equity policies does not appear to be
comprehensively impacting school building and district practices to be put into place
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across the state. Transformative leadership practices begin with the moral courage and
leadership to address systemic barriers, adults taking responsibility for student
outcomes, and having challenging conversations about race and equity (Fullan, 2004;
Shields, 2018; Theoharis, 2007). There was little evidence of widespread systemic
practices in buildings or districts for addressing institutional barriers, like utilizing an
equity lens tool to review processes and practices. Performing a race and equity
analysis of an institution by the people who work in and depend on that institution for
their livelihoods, is a challenging task. Educators have historically protected the core
technologies of schooling from outside scrutiny and pressure, leaving intact the
fundamental architecture of the public education system and the narrative of what
makes a good student, good teacher, and good school (Ball, Maguire, & Braun, 2012).
Implementing a racial analysis process challenges this protective impulse.
Implementing a district equity framework with an equity lens tool are critical steps for
catalyzing organization change and achieving equity goals.
Systemic professional development to address individual and institutional bias
is another critical tool for creating a transformative environment systemically across a
school district. Sampled vice principals in districts with more comprehensive equity
frameworks expressed more support and guidance for enacting equity practices in their
buildings than those without, and those vice principals who formerly came from
districts with equity frameworks and were now in districts without them, expressed
feeling the absence of these frameworks. This suggests district equity frameworks are
critical components for improving the efficacy of building leaders. Vice principals
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expressed district expectations and frameworks for defining education equity and
implementing school-wide practices as influencing their ability to create equitable
environments and outcomes (Feldman & Winchester, 2015).
If we understand Allbright et al.’s typology as a spectrum of education equity
views, then we might be well served to also understand the organizational history of
how and why schools are organized as they are. It is also a history interpreted from a
spectrum of ideological views. The purpose of schooling and how schools in public
education operate is based in the libertarian view of equity, with liberal and
democratic liberal tendencies (Labaree, 1997). Transformative leaders seek to remedy
this foundation or status quo; competing with these more traditional views within the
policy landscape, educator discourse, and collective sensemaking in schools. The vice
principals in the sample made efforts to implement equitable leadership practices as
best they could within their organizational culture and structures. The district and
statewide equity policies similarly intend in their language to stimulate the enactment
of equity practices towards equity goals. Policy analysis in this study would suggest
that on face value education equity policy provides sound strategies to guide practice.
It is unclear how faithfully these strategies are implemented or even attempted in
districts with these policies, or in those without them. There also appears to be a
disconnect between thinking a vice principal can directly enact their beliefs into
practice, and understanding that enactment must integrate with the beliefs of the other
people involved, the taken for granted assumptions in schools, the local district and
school context, and equity-based policy reforms (Evans, 2007). This collective
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sensemaking (Coburn, 2001; Spillane, 2002; Evans 2007) is not only structured by
conceptions of education equity (Bulkley, 2013; Kornhaber, Griffith, & Tyler, 2014;
Allbright et al., 2019), but beliefs about the purpose of schooling, and the raison d'etre
of how schools work (Tyack & Tobin, 1994; Labaree, 1997; Ball, Maguire, & Braun,
2012).
While the vice principals interviewed did not express being driven by district
and statewide education equity policy, their discourse is influenced by the policy
landscape. An example of this is how beliefs from the Oregon’s Equity Lens are
absent from Oregon’s Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). None of the fifty states
chose to use the reengagement measure for accountability purposes in their plans.
Reengagement was clearly articulated as a valued statewide belief in 2014 policy
texts, but had been removed as such by 2017. Oregon could have been a pioneer in
using reengagement as an accountability measure. Oregon, through the passing of HB
3427, Section 33, tasked the Youth Development Division to create a statewide youth
reengagement system as part of the Student Success Act of 2019. However, school
districts are not incentivized nor accountable to allocate equitable resources to students
who have left the education system, as they would be if reengagement were connected
to state and federal legislation through ESSA accountability measures. While a fiveyear completer rate was added as an accountability measure, there does not appear to
be a systemic understanding that a large percentage of the students in that category
have left traditional schools and need to be reengaged. Oregon’s Equity Lens in 2014
recognized this population as a historically underserved group, but Oregon’s Every
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Student Success Act in 2017 did not. There is confluence between federal, state, and
local policies and in education equity discourse, for better and worse.
Teachers are regularly praised as the most significant resource in student
outcomes; however, this treats teachers as interchangeable inputs, rather than
transformative practitioners. The findings from the vice principal sample suggest that
teachers, as well as administrators need competency in talking about race and equity.
This experience can begin in pre-service and licensure programs, and continue through
district professional development. Developing this skill within the state’s most
valuable resource is imperative for developing equitable outcomes, and graduating all
students ready to succeed in a diverse local, national, and global communities.
Credentialing bodies and university training can support this development by building
this skill set into their curricula. Districts can continue to support this skill
development throughout educators’ careers using professional development. As Ann
pointed out:
…the administrative standards that we do. They're all super rooted in equity if
you really read them carefully…. If you just take kind of like the last two
paragraphs of it, then they don't have to be, but in their entirety they are.
Universities and licensure agencies could have a more robust influence on developing
racial analysis and racial communications as essential skills for educators.
Accountability and compliance were discussed by vice principals as district
motivators. It appears that many school districts in the sample don’t choose to go
beyond what is required of them from the Oregon Department of Education (ODE)
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according to multiple vice principals in the sample. This would suggest that ODE’s
philosophy as outlined in Oregon’s Every Student Succeeds Act to partner with
schools might backfire, if participation in the opportunity and innovation, and all
district partner categories, is something districts can opt into. Six vice principals who
were in districts with equity policies, had no direct working knowledge of their district
policy or its contents. Whether this is a communication problem or an indicator of
something else is beyond the scope of this study. It does present the question that if a
school board makes the effort to adopt an education equity policy, what purpose
would it serve if the policy is not known throughout the administration and enforced
across the district?
Finally, education equity policy writ large is directed by the state to address
inequitable outcomes and the opportunity gaps across Oregon. Textual analysis of the
policies demonstrated wide variance in how districts mimic policy guidance, use
vague accountability language and articulate equitable visions for transforming their
district as a means to create equitable student outcomes.
Putting the implications all together. The discussed implications from the
study suggest that Ball’s (2006) discussion of policy as text and policy as discourse is
still relevant today, and helps frame our understanding of vice principal education
equity discourse. While vice principals in the study expressed ideologies as policy as
text, these perspectives are shaped by the policy as discourse within the contexts of
schools, districts, and the state and federal policy landscapes. As such, education
equity is not only an ill-defined and contested concept within the discourse, but
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competition between ideological perspectives is also present within the institution,
between educators, and within the public discourse. Therefore, second order changes
like reducing social inequality and the shrinking the achievement gap are not affected
en masse across Oregon because first order practices are not implemented into
institutions changing the structural outcomes of the public education system. This is
due to the ideological beliefs that undergird the public education system, the
practitioners within it, and the dominant ideologies preventing these transformations
from taking root. Ideological perspectives that emphasize inputs of education
resources and narrowly defined achievement outcomes, ignore the implementation of
transformative practices that will lead to second order changes (Feldman &
Winchester, 2015).
Limitations
This section will discuss four limitations of this study. Two limitations are
related to the convenience sampling in data collection and implications for interpreting
results based on these limitations. The first is the statewide sample of vice principal
personal equity definitions, and the second is the interview sample. Third, school
board policies might not signify “equity work” being done in a district, and the fourth
limitation is the time frame of the study.
Statewide sample of vice principal personal education equity definitions.
The Qualtrics survey attempted to recruit a statewide representative sample of Oregon
9-12 high school vice principals. The completion rate of 14% limits the certitude with
which this sample is representative of the statewide vice principal population.
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Participants self-selected survey completion from an email solicitation. Eighty-one
percent (30/37) of survey completers answered that they participate in a community of
practice or professional learning community around equity, and 59% of those vice
principals meet at least once a month in those groups. It is unclear what bias this
participation has in the aggregate definitions collected in the sample, yet the selfselection appears to be highly guided by participation in “equity work” of some kind.
Oregon has a rural-urban divide across the state. Seventy-eight percent of the survey
completers (29/37) came from two regions; the Portland Metro Area and the
Willamette Valley. Therefore, the personal education equity definitions do not
encompass geographic representation of vice principals across Oregon and the sample
does not include many respondents from rural areas.
Interview sample. Similarly, interviewees volunteered to participate in the
interview based on their completion of the initial survey, interest, and matching the
sampling criteria. This 10-vice principal interview sample can be compared to the 37vice principal survey sample through their personal education equity definitions
categorized into Allbright et al.’s equity typology. As depicted in Figure 5, the
interview sample skews more progressively towards democratic liberal and
transformative views, than the definitions sample as a whole.
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Figure 5. Percentages of Vice Principal Education Equity Definitions by Equity View.
These data suggest the interview sample as a group is likely more progressive than the
definitions sample, and both samples are more representative of the urban belt through
Oregon, rather than the state as a whole. The urban and rural divide is well
established in Oregon. This accompanies an ideological split between liberals and
conservatives. This split and the voting patterns for democrats and republicans in
Oregon has been documented by Clucas, Henkels, & Steel (2009). Therefore, it is
likely that the interview sample in general is more progressive than the vice principal
population across the state. Research that investigates how communities view
education equity and how this intersects with local school districts would help
illuminate these variances. There are implications not only for how we interpret vice
principal perspectives in the study, but on face value it would seem that the vice
principal population across the state as a whole would be more conservative than the
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study participants, and would encompass more vice principals with libertarian views
on equity.
What is meant by equity work? This study analyzed district and state
education equity policies and included school board education equity policies as a
school district’s policy representation. It is possible that districts have an equity plan,
or perform equity work or have equity initiatives, or work to address inequitable
outcomes without having a school board equity policy. This study included 120 of the
197 school districts in Oregon (61%) in its search sample, and only one third of those
have school board equity policies. If the sample is representative of the entire state,
only 65 out of 197 school districts would have school board education equity policies.
While providing insights into education equity policies and vice principal equity
discourse, it is unclear how representative having a school board education equity
policy is of a district’s equity work across the state. Collecting evidence of equitybased practices and processes implemented by districts across the state would address
this question, as well as build a resource bank to assist all districts.
Timeframe. Data were collected over a limited two-month time period.
While the sample did reveal valuable insights into the education equity discourse of
some vice principals, the personal narrative data was collected primarily through one
hour long semi-structured interview. Observing vice principals in schools and
interviewing them several times over a longer period of time would allow for more indepth research into vice principal leadership practices, their organizational
environments, and their sensemaking of education equity.
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Future Research
The discussion of findings and implications suggests that several research
studies would further the knowledge base around sensemaking of education equity and
education equity policy implementation in schools. This study emphasized individual
sensemaking. Indicators suggest more inquiry into collective sensemaking at the
team, department, school, and district levels around education equity should provide
valuable insights into how the organizational context shapes this process. This study
emphasized the direct influence of policy on individual actions at the building level.
Indicators suggest a need for more inquiry into sensemaking at the district level, and
how policy influences systemic practices. To further understand what cultural and
structural conditions embedded in district practices support building level
administrators, and what characteristics of leaders at the district level support building
leaders, would also provide a missing piece to the policy implementation picture.
Stemming from the limitations in this study, it would seem to prove insightful
to study: a) a truly representative statewide sample of education equity definitions so
regional comparisons can be made, b) research done in rural regions to understand the
beliefs, values, and attitudes of vice principals in those areas, c) study the education
equity practices implemented in different regions of the state and variables specific to
the local communities, and d) how do the education equity beliefs of vice principals of
color compare to the administrators in the study?
Understanding the local context involves knowing the communities of Oregon
as well as the school districts that serve them. Research that explicates the community
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perspectives on equity needs in communities and districts around the state would
broaden our understanding of the similarities and differences across our cities and
towns. Also, several vice principals mentioned the economic disparity in their schools
and in their districts. Understanding the intra-district differences between schools and
how these dynamics play out within districts, would appear to shed light on important
systemic challenges. New research will hopefully connect the local context of schools
and districts, and the local community contexts, in analyzing and addressing social and
economic inequalities, and how these relate to school inputs, processes, and outcomes.
Although people and interest groups will have varying opinions, Oregon
schools have been under-resourced for many decades. Like many public institutions
this has left the state and districts without the infrastructure to carry out some
strategies in schools. Improved data collection, and improved infrastructure for data
disaggregation across the state will help facilitate the use of equity data in culturally
sustaining ways across all districts and levels. Guidance and coordination from the
Oregon Department of Education, and knowing what districts: a) have equity policies,
b) have equity plans, c) have district equity teams, d) have disaggregated data systems,
and e) have implemented what strategies and to what effect, would serve the collective
statewide knowledge around education equity practices in Oregon.
State and district policies were clear in their intent to stimulate intentional
examination of policies and practices for systemic barriers, but there was little
evidence within the sample of this being a widespread practice across districts.
Findings suggest that racial analysis is a key strategy to emphasize. It was beyond the
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scope of this study to investigate why this action is not undertaken; however, future
research around implementing this strategy and developing equity analysis tools to
support it should be valuable. Developing a statewide or reginal network for this
practice, will hopefully drive more districts to employ the strategy.
Vice principals were unanimous in their desire to have more systemic
professional development for all staff, and at all levels that builds capacity for
culturally sustaining practices. Administrators need the tools and resources to be able
to provide this personal and organizational learning (Coburn, 2005). All districts do
not appear to have the expertise they need to put culturally relevant processes into
practice through professional development. As Betty reminded us, white people in
particular need professional development opportunities in regards to racial equity
because they have not been exposed to much diversity in many communities across
the state. How can school districts achieve their goal to graduate all students ready to
succeed in a diverse local, national and global communities if the adults do not have
the knowledge, skills, and expertise to help students develop this aptitude?
Findings from the analysis of decade long policy shifts suggests the federal
education policy landscape does influence state and local equity policy
implementation. By studying similar and comparable states to Oregon, a constant
comparative analysis between states might prove insightful in understanding the
education equity policy making and policy implementation processes, as well as for
understanding how education equity is conceptualized across the states. Using ESSA
state plans as a starting point, I concur that Chu’s (2019) recommendation to look at
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the sensemaking of local educators and how their concepts of education equity align
across federal and state levels. Similarly, research that investigates conceptions of
education equity internationally, would create opportunities for deeper exploration
into our counties’ cultural values in relation to education and equity.
Lastly, a few more projects for our agencies. Looking into districts who
adopted the OSBA sample equity policy or a close variation should be researched for
what equity practices were put into place and why, and assessed for efficacy in
improving outcomes. Ongoing assessment of Oregon’s ESSA work and the impact of
Oregon’s new education equity definition, Oregon’s Equity Stance, should prove
valuable in understanding how Oregon’s policy efforts continue into the next decade.
Finally, as mentioned in suggestions for future professional development, racial
analysis and racial communication skills are essential skills for educators in our
schools. University and licensure programs have a role and a responsibility to develop
these skills in their graduates. This is more than a unit on diversity or equity, but on
developing curriculum and providing the avenues for equity-based skills development
as part of educators’ professional repertoire.
Closing Remarks
It was evident from the findings that transformative solutions are not being put
into practice throughout many districts and schools in the sample. The majority of vice
principals expressed being in situations where solutions were geared towards inputs
and equal opportunities, with some increasing awareness of differentiating supports
for improving achievement; yet few vice principals talked of putting transformative
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practices into place to create non-predictable outcomes by race. Even if vice
principals personally believed in a more transformative view of education equity, they
described systems that frame solutions within more traditional ideological views on
schooling.
The culture of legitimation seeks to protect the core function of schools and
present the institution in the best possible light (Anderson, 1990). If educators need to
confront systemic barriers, this counters the legitimizing stories we tell ourselves
about four-year cohort graduation rates, the achievement gap, and equitable outcomes.
Catalyzing this critique, whether from a critical perspective or not, appears to be a
significant barrier for many district systems. The culture of accountability shaped by
individualism and meritocracy in the United States has influenced our public discourse
around outcomes and education policy, blaming the victim for their situation. Shifting
this discourse will take conceptualizing education equity in transformative ways and
defining education equity specifically in policies, so it does not remain a contested
concept. Emphasis in education equity policy has been placed on inputs and
outcomes, without accountability for putting the processes and practices in schools
that can lead to more equitable systemic outcomes. Education outcomes, like the fouryear cohort graduation rate and the perennial achievement gap are more about the
institutional practices and ideological beliefs, values and attitudes of educators than
they are about students and their social group characteristics. There is a mismatch of
intent versus impact in conceptualizing education equity. The ends do not justify the
means when there is not a means to reach the goal. Outcomes do not come directly
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from inputs. To reach transformative education equity goals, the means must be put
into practice (Feldman and Winchester, 2015). It’s time to emphasize education equity
processes.
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Appendix A
Survey Introduction Email

Subject: OR Ed Equity Brief Survey (Action Rqstd)
Dear Vice-Principal Last Name,
I am writing to invite you to take this brief survey specific to high school Vice
Principals in Oregon. The survey is part of a dissertation research study through the
University of Portland and is investigating how high school Vice-Principals integrate
educational equity and equity policy into leadership practices.
Little to no research has been conducted with Vice-Principals on this topic. Yet you
are crucial leaders in Oregon’s high schools whose work with staff, students, and
families affects school culture and educational outcomes.
The survey should take 5-10 minutes to complete. It has a total of 16 questions, 2
of which are open ended responses. Please click on this link OR Ed Equity VicePrincipal Survey to participate.
The survey will be open for three weeks, from September 7, 2020 through September
28, 2020. All participants will receive a copy of the aggregated survey results. In
addition, participants who complete the survey by Friday, September 18, 2020 can
be entered into a raffle to win a $100 Amazon gift card. All participants
completing the survey by the final due date can be entered into a raffle to win two
additional $50 Amazon gift cards. You will need to enter your email address to be in
the running for the raffles.
Thank you for your consideration and the hard work you do each and every day on
behalf of Oregon’s students.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey R. Laff, MAT, MPA
laff12@up.edu
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Appendix B
Qualtrics Survey Protocol

High School Vice Principals' Sensemaking of Equity
Please answer the following questions: Block Options
Q1
The survey will take approximately 5-10 minutes to complete. Please read the
informed consent below before continuing with the survey.
This survey is part of a research study conducted by Jeffrey Laff as part of the
University of Portland-School of Education doctoral program. If you agree to
participate, please complete the survey below. If you do not want to participate, please
do not complete this survey.
This is a confidential survey and there are no anticipated risks to your participation in
this survey, however it is unlikely yet possible that a data breach could occur with the
Qualtrics survey, and that the data may not be truly anonymous. All data will be kept
in a password protected computer and will be reported in the aggregate.
Participating in this research will help us better understand how high school viceprincipals make sense of equity and equity policy as they integrate this sensemaking
into their leadership practices. However, we cannot guarantee that you personally will
receive any benefits from this research. Your participation is voluntary, and your
decision whether or not to participate will not affect your relationship with the
University of Portland. If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw your
consent and discontinue participation at any time without penalty.
If you have any questions about the study, please feel free to contact Jeffrey Laff at
laff12@up.edu or the faculty advisor, Dr. Hillary Merk at merk@up.edu.
Page Break
Q2
Including this year, how many years of experience do you have in an administrative
position?
1-5 years
6-10 years
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11-15 years
16-20 years
21-25 years
26-30 years
31+ years
Q3
What was your content specialization prior to your administrative position? (Check all
that apply.)
English
Math
Science
Social Studies
Physical Education
Health
World Languages
Career Technical
The Arts
ELL
Special Education
Multiple Subjects-Elementary
Counseling
Specialist. Please specify:
Other. Please specify:
Q4
In what geographic region of Oregon do you work?
Portland Metro Area
Coast
Mt. Hood & Gorge
Willamette Valley
Eastern Oregon
Central Oregon
Southern Oregon
Q5
Please identify your race/ethnicity. (Check all that apply.)
American Indian / Alaskan Native
Asian
Asian Indian
Black / African American
Latina/o/x
Middle Eastern
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Pacific Islander
White
Other. Please specify:
Prefer not to answer.
Q6
Please identify your gender.
Female
Male
Non-binary
Self-Identify:
Prefer not to answer.
Q7
Please identify your age range.
20-25 years old
26-30 years old
31-35 years old
36-40 years old
41-45 years old
46-50 years old
51-55 years old
56-60 years old
61+ years old
Prefer not to answer.
Q8
How would you describe your school’s unique context within your district?
Q9
How do you define education equity?
Q10
Where do the majority of your conversations about educational equity take place?
Formal settings are professional development and meetings, etc. and informal settings
are hallways, lunch rooms, ad hoc situations, etc…
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
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70%
80%
90%
100%
Formal Settings
Informal Settings
Q11
Do you participate in a Community of Practice or Professional Learning Community
around educational equity?
Yes, and we meet weekly.
Yes, and we meet bi-weekly.
Yes, and we meet monthly.
Yes, and we meet a few times a year.
No.
Q12
How familiar are you with your district's equity policy?
I am not at all familiar with my district's equity policy.
I am slightly familiar with my district's equity policy.
I am somewhat familiar with my district's equity policy.
I am moderately familiar with my district's equity policy.
I am extremely familiar with my district's equity policy.
Q13
I feel supported as an
equity leader
by my district.
Strongly disagree
Somewhat disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat agree
Strongly agree
Q14
Approximately, how many reform initiatives is your school and district undertaking at
this time?
School
District
0
1
2
3
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Q15
Is your “equity work” embedded within other school-wide initiatives, or in addition to
the others?
Embedded within other initiatives.
In addition to other initiatives.
Q16
Are you willing to participate in a 45–60-minute interview via Zoom about
educational equity and your leadership practices? Interviews will be between October
1, 2020 and November 20,2020. If yes, please enter the email address where you
would like to be contacted.
Yes
No
Q19
To be entered into the raffle, please enter your email address below.
Survey Termination Options...
End of Survey
https://uportland.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/preview/SV_esxaoLu22XmuPn7?Q_SurveyVer
sionID=current&Q_CHL=preview
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Appendix C
Semi-structured Interview Protocol

1. What are you most proud of recently in your work?
2. What is your “why” for being a VP?
a. How did this “why” come to be?
i. Does your “why” sustain your equity work and if so, how?
3. In what ways do you, as a vice principal, implement “equity” through your
daily practices at your school?
4. Describe an experience leading an equity-based professional development
activity, or describe an equity-based conversation you had with a superior,
peer, or supervisee that stands out to you.
5. How would you describe the equity-based professional development provided
by your school district?
6. Tell me what you know about the state and district’s current equity policies.
a. How did you come about these understanding? – If needed.
7. What would you like to know about education equity and equity policy to be a
more effective leader?
8. How has your concept of equity and leadership practice changed since Covid19?
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Appendix D
Oregon Equity Lens: Beliefs
We believe that everyone has the ability to learn and that we have an ethical and moral
responsibility to ensure an education system that provides optimal learning
environments that lead students to be prepared for their individual futures.
We believe that speaking a language other than English is an asset and that our
education system must celebrate and enhance this ability alongside appropriate
and culturally responsive support for English as a second language.
We believe students receiving special education services are an integral part of our
educational responsibility and we must welcome the opportunity to be
inclusive, make appropriate accommodations, and celebrate their assets. We
must directly address the over-representation of children of color in special
education and the under-representation in “talented and gifted.”
We believe that the students who have previously been described as “at-risk,”
“underperforming,” “under-represented,” or minority actually represent
Oregon’s best opportunity to improve overall educational outcomes. We have
many counties in rural and urban communities that already have populations of
color that make up the majority. Our ability to meet the needs of this
increasingly diverse population is a critical strategy for us to successfully reach
our State education goals.
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We believe that intentional and proven practices must be implemented to return out of
school youth to the appropriate and culturally sustaining educational setting.
We recognize that this will require us to challenge and change our current
educational setting to be more culturally responsive, safe, and responsive to the
significant number of elementary, middle, and high school students who are
currently out of school. We must make our schools safe for every learner.
We believe that ending disparities and gaps in achievement begin in the delivery of
quality Early Learner programs and culturally appropriate family engagement
and support. This is not simply an expansion of services―it is a recognition
that we need to provide services in a way that best meets the needs of our most
diverse segment of the population―0-5 year olds and their families.
We believe that resource allocation demonstrates our priorities and our values and that
we demonstrate our priorities and our commitment to rural communities,
communities of color, English language learners, and out of school youth in
the ways we allocate resources and make educational investments.
We believe that communities, parents, teachers, and community-based
organizations have unique and important solutions to improving outcomes for
our students and educational systems. Our work will only be successful if we
are able to truly partner with the community, engage with respect, authentically
listen, and have the courage to share decision-making, control, and resources.
We believe every learner should have access to information about a
broad array of career opportunities and apprenticeships. These will show them
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multiple paths to employment yielding family-wage incomes without
diminishing the responsibility to ensure that each learner is prepared with the
requisite skills to make choices for their future.
We believe that our community colleges and university systems have a
critical role in serving our diverse populations, rural communities, emerging
bi-lingual students and students with disabilities. Our institutions of higher
education, and the P-20 system, will truly offer the best educational experience
when their campus faculty, staff and students reflect this state, its growing
diversity and the ability for all of these populations to be educationally
successful and ultimately employed.
We believe the rich history and culture of learners is a source of pride
and an asset to embrace and celebrate.
Finally, we believe in the importance of supporting great teaching. Research is clear
that “teachers are among the most powerful influences in (student) learning.” 3
An equitable education system requires providing teachers with the tools and
support to meet the needs of each student, and a dedicated effort to increase the
culturally and linguistically diverse educators who reflect Oregon’s rapidly
changing student population.
https://www.oregon.gov/highered/about/Documents/State-Goals/HECC-Equity-Lens2017-reformat.pdf
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Appendix E
Links to Equity Policies

Oregon’s Equity Lens retrieved from
https://www.oregon.gov/highered/about/Documents/Commission/COMMISSI
ON/2017/08-August-9-10/4.0d%20Equity%20Lens-reformat.pdf on
September 15, 2020.
Oregon School Board Association Sample Policy retrieved from
http://www.osba.org/-/media/Files/EventMaterials/SBC/2016/Materials/PreConference/Oregon-EquityPolicy.pdf?la=en on September 26, 2020. Oregon’s Equity Stance was
retrieved from https://www.oregon.gov/ode/students-andfamily/equity/Pages/default.aspx on December 28, 2020.
Oregon’s Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) plan and accompanying documents
retrieved from https://www.oregon.gov/ode/rules-andpolicies/ESSA/Pages/default.aspx on January 3, 2021.

